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PASCAS INTRODUCTION:
Documents assembled by Pascas are provided for your individual assessment and exploration. The
contents are sourced from a variety of avenues and publications. Every endeavour is made to determine
that the contents are of the highest level of truth and veracity. At all times we ask that you go within
yourself, to ascertain for yourself, how the contents resonate with you.
Pascas provides these notes and observations to assist us all in the development and growth of our own
pathways and consciousness. Pascas does not hold these contents as dogma. Pascas is about looking
within oneself. Much of what we are observing is new to us readers and thus, we consider that you will
take on board that which resonates with you, investigate further those items of interest, and discard that
which does not feel appropriate to you.
Kinesiological muscle testing, as developed by Dr David R Hawkins and quantified by his Map of
Consciousness (MOC) table, has been used to ascertain the possible level of truth of documents. Such
tested calibration levels appear within the document. We ask that you consider testing same for
yourself. The technique and process is outlined within Pascas documents, such as Pascas Care – Energy
Level of Food. From each person’s perspective, results may vary somewhat. The calibration is offered
as a guide only and just another tool to assist in considering the possibilities. As a contrast, consider
using this technique to test the level of truth of your local daily newspaper.
Contents are not to be interpreted as an independent guide to self-healing. The information sourced
herein is not from a doctor or doctors, and any information provided in this document should not be in
lieu of consultation with your physician, doctor, or other health care professional. Pascas, nor anyone
associated with this document, does not assume any responsibility whatsoever for the results of any
application or use of any process, technique, compound or potion as described within this document.
The sources of contents are noted throughout the document. In doing so, we acknowledge the
importance of these sources and encourage our readers to consider further these sources. Should we
have infringed upon a copyright pertaining to content, graphics and or pictures, we apologise. In such
cases, we will endeavour to make the appropriate notations within the documents that we have
assembled as a service via our not for profit arm, to our interested community.
We offer all contents in love and with the fullness of grace, which is intended to flow to readers who
join us upon this fascinating journey throughout this incredible changing era we are all experiencing.
Living Feelings First,

John.

“Never can one man do more for another man than by making it known of the
availability of the Feeling Healing process and Divine Love.” JD
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If you could fit the entire population of the
world into a village consisting of 100 people,
maintaining the proportions of all the people living on
Earth, that village would consist of
57
21
14
8

Asians
Europeans
Americans (North, Central & South)
Africans

There would be:
52 women
and 48 men
30 Caucasians and 70 non-Caucasians
30 Christians and 70 non-Christians
89 heterosexuals and
11 homosexuals
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The Great Truths:
 God is Soul, being Mother and Father;
 that each individual soul is a duplex – both male and female;
 Feeling Healing with Divine Love is the pathway to Paradise;
 and that the Divine Love is freely available for all to receive.
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LGBTIQA+ communities
https://aifs.gov.au/cfca/publications/lgbtiq-communities#:

Glossary of common terms
November 2019

Overview
Understanding and using the language / terminology associated with the lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, gender diverse, intersex, queer, asexual and questioning (LGBTIQA+) communities helps
to ensure that services and organisations are inclusive and respectful. This resource sheet provides a
glossary of terms for practitioners and service providers to help them to better understand the
terminology and to use inclusive language in service provision.
Introduction
The information in this resource sheet is intended to help service providers and practitioners create safe
spaces for clients who are members of these communities.
Research shows that some service providers assume that their clients are heterosexual and use
heterosexist language, which can result in discomfort for clients and lead them to not disclose their
LGBTIQA+ status (Australian Human Rights Commission [AHRC], 2015) or discuss their gender or
sexuality. Improving access to appropriate services is important due to the higher rates of mental health
issues such as depression, anxiety and suicide (National LGBTI Health Alliance, 2016) that are
experienced by members of LGBTIQA+ communities compared to their non-LGBTIQA+ peers.
Research also indicates that pressures faced by same-gender attracted young people, such as bullying,
homelessness and feelings of shame, fear and confusion, do not stem from the nature of their sexual or
gender diversity. Rather, they are driven by the fear of, or actual, discrimination via institutions that are
important in the lives of young people, including schools, health services and welfare services (AHRC,
2015).
It is acknowledged that issues of gender identity are different to issues of sexual orientation; however,
for ease of reference, both are included in this resource sheet. Further, it is acknowledged that some
terminology is contested and language in this area is evolving (GLHV, 2016). Therefore, practitioners
and service providers are encouraged to use this resource sheet in conjunction with other sources of
information.
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There is a great deal of diversity within the LGBTIQA+ communities and a wide range of terms and
language related to:








sex
bodies
gender
sexuality
sexual attraction
experiences
legal and medical classifications (Fileborn, 2012; National LGBTI Health Alliance, 2013a).

It is important to acknowledge the complexity of people's lived experiences and recognise that the above
aspects may apply to individuals in different ways and different times across the life span (National
LGBTI Health Alliance, 2013a).
Glossary
This glossary is organised around the following categories (listed in alphabetical order):




bodies, gender and gender identities
sexual orientations
societal attitudes / issues.

Bodies, gender and gender identities
Cisgender/cis: a term used to describe people whose gender corresponds to the sex they were assigned
at birth.
Gender: refers to the socially constructed and hierarchical categories assigned to individuals on the
basis of their apparent sex at birth. While other genders are recognised in some cultures, in Western
society, people are expected to conform to one of two gender roles matching their apparent sex; for
example, male = man / masculine and female = woman / feminine.
Gender norms define how we should dress, act / behave, and the appropriate roles and positions of
privilege we have in society (e.g. the power relationships between men and women). Failing to adhere
to the norms associated with one's gender can result in ridicule, intimidation and even violence (Aizura,
Walsh, Pike, Ward, & Jak, 2010).
Many people do not fit into these narrowly defined and rigid gender norms. Some women may feel
masculine, some men may feel more feminine and some people may not feel either, or may reject gender
altogether (see Gender identity).
Gender binary: the spectrum-based classification of gender into the two categories of either man or
woman based on biological sex (see Sex).
Gender identity: refers to an inner sense of oneself as man, woman, masculine, feminine, neither, both,
or moving around freely between or outside of the gender binary.
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Gender pronouns: these refer to how a person chooses to publicly express their gender identity through
the use of a pronoun, whether it is a gender-specific or a gender-neutral pronoun (GLHV, 2016). This
can include the more traditional he or she, as well as gender-neutral pronouns such as they, their, ze, hir
and others (see Transgender/Trans/Gender diverse).
Gender queer / Non-binary gender: a term used to describe gender identity that does not conform to
traditional gender norms and may be expressed as other than woman or man, including gender neutral
and androgynous.
Gender questioning: not necessarily an identity but sometimes used in reference to a person who is
unsure which gender, if any, they identify with.
Intersex: an umbrella term that refers to individuals who have anatomical, chromosomal and hormonal
characteristics that differ from medical and conventional understandings of male and female bodies.
Intersex people may be ‘neither wholly female nor wholly male; a combination of female and male; or
neither female nor male’ (Sex Discrimination Amendment Act (Sexual Orientation, Gender Identity and
Intersex Status) 2013 (Cth)).
Intersex people may identify as either men, women or non-binary (see Genderqueer/Non-binary gender).
Sex: a person's sex is made up of anatomical, chromosomal and hormonal characteristics. Sex is
classified as either male or female at birth based on a person's external anatomical features. However,
sex is not always straightforward as some people may be born with an intersex variation, and anatomical
and hormonal characteristics can change over a lifespan.
Sister girl / Brother boy: terms used for gender diverse people within some Aboriginal or Torres Strait
Islander communities. Sistergirls and Brotherboys have distinct cultural identities and roles. Sistergirls
are Indigenous people who were classified male at birth but live their lives as women, including taking
on traditional cultural female practices (GLHV, 2016). Brotherboys are Indigenous people who were
classified as female at birth but who have a male spirit (GLHV, 2016).
Transgender / Trans / Gender diverse: umbrella terms used to refer to people whose assigned sex at
birth does not match their internal gender identity, regardless of whether their internal gender identity is
outside the gender binary or within it. Transgender/trans or gender diverse people may identify as nonbinary, that is: they may not identify exclusively as either gender; they may identify as both genders,
they may identify as neither gender; they may move around freely in between the gender binary; or they
may reject the idea of gender altogether.
Transgender/trans or gender diverse people may choose to live their lives with or without modifying
their body, dress or legal status, and with or without medical treatment and surgery. Transgender/trans
or gender diverse people may use a variety of terms to describe themselves including but not limited to:
man, woman, transwoman, transman, transguy, trans masculine, trans feminine, tranz, gender-diverse,
gender-queer, gender-non-conforming, non-binary, poly gendered, pan gendered and many more (see
Aizura et al., 2010).
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Transgender/trans or gender diverse people have the same range of sexual orientations as the rest of the
population. Transgender/trans or gender diverse people's sexuality is referred to in reference to their
gender identity, rather than their sex. For example, a woman may identify as lesbian whether she was
assigned female at birth or male.
Transgender/trans or gender diverse people may also use a variety of different pronouns including he,
she, they, hu, fae, ey, ze, zir and hir. Using incorrect pronouns to refer to or describe transgender/trans
or gender diverse people is disrespectful and can be harmful (see Misgendering under ‘Societal
attitudes/issues’ below).

Sexual orientations
Aromantic / aro: refers to individuals who do not experience romantic attraction. Aromantic
individuals may or may not identify as asexual.
Asexual / ace: a sexual orientation that reflects little to no sexual attraction, either within or outside
relationships. People who identify as asexual can still experience romantic attraction across the
sexuality continuum. While asexual people do not experience sexual attraction, this does not necessarily
imply a lack of libido or sex drive.
Bisexual: an individual who is sexually and/or romantically attracted to people of the same gender and
people of another gender. Bisexuality does not necessarily assume there are only two genders (Flanders,
LeBreton, Robinson, Bian, & Caravaca-Morera, 2017).
Gay: an individual who identifies as a man and is sexually and/or romantically attracted to other people
who identify as men. The term gay can also be used in relation to women who are sexually and
romantically attracted to other women.
Heterosexual: an individual who is sexually and/or romantically attracted to the opposite gender.
Lesbian: an individual who identifies as a woman and is sexually and/or romantically attracted to other
people who identify as women.
Pansexual: an individual whose sexual and/or romantic attraction to others is not restricted by gender.
A pansexual may be sexually and/or romantically attracted to any person, regardless of their gender
identity.
Queer: a term used to describe a range of sexual orientations and gender identities. Although once used
as a derogatory term, the term queer now encapsulates political ideas of resistance to heteronormativity
and homonormativity and is often used as an umbrella term to describe the full range of LGBTIQA+
identities.
Sexual orientation: refers to an individual's sexual and romantic attraction to another person. This can
include, but is not limited to, heterosexual, lesbian, gay, bisexual and asexual. It is important to note,
however, that these are just a handful of sexual identifications – the reality is that there are an infinite
number of ways in which someone might define their sexuality. Further, people can identify with a
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sexuality or sexual orientation regardless of their sexual or romantic experiences. Some people may
identify as sexually fluid; that is, their sexuality is not fixed to any one identity.

Societal attitudes / issues
Cisnormativity: assumes that everyone is cisgendered and that all people will continue to identify with
the gender they were assigned at birth. Cisnormativity erases the existence of transgender/trans and
gender diverse people.
Heteronormativity: the view that heterosexual relationships are the only natural, normal and legitimate
expressions of sexuality and relationships, and that other sexualities or gender identities are unnatural
and a threat to society (GLHV, 2016).
Heterosexism: describes a social system that privileges heteronormative beliefs, values and practice.
Heterosexism provides the social backdrop for homophobic and transphobic prejudices, violence and
discrimination against people with non-heteronormative sexualities and gender identities and intersex
varieties (Fileborn, 2012; GLHV, 2016).
Homonormativity: a term that describes the privileging of certain people or relationships within the
queer community (usually cisgendered, white, gay men). This term also refers to the assumption that
LGBTIQA+ people will conform to mainstream, heterosexual culture; for example, by adopting the idea
that marriage and monogamy are natural and normal.
Homophobia and biphobia: refer to negative beliefs, prejudices and stereotypes that exist about people
who are not heterosexual.
Misgendering: an occurrence where a person is described or addressed using language that does not
match their gender identity (GLHV, 2016). This can include the incorrect use of pronouns (she/he/they),
familial titles (father, sister, uncle) and, at times, other words that traditionally have gendered
applications (pretty, handsome, etc.). It is best to ask a person, at a relevant moment, what words they
like to use.
Transphobia: refers to negative beliefs, prejudices and stereotypes that exist about transgender/trans
and gender diverse people.
Conclusion
There is significant difference within LGBTIQA+ communities. Having an understanding of
LGBTIQA+ terminology and using language that is inclusive demonstrates respect and recognition for
how people describe their own genders, bodies and relationships (National LGBTI Health Alliance,
2013b). Inclusive language also makes people feel welcome in organisations including schools,
workplaces and services. It is worth noting that considerable debate around language and terminology
can exist within and outside LGBTIQA+ communities (GLHV, 2016).
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NOTE: So we can upgrade to inclusive politically correct speech. I am of the opinion that there
prevails now in to be perpetuated into the future who classifies / certifies which category; whether there
is ambiguity / overlap; self classification or third party; arbitration to give certainty where there is
dispute on applicability.
Yours confused,
Senior Citizen
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CHILDHOOD SUPPRESSION and HOMOSEXUALITY
Our soul is always in pristine condition. It is always true and perfect. It does become encrusted with the
emotional injuries and beliefs of our physical parents of its two personalities that it manifests. One
personality is always a perfect male and the other is always a perfect female. The soul does not know
sexuality. At the moment of conception we are either a male or a female – and then come our childhood
suppression!
OUR FORMING YEARS are MOST DYNAMIC and TRAUMATIC:

Our childhood formative years are
from conception through to age of 6
years. Commencing at conception,
we begin to take on all of the injuries
and errors of belief of our parents
and carers.
We capitulate to
adopting the ‘personality’ that our
physical parents impose upon us, to
the detriment of our true personality.

It is only through our Feeling Healing, living true to our feelings and expressing our feelings, both good
and bad whilst longing for the truth behind our feelings that we can discover our true personality and
begin to live true to our selves, to our feelings, to our Heavenly Parents who bestowed our true
personality upon us. It is only when we complete our Feeling Healing, the healing of our childhood
suppression, we will come to know who our soul partner is! And our soul partner, being the other
personality that we will know who we truly are.
And once we are fully healed of our soul, will be of the opposite sex to us – always of the opposite sex.
When we are again in truth, there is no homosexuality.
It is all about experiences and the feelings that arise from our experiences. Our soul does it all! Our
life is what our soul wants us to experience.
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Physical /
material body
Brain
Spirit /
etheric body
Mind
Soul + Spirit
Combination
Senses
Desires
Memory
Passions
Intention
Free Will
Emotions
Creativity
Awareness
Personality
Aspirations
Intelligence
Consciousness
The Real You
is your Soul!
Our Soul
orchestrates
everything!

ONE SOUL = TWO
PERSONALITIES
The two personalities
from the one soul are
eternally compatible
once they are healed
of their Rebellion
and Default.

Soul

Spirit
Physical
Body
Body
One Soul = Two Personalities

The capabilities and
potentialities of every
individual personality
is only limited by
their childhood
suppression and
repression. Once we
heal, then our selfexpression will reveal
our true selves.
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OUR SOUL SPLITS INTO TWO – well not really!

M

F

Prior to the time of incarnation / conception
the soul actually splits into two halves and
SOUL of HUMANITY
As it is before splitting one half incarnates into a male body and the
and incarnating as male other half incarnates into a female body.
The short time they were decreed to live the
and female entities.
earth life is for the purpose only of giving the
soul an individualized existence, that is, to
achieve individualisation.

Our soul is in the image of God / Creator, the Source Soul, but not of His / Her essence. God is both
male and female in essence. Our soul, prior to incarnation is both male and female aspects. However,
prior to incarnation, our soul splits into male and female halves.
Imagine your soul as being two cusped hands in the yin and yang configuration,
thus representing the male half of the soul and the female half of the soul. By
twisting the soul around halfway, so to speak, then splitting the soul may result in
male / male tendencies. By rotating the other way may result in female / female
tendencies. Obviously there are an infinite amount of variations resulting from
partial rotations so to speak. However, each complete soul splits into two whilst in
the pre-incarnation sphere, one half incarnates into a male physical body and the other half into a female
physical body.
What we have not been aware of is that we are each only half of our created soul. The other half of our
soul is our soulmate who is of the other sex.
Many who are homosexual go through physical life not knowing they are homosexual. Again, many go
through physical life believing or feeling they are homosexual, and they are not. This is a very complex
issue.
Conception creates the physical and spiritual bodies; both look the same except that the spirit body is of
a lighter and finer substance. The formation of the spirit body is activated by the soul at the time of
conception. Thus your soul is infused into your tiny embryo at the moment of conception, with the spirit
body encapsulating both the physical body and you, being your soul.
We do not choose our parents. We are attracted to our parents in a matching process.
It is possible that the physical determination of the embryo, as to which sex it is to be, comes about at
conception even though some five to ten weeks after conception, only then can the sex of the embryo
can be verified. Therefore, it is possible that the actual sex of the embryo / baby is determined by the
parents, or rather the father, at the time of conception. Further, “the appearance of that body is the
product of the soul’s creative power.”
Our prejudices pertaining to homosexuality are founded upon errors, however those misconceptions
pertaining to homosexuality are yet to be clearly understood.
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DIMENSIONS of ONE’S EXISTENCE:
Our SOUL IS NOT ENSOULED IN OUR SPIRIT BODY. Our soul exists existentially in a whole
different level or plane or place or dimension of being – ‘soul land’. It doesn’t exist in Creation; it’s not
experiential like Creation is. The soul, all souls, help create their part of Creation by expressing their
personalities into Creation, and then by having their personalities do things (further create) in Creation.
SOUL exists existentially

Our Physical Body and our Spirit Body are of
Creation, being linked together by cords of light as are
the two spirit bodies, male and female, to the one Soul.

One’s unique personality is soul based. Our unique soul
expresses its unique personality through the two spirit bodies
and physical bodies expressing both the male and female aspects.
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OUR MIND constricts OUR FEELINGS!
Thousands of years ago, high level spiritual leaders erroneously guided humanity to embrace their
minds as the way to live. Our minds are addicted to untruth, they cannot discern truth from falsehood,
and our minds are addicted to control over others and the environment. We are self-contained. It is our
soul-based feelings that we are to allow to surface and guide us. Our minds are to then help us
implement what our feelings are leading us to do and understand. All truth flows from our soul and it
is our minds that are to allow such truths to be accepted and followed, not the way we are now being
taught. We are to live Feelings First.

Spirit Body
Physical
Personal Computer (mind) Body
Dumb
Terminal
(brain)
Soul
Computer Main Frame
(personality)
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SOUL CREATION

Father
Mother

GOD

Soul does not
know sexuality

When God gets busy on something, She does a lot of it!
Souls, being thoughts of God, are ready for incarnation in their billions.
These souls are at the level of the 6th sphere in a natural love state, however, they
are not within the 6th sphere per se.
These souls are not conscious of themselves in this state.
Prior to incarnation, they do not express free will.
They have an instinct to incarnate.
Incarnation of the two soul halves, male and female aspects, typically occurs
within a 5 or 6 year time frame. However the timing may be 20 or 60 years apart.
To become conscious of self, you must incarnate.
The soul half that incarnates is the one most suitable for the characteristics and
character of the attracting parents.
Upon incarnation, one’s soul condition adjusts to reflect the soul conditions of
those around it, typically reflecting closely the soul conditions of one’s parents.
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SPEAKING with MARY MAGDALENE and JESUS: via James Moncrief

Thursday, 24 October 2013

Manning: Mary, I have asked it of many spirits and even spoken to a lot of redeemed ones who began
their healing and longing for the Divine Love in the same condition of myself. Mary, I am homosexual,
will I too be able to heal myself, and if so, does that mean I will end up becoming straight?
Mary: Yes Manning, you will on both counts. You are only homosexual, like all homosexuals, because
of influences that affected you during your forming years. No soul incarnates one or both of its
personalities into Creation being gay, and it’s not just a genetic phenomena. You are homosexual
because of your relationship with your parents and early carers, it going right back to the very moment
of your conception. And it’s just another affliction like all the others you have, like everyone has, be
you straight or gay, all which have come about because of not being fully and freely loved by your
parents. And being gay is no worse than being anything else in your untrue state. And you will NOT
be punished more severely by God. You will do your healing as will everyone else, and it will be very
difficult, as it will be for everyone else. And yet you will work your way progressively deeper into the
truth of your soul, and in doing so and being done all through your feelings, you will uncover the truth of
why you are homosexual. You will come to understand how it came about, and all the elements of it –
all that you are by being it; all how you expressed yourself being it, and why it is all like that.
And I would suggest when you begin your healing, should anything at anytime make you feel bad
concerning possibly having to give up being gay, then these are yet more bad feelings for you to accept,
express and seek the truth of.
Manning: I do thank you Mary, in that how I feel now and how I’ve felt having fully come out, which I
have done in the spirit Mansion Worlds having kept it mostly a secret during my Earth life, is I feel that I
am homosexual right through to the core of me. It even repulsing me to consider to the slightest degree
that one day I might be straight. I have not one feeling of ever wanting to be even the slightest bit
straight. Only I do want to be at-one with God, and consequently I have started longing for His Divine
Love, which is why I am here now. So how will I change? And I don’t know that I want to change, so
how will I be able to ever do my healing if it is going to change me in such a dramatic way?
Mary: It comes down to two things Manning: first, that you want to be at-one with God through the
partaking of the Divine Love, that which you’ve already committed yourself to. And second: that you
want to become true to yourself, that which you’re still up in the air about. And so to become
completely at-one with God, irrespective of how much Divine Love you might receive in your soul, you
have to first become true to yourself. So then it becomes: becoming true to your soul as you long for the
Divine Love. And to become true to your soul, you will have to do your healing as there is no other
way. And when you decide you are ready to at least begin, then that’s all you need to do. Take it one
bad feeling at a time, and don’t worry about what might happen to you. Of course, should you feel bad
about what might happen to you, then those are your bad feelings to work with, but I think you
understand what I mean.
Manning: Yes Mary, that if I want to become at-one with God, which I do, I can only achieve that by
becoming true to myself by doing my healing. And in doing my healing, just to take it one bad feeling
at a time as you say, and see what happens. And I guess, that if I change into being straight, that will all
naturally happen as I progress. As the other once gay spirits have told me, it happened for them.
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Mary Magdalene and Jesus’ comments on the Padgett Messages Book 2
By James Moncrief:
3 May 2010

Jesus, I’d like you to please comment on this part of the message:
“Another law of the spirit world is that every human being of one sex has, on Earth or in the spirit
world, one of the opposite sex, who is his soulmate. The importance of this provision of the Father for
the happiness of humans and spirits, has never been fully understood by those who have not with
certainty met and recognized their soulmates. (See Note)”
And the note says: “Note. This pronouncement about the absolute "gender" alignments has been
contradicted by a more recent message from: https://new-birth.net/ in ‘Messages from Judas’.
Judas being a spirit writing to a person in Ecuador. I have managed to find a message written by Judas
dated September 24th, 2001, which I think refers to this contradiction, and the message also brings up
some other things I would like to ask you about.
I’m not going to directly refer to this message from Judas, there are things in it I agree with and other
things I’m more dubious of and even disagree with. However it’s the topics raised that are relevant to our
Padgett Message discussions, so I will only speak about them.
Firstly James I will say to you: BACK YOUR OWN JUDGEMENT FIRST AND IN ALL THINGS.
And having said that, now I will answer your questions. As I know what they are, I will write these
messages to you answering them.
It is correct that the soul of itself is without sexuality. It is soul and soul is soul and nothing else. And
just what soul is... that is the great mystery facing us all. What really is the SOUL we know as our
Mother and Father. And the answer to that we assume, or have reason to think, will progressively
become known to us throughout eternity. And by the end of eternity, if there be such a thing, then all
Creation will be, and so all we will be, not only one vast expression of Soul, but also will be our souls
expressed in Creation so we’ll know what soul is.
Now when it is said that soul exists in duality in that it is both masculine and feminine, this means and
refers to the fact that as a part of Souls expression in our cases, that being the truth- loving souls we are,
our soul expresses itself in Creation in this sexual duality. So although I said soul is soul, within soul are
contained many potentials, many attributes of personality able to be freely expressed in Creation by soul.
And the two primary attributes are man and woman both with their own uniquely bestowed personality
from the Mother and Father.
So the Mother and Father, as I understand it, creates a soul, and within that soul is to be expressed a man
and woman (if let’s say that soul is of ascending mortal origin). And so when it’s time for that soul to
begin to express itself in Creation, it will incarnate one or both of its primary attributes thereby bringing
a man and woman into Creation to start life. So you James, your soul started its incarnation by
expressing your half of it, if you want to look at it this way, when you were conceived, and your soulpartner, Marion, when she was conceived.
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And so together you are on a soul level, your soul level, living as one soul, and yet you are both separate
and very different unique personalities. And your coming together is not a sexual union, but a soul one,
which enables you to experience to the maximum level possible. Through you and Marion, your soul is
able to receive the light of all the experience you both have together and separately. And your soul is all
about wanting the light of experience to come into it as you have been told about, and which being a big
subject in itself, I won’t go into now.
So your soul, having its ‘existence’, if that is what we can call it, in, as you have called it, ‘soul-land’ –
that which is existential, expresses itself to gain the light of life (experience) by bringing about the
incarnation of it’s masculine and feminine attribute potentials that lie dormant within it until so
expressed. And these primary attributes which are then given personality by the Mother and Father, to
become as in your case, James and Marion, exist only in Creation, that which is experiential. So the soul
of itself can’t exist in Creation as Creation can’t exist in soul-land. And the truth is we don’t know
where soul exists. Soul is just soul.
So you, James, are literally the expression of your soul in Creation, and to the extent that you are one half
of it, and it is what is keeping you in Creation by expressing you. Your soul is driving your whole
experience and so existence in Creation. And without soul there would be no Creation. So of course,
you can’t have Creation without soul.
Now in regard to homosexuality, it is not a naturally occurring state of being. It is something that is a
complete product of the negative condition. As I said, the soul is duplex by its nature, meaning it will
give rise, in our, cases to one man and one woman, and not two of the same sex. So when you meet
your soulmate you will be of opposite sex – ALWAYS, because you need to be to maximise your
experiences together. Two people or spirits together of the same sex can’t maximise experience, so the
soul would be denied such experiential light. And being denied such light it will not ‘evolve’. So the
personalities it is expressing will not grow in truth. And spirits (and people) of the same sex having a
relationship together will only be able to grow in truth to a specific level, that being equal with the six
Mansion World. And to grow higher in truth, they will have to start seeking the truth of themselves by
doing their feeling- or soul-healing.
Gay relationships flourish in the mind spirit worlds, and some even begin with the Divine Love, but these
soon break up as spirits start to work on themselves healing their childhood repression growing in truth.
The ONLY reason why someone is gay is because of how they were parented, that being, it’s a result of
the influences on them from conception through their forming years, nothing else. And so as one does
one’s healing if one is gay, one will come to understand why one is and heal it. So yes, it is wrong and a
sin to be homosexual, just as all that you are doing is wrong and sinful whilst you’re of your negative
state. However being homosexual is no more wrong or no more sinful than being heterosexual whilst of
the negative. In both you are evil, and even though being heterosexual might be closer to being natural,
still you are very far from the truth of yourself and being a positive mind and will.
And will homosexuals have more to heal?
That is for them to tell you James when you are ready. Your idea of writing with gay spirits is good and
you will find, should you act on it, you will get a lot from it.
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And to end our session today James, I will say as food for thought, that when you are reading other
messages from spirits, remember that if they don’t include the feminine aspect of God and all you know
it to be, then it will be denying a great deal of truth, as it will have to be in keeping with the negative just
as I was to some extent with James Padgett. So it many not be that the spirit itself is wrong or at fault, it
may be that the spirit, if it is truly a Celestial, can’t freely express itself as it might want to, just as those
in the Padgett Messages couldn’t, and just as I couldn’t, owing to the limitations of the mortal receiver.
And with that James, I will go. Speak to you soon my friend.
Thank you Jesus, I understand what you’re saying.

Message on 4 May 2010
James: Jesus I was thinking about soulmates having sex and – Mary.
I’ll take over here James, Jesus isn’t available today, and I am more than willing to speak to you about
sex and soulmates. Would you like to finish what you were saying or shall I go ahead.
Please go right ahead Mary. I only write the questions down for the reader. It’s so much easier when
you read my mind.
I know it is James, but it’s also good for you to express all you want to say even if it is by writing. But
sometimes it’s fun for us to jump in. It helps give you the feeling that we are here, that there really is
someone at the other end, even though you can’t see us.
I do like that feeling, it is re-assuring.
So, to talk about soulmates and sex, but let’s start with sex.
As you know, sex is to procreate, which means to bring another soul-personality into Creation so far as
mankind is personally concerned. And one would assume that by wanting to have children prospective
parents are setting out to receive and then nurture a new soul-personality encouraging their child to freely
express all the attributes of its personality. This being done lovingly, were you of a positive mind and
will. But as parents aren’t, then it’s not done truly, nor fully lovingly as required by the incarnating soul,
by the little child. And the child is then subjected to its parents negative state of mind and will cause it
all sorts of expression problems, all based around the denial of its feelings.
If you were living true, you would only have sex in accordance with your feelings, and that would most
likely be to have children. It wouldn’t be the ‘fun’ thing you have to help you avoid your pain of feeling
unloved, nor would you need to use it to gain power as you do.
Also, as you know, the Default is all about sex, that being the destruction of the sexual and loving
relationship of Eve and Adam, as they failed to express all they felt. And so the result is you are full of
sex-related problems, all of which have to eventually come out and be seen for what they are, as you do
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your soul-healing.
Now in regard to soulmates, if you were to meet on a lower level of truth, then of course you’d find
yourselves sexually attracted to each other and so have sex, and in your negative states – why not?
However, were you to ascend in truth with the Divine Love doing your soul-healing, as you and Marion
have, then you’d soon find that you didn’t feel the need to have sex, with other things becoming more
important in your lives.
Now I say this generally speaking for there are spirits, and so no doubt will there also be people, who will
be soulmates and still have sex all through their healing until they attain a Celestial level of love and truth
before giving it up. However by the higher Mansion World levels, the relative number of such spirits,
and in time people still having sex, compared to those no longer needing to have sex, will be few.
In the Celestial spheres, and so to when people have finished their soul-healing on Earth, sex will not be
on the agenda as a negative pattern need. And to the Celestial spirits it no longer has any importance,
Celestials don’t have sex. However for people of a Celestial level of truth and a positive mind, they may
feel the need to have sex to facilitate the incarnation of a soul, feeling it as wanting to have a child for the
child’s sake, and NOT for their own sake as parents of the negative do. People of a Celestial level of
truth in flesh may still have sex.
Soulmate love and the relationship of truth, for that is what it is, will not really begin in earnest until both
partners have finished their soul-healing. Up until then the union will be more of one like a working
partnership with both helping each other to accept, express and seek the truth of their feelings. Trying to
uncover the truth of your feelings becomes the sole focus with the need to have sex or masturbate being
an affliction to be healed along with all the others. And the only way to heal it, is as you heal
everything, by bringing all you think and feel out in the open with your partner. Getting all those hidden
sexual fantasies out for you both to see, to confess all that hidden sexual stuff within you that you don’t
want anyone to know about – all the stuff you might feel ashamed or guilty of, and to talk about it all. It
then becomes first the talking about why you feel you want to have sex rather than actually having it, but
of course if you still have to have it, then you do. As with all of your healing there is nothing you
shouldn’t do, you do it all if you feel you have to. But along the way you keep speaking about all you
feel concerning it and longing for the truth of your feelings. That is what is vital. Bring it all up and out
in the open for you and your partner to see – it’s the only way to rid yourself of all that is wrong within
you.
Thank you Mary.
Further to what Jesus and I were speaking about yesterday, I was reading that a certain amount of
mutations causes one to be gay, or so it was said.
It’s not a case of: it’s a mutation that occurs on the biological level, and that explains it all. All that
happens on the biological physical level is the last to manifest taking its lead from the spiritual level, and
then the deeper still, the will level. You will find that a person or spirit who feels they are completely
homosexual and couldn’t be anything else, will be able to work themselves back to the state they were in
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that brought about becoming gay. This being for some people right back to their moment of conception
and the impact of their unloving parents upon them. And then when they have uncovered this truth, they
will be in a position to stop being gay, to give it up; and so their will, spiritual, mind and physical levels
will reflect this, and they will change into being heterosexual. And it may be that they don’t become
heterosexual and then want to have sex with the opposite sex. It may mean that by the time they reach
such deep levels within themselves, they are of a truth that is conducive to, and requires a, non-sexual
relationship which they embark on with their soulmate. Thereby ending up developing a very personal
and loving relationship with their partner and one of the opposite sex, but never actually needing to worry
about being sexual or sexually attracted to them. And then on the other hand it may be that one gives up
one’s homosexuality to find one needs to indulge in sexual relationships with the opposite sex.
Being gay to the very core of your being, as many gays feel, just as being heterosexual to the very core of
your being, all comes from your relationship with your parents during your every first moments of life.
So to heal such things if they need to be healed, requires very deep work on yourself, that which, as you
know James, you will eventually be led into through your soul-healing. And being heterosexual,
likewise you will need to uncover the truth of why you are. In the end you will uncover the WHOLE
truth of yourself, and even though we focus on the negative and wrong aspects with you, still along the
way as you heal them, you’ll also uncover the truth of all that is right within you, just as you would need
to do where you incarnated into a positive state.
And of course James, it goes without saying, that none of this has anything to do with reincarnation, as
there is no such thing. Being gay is not a karmic thing, it’s simply, as with everything else, a negative
condition that one has ‘become’ as a result of one’s bad parenting. And ‘bad’ meaning, unloving in the
dynamic that is the expression of the negative in your parents who in their turn have ‘become’ their
negative state from their parents, and so back through the generations.
And so as you will hear if you want to write with gay spirits, there are many various points along one’s
growth and during one’s forming in which the tendency to be gay as an adult might arise, and later be
acted upon as an adult. And so as one works one’s way back into one’s early years doing one’s soulhealing, so one will lose those tendencies according to the levels of truth attained.
And I will also add here, as you have of late been thinking about such things, this all applies to any
affliction of mind, body or spirit. A deformed child, or a crippled child, a deaf or blind child, a sick
child, anything that is obviously very wrong outside what you consider ‘normal’, all results from the
same unloving interaction on it by its parents, this beginning right at conception and manifesting through
the forming and developmental process. NOTHING occurs at random and because of simply natural
circumstances when it comes to soul-personalities. Certainly, it does in the natural world of nature as
your scientists are becoming more aware of. But ALL that happens to people does so entirely as a
product of that person’s parents, of the actions and intentions of the parents upon their child. And this
will be very hard for humanity to accept; it’s so much easier to blame nature, a genetic quirk – failure, or
just plain bad luck, than it will be for parents to look at their crippled or gay child and know they were
the reason for it being that way. But as such parents do their soul-healing, they will uncover the truth of
what they did to their child to cause it to be that way.
We personalities who are all concerned with truth, are all soul-driven, it’s all about soul and the
interaction of personality, nothing else. Once man evolves to stand on his own two feet being separate
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from the natural world about him, he has come of age whereby a soul can then begin to express its
personalities in flesh as a man and a woman. Then the ascending mortal soul has begun incarnation on
Earth, then all that mankind is has begun. And so it’s all then about the relationship of parents with their
children, nothing else. With all being accounted for in this relationship. All else that is said about such
things is only said to avoid facing this truth, and were humanity to stand up being brave enough to
accept this truth, then you’d soon see a very different face of humanity being presented to the universe.
Thank you again Mary. Speak to later James.

Notes have been made from:
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus – James Moncrief
Divine Love Spirituality: http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/
and http://dlspirituality.weebly.com/
Feeling- and Soul-Healing: http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/soul-healing.html
Childhood Repression: http://childhoodrepression.weebly.com/
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus:
http://withmarymagdaleneandjesus.weebly.com/blog
http://withmarymagdaleneandjesus.weebly.com/blog---and-free-books-speaking-with-mary-and-jesus
Divine Love Spirituality https://divinelovespirituality.wordpress.com/
Free Books on Feeling-Healing and Soul-Healing with the Divine Love by James Moncrief:
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.html

https://childhoodrepression.wordpress.com/tag/feeling-bad/
http://playpen.icomtek.csir.co.za/~acdc/education/Dr_Anvind_Gupa/Learners_Library_7_March_2007/Resources/books/alicemiller.pdf

Alice Miller – For Your Own Good

Note: Following the writings of James Moncrief, one could consider that any reference to the Father, by
other relevant writers, may be read as a reference to ‘our Mother and Father’. Further, when considering
soul healing, then reference to Divine Love could be referred to as ‘Feeling Healing with Divine Love’.
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Soul does not
know sexuality.

Male/male
life choice

80%-90% Heterosexual
10%-20% Homosexual

Female/female
life choice

Our soul splits into bodies of the opposite sex, thus creating the soulmate pair. In the spirit
world we bond closely together again as we progress up through the spheres.

A person may make a life
choice to be:
Heterosexual
Homosexual
Bi-sexual
To abstain from sex.

The soul doesn’t know sexuality, and that sex is only determined with
incarnation. Sexuality is merely a material function, and it doesn’t have
anything to do with spirituality. In the spirit world, the spirit bodies
don’t even have sexual organs. All kinds of love, for example natural
love in the spirit world, or soulmate love, have nothing to do with
sexuality – Judas 30 Aug 2001

27th Sept 2008 Lorinna,
Tasmania, Australia
Questions and Answers

Optimum partner relationship is to have a sexual relationship with your own soulmate, if
that may be possible. Male / male and female / female soul halves, including homosexual
and lesbian soulmate partners, may be more balanced than heterosexuals.
Injuries to baby’s soul comes
from the soul of care givers.
Give child to homosexual couple
to look after – consider this!
If the care givers deal with their
emotional injuries, the baby will
be free of injuries.
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Our spirit body continues on its existence with our soul after the death of the physical body. Our
personality, spirit body and soul continue living and developing. This is so even if the embryo does not
survive the gestation period.
During our physical life, some of us may meet up with our other half, our soulmate. Usually the two
soul halves may incarnate within a handful of years of each other, the first half having incarnated creates
the attraction for the other half to incarnate. It is rare for the difference in years between conception to
be as much as twenty years or more. Further, the two soul halves may incarnate within reasonable
distance of each other, not half-way around the planet. Both halves will have similar passions and
desires.
As our journey, subsequent to achieving individualisation, being at the time of conception, is firstly to
develop our love for God, our Heavenly Mother and Father, and secondly, then our love for our
soulmate.

Spirit Body

SOUL

Physical Body

Feeling
Healing with
Divine Love is
the key!

Spirit Body houses the Soul and
Material Body, one’s personality is an
appendage to all three. The personality
survives death of the physical body.

SOUL of HUMANITY, only man has a soul; and of the animals and vegetables, only
those with a central nervous system have spirits.
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SHINING TOWARD SPIRIT:

Message 157 Vol I by Zara Borthwick and Nicholas Arnold
14 Nov 2014 – 14 Mar 2015
www.lulu.com

157. The Perfect Kiss
Hello my darlings, my name is Sooze. I am with the Love and am also with my soulmate. I know this
now, as we are both sufficiently developed in our soul condition so that this Truth is known to us. If one
is not sufficiently progressed in their soul condition, one won’t truly know who their soulmate is. The
last thing you want to have happen is to have been living in the Celestial Heaven for a thousand years
only to realise that the individual you are living with is someone else’s soulmate! (Sooze is laughing.)
Here in the Celestial Heaven each soulmate relationship involves both genders: male and female. There
are no same-sex relationships or same-sex soulmates. This is a Truth about relationships relating with
soul.
Part of my education in my progression in the Love was to understand how our attribute of soul is
formed, which I have since learnt and has been previously conveyed to you in another book you wrote.
Relationship was always important to me, and so by finding the Divine Love, I had the means to learn
and recognise what a true soul relationship is.
I can kiss my soulmate on his face and spirit lips. This is not like kissing as people do, and as I
remember this to be. Spirit kissing is about feeling and touching. There is never any penetration of any
kind. The spirit body is about senses and feeling and so, the sensory experience of touch is completely
fulfilling. My spirit-mind enjoys the pleasure of touch, the senses in my spirit body are so developed
from the energy of my soul that the Divine Love has generated with my own natural love, that an
intimate embrace with my soulmate is the perfect kiss.
My darlings,
Sooze.
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DESTINY – The Eternal Message of Divine Love:

Message 106 via Zara and Nicholas

My name is Quentin. I am living in the Love. I died from the disease AIDS. I contacted this disease
when it was unknown; I was gay and had a wonderful time expressing my sexuality. I entered my spiritlife in my late 20’s a number of years ago. I had an optimistic outlook on life, and I had visited a few
clairvoyants. I adapted to my spirit-life quite quickly.
I need to tell you that as I adapted, it became obviously clear that due to my homosexuality, I had not
sinned nor had I been judged by God as being a sinful person!
Though I was attracted to men, in my heart I was a good person. I had a good relationship with my
mum and I had a good job. I treated people with respect and due to my being gay. I had an open mind
about most things and never judged other people. I simply liked having sex with other men. I wasn’t
perverted. So my gay life was an interaction with adults who consented to our activities.
My soul is with the Love and the Father can love us all! I have progressed to the Celestial Heaven. In
my attraction, my essence is masculine now and I have no attraction to be intimate with any other
masculine spirit – this simply doesn’t happen, nor would I want this to happen.
I can look back into my human life and I can see how so much in human life is all about personality, and
that the understanding about the real truth of soul is missing. I believe that even if I knew about my soul
and the Divine Love in my human life, being the personality that I was, I still would have been gay.
The Celestial teachers have seen and heard everything before! They know that everyone here beginning
in Divine Love is coming from having lived a human life and are now living a spirit-life. Personality is
the touchstone of human and human-spirit experience, but that the Divine Love is for the soul and each
soul can receive this Love toward its beautiful beginning.
Love, Quentin.

Note: Following the writings of James Moncrief, one could consider that any reference to the Father, by
other relevant writers, may be read as a reference to ‘our Mother and Father’. Further, when considering
soul healing, then reference to Divine Love could be referred to as ‘Feeling Healing with Divine Love’.
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BIG TICK is the BIG TRIP !

Where did we start?
Outside of the 6th sphere in
a natural love state.

Where do we want to go, and where
will we end up?
In a Divine Love state progressing
through the Celestial Heaven, then
the Eternal Spheres, and then into
the Spheres of Paradise.
So how will we do that?

Where are we now?

By asking for and receiving Divine
Love.

Typically somewhere in the
1st sphere.

Upon incarnation, we achieve individualisation. That is the primary purpose of
incarnation.
Incarnation occurs at the time of conception of the physical body with the spirit
body. It is at this point in time that individualisation is achieved.
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INTELLIGENCE, MIND, BRAIN:

M

F

Prior to conception, we
are only a feeling of God.
Our parents attract us
thus creating our spirit
mind and body brain.

or

Spirit Body

Physical Body

SOUL
Emotions
Awareness
Desires
Passions
Creativity
Aspirations
Intention
Memories
Free will

Spirit Body has organs, being material
body for spirit world, spirit body
reflects condition of your soul.

Our Intelligence is Soul based. The capabilities of discernment, e.g.,
by kinesiology muscle testing, expands only with the growth of our
Soul’s intelligence. Upon conception, the creation of both our Spirit
Body and Physical Body occurs, bringing forward our unaware Soul
to start our journey. Upon death of the Body, the brain dissolves.
The mind continues to grow in the Spirit Body until we progress
through the 7th sphere into the 8th sphere at which point we are ‘born
again’, one with God, entering the Celestial Realms, and the mind is
no longer. Our soul intelligence grows as does our soul expands with
the ever-increasing infusion of Love from God.
Three Great Truths:




God is Soul, being our Heavenly Mother and Father;
that each individual soul is a duplex – both male and female;
and Feeling Healing with Divine Love is our pathway to Paradise.
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TRUTH
Emotions

ERROR
Emotions

They each
construct
their own
network.

They each
construct
their own
network.

SOUL

SPIRIT BODY

PHYSICAL BODY

The soul has pathways similar in construction to your brain.
Your memories are stored in your soul, they are then
reflected through you spirit body and then your physical
body.
When an error enters your soul, it sets up a pathway for
more error to enter your soul. And when truth enters your
soul, it sets up a pathway for more truth to enter your soul.
This is what happens to your soul physically.
The construction of the soul and brain is very similar.
Picture your soul as this energetic pathway of all these
connection points. Consider your soul like your brain
where all these tiny networks are constructed of each other.
Emotion is energy in motion. There are unimpeded
pathways through the soul, in the same manner as the brain,
for emotions to flow. We have pathways were only error
flow, being error constructed pathway. Similar pathways
for truth are separate pathways.
15 Nov 09
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SOUL of HUMANITY, only man has a soul and a spirit body; and of the animals and
vegetables, only those with a central nervous system have spirits.

Male/male
80%-90% Heterosexual
Female/female
life choice
10%-20% Homosexual
life choice
Our soul splits into bodies of the opposite sex, thus creating the soulmate pair. In the
spirit world we bond closely together again as we progress up through the spheres.

A person may make a life
choice to be:
Heterosexual
Homosexual
Bi-sexual
To abstain from sex.

For many of us,
our soul is so
depleted of love
that our soul is
encased well
within our spirit
and physical
bodies.
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Personality
SOUL
Personality =
Emotions
Awareness
Desires
Passions
Creativity
Aspirations
Intention
Memories
Free will
Etc.

Soul personality
being degraded
through one’s
brain.
and
spirit
body
mind.

However,
it is within
one’s soul
where one’s
truth is to be
found.

SOUL PERSONALITY
Each soul, ever created, is unique. Just as each snowflake is unique.
Every soul is unique from every other soul ever created. By referring to your
soul, we are referring to your complete soul prior to its division into its two
halves. Each soul expresses two absolutely unique personalities. Your soul
then incarnates into two separate spiritual and physical bodies, one half into a
male body and the other half into a female body, thus the personality is
further distinguished by its male or female aspects.
Your soul half, has a personality separate and distinct from every other soul.
Your personality is bestowed complete by our Father and Mother. The soul
expresses its two personalities into Creation. Your personality traverses your
physical body, your spirit body, and your soul. At the time of death of the
physical body, your personality continues on existing in your spirit body and
soul.
No matter where our two soul halves incarnate, they will be drawn back together again as they
grow in love.
The real you is your
The individuality of
soul, which remains
each soul half is
connected through
never lost as they
cords of light to your
grow in love and
spirit body.
return together.
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Relationships
8th August 2000
Received by K.S.

http://new-birth.net/contemporary/ks3.htm

This was in response to a question posted on the Divine Love web message board: "What is the Church's
view of gays in a Divine Love context?" You will see the answer is far more profound, covering every
relationship.
"The church policy in relation to homosexuality is the same for a person of any sexual orientation – one
has to answer to the Laws of God, as He alone is our judge. Anything done in love is in harmony with
the Laws of God. Do you think you can look at a person and accurately evaluate his intention and
motive for what he does? If you can, it would be because you have a highly developed spiritual nature,
in which case you would not judge anyone harshly because you would know that each person has to pay
his own penalty for wrong choices and unloving acts.
You are responsible for your own thoughts and deeds. You can bring peace and joy into your heart by
becoming Love, by seeking to fulfil the highest potential of your soul. Set yourselves free from feeling
responsible for judging your fellow human being for their free will choices. As you have observed,
there can be two people who seem to be doing the exact same activity. One can be in harmony with
Love and God's Will, while the other may not be. It is dependent upon motive, intention and will.
Everyone is responsible for their own acts of love or acts of hate, acts of acceptance or acts of rejection.
You have the free will to choose. If you firmly believe that you cannot change your attitude, it's because
you've chosen to have this outlook. Your parents and their parents pass down certain lifestyles and
prejudices, so the inclination to feel this way may predominate. But you do not have to remain there. It
takes courage to stand up for what you know is right, especially when it goes against the grain of others
around you.
Becoming a person who turns the other cheek and is loving and spiritual is what is required in order to
bring love and peace into the world. It is right to be loving and accepting, doing your very best to have
an open mind and loving heart. You have heard the statement, "I may not agree with what you say, but I
will defend until death your right to say it." This is a good attitude; one of acceptance, tolerance, good
will and the person you are setting free from the pain of prejudice is yourself...."

Feeling
Healing with
Divine Love is
the key!

PA S
SCA
PER
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Homosexuality
https://new-birth.net/contemporarymessages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2001/homosexuality-and-soulmates-hr-30-aug-2001/
Received by H.R.
Cuenca, Ecuador
30 August 2001
Dear H___, yesterday I impressed upon you the subject, which we will treat now, and you did not like it
very much. But as a matter of fact, although you don’t show much interest, it is a very important topic.
And what is even more, it has never been dealt with in messages so far.
Today’s subject is homosexuality.
If we review humanity's history, we find that the topic of homosexuality has been treated in diverse
ways. We have knowledge of cultures, where homosexuality was considered normal and enjoyed
common acceptance. This can be observed in Roman civilization, at least in the period after the
Republic, and in Greece. In the state of Sparta, society even encouraged homosexual relationships
among warriors, because this contributed to an increase courage and cooperation in battle, where the
couples gave their life for each other.
In contrast, certain societies had a very restrictive attitude against the homosexuality, as we can read in
the Bible in the case of the Hebrews, whose law strictly prohibited that sexual practice, under penalty of
death. The reason was that reproduction, growth of the tribe, of the people, of the nation, constituted a
main factor in people's conscience, and in that time, it was also vital for the community's survival.
Something similar we find in aggressive, war-faring societies, for example in Adolf Hitler's Third Reich,
where homosexuality was punished as a human perversion with banishment in concentration camps, or
in other words, with slow death. The moral justification was that homosexuals weakened "ethnic
health". That is, they didn't contribute to the "production of warriors", who would serve to kill and to
die for the well being of the homeland in the future.
During the child's development and also partly during adolescence, sexual preference is developed in a
complicated process, still not very well known. This is called sexual fixation or stamp. In a large part
of the population, sexual preference aims at the opposite sex. But in certain part it aims at the same sex,
or may not be clearly defined, which we call bisexuality. It is difficult to set percentages, but the truth
lies between the exaggerated extreme of 10% of the population and the other extreme of 0. 3%. If we
calculate a percentage of 2 to 3 percent, among homosexuals and bisexuals, we are on safe terrain.
I mention these numbers to point out to you that although we deal with a phenomenon of minorities, it is
a quite big minority, and for that reason it is a topic of common interest.
In the persecution of homosexuality, many times the idea appears that homosexuality is unnatural
because it doesn't serve the true purpose of sexuality.
Well, it is true that reproduction is only one aspect of human sexuality, which in fact encompasses much
more. But even if we look at the animal kingdom, where sexuality exclusively serves the purpose of
reproduction, we can observe that homosexuality does exist. It is a phenomenon, then, that for natural
reasons develops in part of the population.
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Besides reproduction, sexuality is the expression of love. Enjoying jointly, it has the function to attract
two people and to keep them together. As everything in life, sexuality can be practiced in harmony with
God's laws, that is to say, practiced in love and seriousness. And one may also abuse of it, in the field of
heterosexuality as well as in that of homosexuality. One example would be the great promiscuity that
certainly is out of harmony, degenerating sexuality to pure desire for enjoying without giving love, and
this bears serious consequences.
Homosexuality, therefore, is a behaviour, which develops in certain part of the population by a process
of sexual fixation that one may observe in all social classes, in all societies, even in the animal kingdom.
It is an inclination that doesn't constitute the norm, because only a minority is affected. But it is not
unnatural and can be practiced in harmony with God's laws, in the same way as heterosexuality.
It is necessary to say that there is no reason whatsoever for prejudices and discriminations, and
that it is humanity's obligation to accept and to love homosexual people as any other person.
It is a conflictive topic, H___, but this has been only the first part. The difficult thing comes now.
In the Padgett messages we can read that souls are created in duplex form, that is to say, two halves,
sufficient for themselves, but complementary in certain sense. You can infer, and it is even mentioned,
that those halves are distinguished through their sexuality, a male and a female soul.
But I tell you that the soul doesn't know sexuality, and that sex is only determined with
incarnation. Sexuality is merely a material function, and it doesn't have anything to do with
spirituality. In the spirit world, the spirit bodies don't even have sexual organs. All kinds of love
of which we speak, for example natural love in the spirit world, or soulmate love, have nothing to
do with sexuality.
Only in the lowest Earth planes we can still find the idea of sexuality and the intent of indulging in it,
among the dark spirits still trapped in their lost earthly life. But in the superior levels, the idea of
sexuality loses its value, it no longer serves and it doesn't fit in the spiritual environment. The Love of
God doesn't have a sexual component, His Soul doesn't have a sexual component, and neither do our
souls have any sexual pre-formation. But this is rather a fleeting phenomenon, necessary for adaptation
to Earth life and the fulfilment of certain functions.
While it is true that the two parts of the complete soul incarnate – in the great majority of cases –
in bodies of opposite sex, this is not a rigid rule, and there are cases, where this doesn't happen.
(This is an error – the two soul personalities ALWAYS incarnate as male and female.) But this,
you understand, has nothing to do with homosexual inclinations. In consequence, you will understand
that in the reuniting of the souls returned to the spirit world, there is not necessarily a union of souls,
where one incarnated in a male and the other one in a female. Don't understand me wrong, but sexuality
no longer exists here, soulmates and homosexuality don't have anything to do with each other, they are
completely different things, at levels separated by a distance of years of light.
What I have told you contradicts in some way what has been received on the respect in the Padgett
messages. But you have to understand that there was never a deepening of the topic, and that in that
time, with its inherent intolerance, it was not really the appropriate moment for touching on so delicate a
matter, which doesn't really constitute any problem, when you can detach yourself from the idea of
sexuality, because, I repeat, sexuality is a purely material phenomenon, which disappears a short
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time after entering the new world of spirits. The love between soul-mates is a highly purified love, a
spiritual love, only overpowered in its quality by the Father's Love. It is the highest form of natural
love.
Now, I think, the moment has arrived to leave you some time to digest this. It is new and conflicting,
but also fascinating. Think it over. It is not important that you understand it, not even that you accept it,
but it was my desire to deliver this information for the benefit of many people who did express
repeatedly their curiosity in this matter.
I had to fight against considerable resistance in you, my dear brother. But I have achieved what I had
intended, and the message passed through in an acceptable form.
I am aware that you have many doubts now, but this is natural, when you receive something so
surprising and contrary to what you used to believe.
God bless you,
Your brother,
Judas.
‘The difference between what are regarded as two paths, the Natural Love Path and the
Divine Love Path, is, essentially, the amount of Divine Love that beings have been able
to acquire.’
Quote from Celestial Spirit Richard 22 Dec 2012

Note: Following the writings of James Moncrief, one could consider that any reference to the Father, by
other relevant writers, may be read as a reference to ‘our Mother and Father’. Further, when considering
soul healing, then reference to Divine Love could be referred to as ‘Feeling Healing with Divine Love’.
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SPHERES in the SPIRITUAL REALMS.
Spheres – Celestial Heaven, Eternal Spheres, then Spheres of Paradise:
The realm of the Angels is the Celestial Heavens spheres 8 to infinity.
Spheres to infinity: Soulmate bonding can be achieved in most
of the spheres.
(Celestial Spheres are not numbered per se.)

Father
Mother

Eighth Sphere: All emotional baggage of your entire history has been dealt with – born again.
This is the point of new birth, being born again. Celestial Heavens 8 to infinity true immortality.
Seventh Sphere: The gateway cycle, perception of sacramental nature of all things. Disappearance
of the material mind and the absolute ascendancy of the soul's mind has been achieved. Divine path.
Six Sphere: Cycle of light / love, love / light or unity. A purely intellectual area, increasing one’s
knowledge, while living life in absolute harmony with God's laws of spirituality. Natural path peak.
Fifth Sphere: Cycle of light or wisdom. All their earthly bonds are gone. We are in one of those
soul spheres, which offer great opportunities for obtaining the Love of God.
Fourth Sphere: Work of ‘atonement’ as guides and spiritual healers now excel. As humanity’s
helpers, their work is a means for self-realization.
Third Sphere: Truth always told. An area where spirits progress in their awareness. In each sphere,
there are many planes. Changing pathways requires dropping back to a lower path, then proceed.
Second Sphere: The sphere of decision which is much more spiritual but which was hidden and
outside the range of their perceptions. Spirits can now choose the path they wish to follow – desire.
First Sphere: Cycle of awareness. There are vibrational love barriers between each of the
spheres. Highest level of the Earth planes is the point of transition from materiality to the
spiritual 2nd sphere. Summerland is the highest part of the Earth planes, but it is still a very
material region. Children live in Summerland in great numbers, having died prematurely.
Twilight zone, the most populated area in the spirit world, and starting point for most.
Various hells descending progressively into greater degrees of darkness.
All souls can be assisted out of these hells no matter what level they fall.
At the deepest levels, the soul finds it extremely difficult to hold itself together.
The hells are not fiery physical places.
Actions are fear based.

The 2nd, 4th, 6th spirit spheres provide principally for mental and moral advancement, whereas,
the 3rd, 5th, 7th soul spheres provide for progress with Feeling Healing process with Divine Love.
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WHICH WAY? MIND SELF RELIANT or FEELING AND GOD RELIANT:
To PARADISE, the HOME of OUR HEAVENLY PARENTS
Council of Elders
now around 12
Soulgroups
Maybe something like 30 billion people have
recognised that our Mother and Father’s
Divine Love, together with embracing one’s
Feeling Healing, that with these two aspects,
have progressed through the Mansion Worlds
to the Celestial Heavens and onwards.

3

Celestial
Heaven

2

Celestial
Heaven

Mansion World 7: is then about still working with the deepest and
residual bad feelings, whilst looking to sort out how you wrongly relate
1
to yourself and others, nature and God because of being unloving,
Celestial
understanding how your relationships are unloving, how you don’t
Heaven
connect properly, how unloving you really are and why and fully
accepting the truth of it, coming completely to grips with your parents
not loving you as you needed to be loved – sorting it all out, including
your self and feeling expression difficulties.
Mansion World 5: is then about going right into the depths of them,
7
feeling how unloved you feel and seeing how unloving you are and how
Divine Love
Healing
that makes you feel, bringing out the majority of your pain, your misery,
World
fear, anger, guilt, hatred, boredom, terror, rejection, nothingness, feeling
powerless, alone and abandoned, and so on.
Mansion World 3: is for waking up to the
truth that you’re not loving and starting to get
5
in touch with your pain, starting to accept
Divine Love
your bad feelings, starting to work with them
3
Healing
Divine Love
instead of rejecting them.
World
Healing
World

1

Natural Love

More than 200 billion personalities have embraced their mind
and self reliance through the misguidance of ‘New Age’ styled
ideologies and the many thousands of different religious
platforms, all of which take the person further and further
away from our Heavenly Parents.
For a million years, humanity has gone
in the wrong direction with its selfdenial of self and feeling!

6

Mind Mansion
World

2
Mind Mansion
World

4

Mind
Mansion
World
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Soulmates

https://newbirth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2001/soulmates-hr-24-sept-2001/

Received by H.R.

Cuenca, Ecuador

24 September 2001

(me, being James Moncrief – 3 January 2017: I’m going to add my bits within the message in blue.
Where I haven’t responded or where Mary or Jesus haven’t, it’s mostly because I agree with what
Nicholas, James Reid or Judas has said, or it’s just too much that I disagree with or don’t understand to
even bother.) http://dlscr.freeforums.net/thread/168/comments-contemporary-divine-love-channels
My dear brother H___, the moment has arrived to go a little deeper into the topic of soulmates. I will do
this in one message, but there will surely be more, because more questions will arise, because you, most
of you, do not have the capacity to understand everything (me: I think we have the capacity if it’s
explained to us). Firstly, I want to repeat that soulmate love doesn't have anything to do with sexuality,
a fact which many can accept, although they may not understand this (me: Why don’t we understand
it?). Second, I want to repeat that the soul doesn't have sex, it doesn't have gender, so that there may be
no confusion or ambiguity. The soul is neither female nor male (me: That’s right, however it does
express female and male personalities into Creation). And this affirmation, as you know, contradicts
several statements in the Padgett messages.
Let's analyse a little bit the message which Josephus Flavius, the Jewish historian, wrote to Mr. Padgett.
He said:
“Therefore, the man and the woman are equal in their dignity, and in the relationship which they bear
to God, and the one is of just as much importance in the sight of God as is the other. One was created
stronger, physically, than the other, and also was given a stronger mentality, for the exercise of the
reasoning powers, and the workings of the physical organs of the body. And the other, while weaker in
these particulars, yet was given more of the spiritual and emotional nature and also, an intuition by
which she could understand the existence of things just as accurately and more quickly than could the
man by the exercise of his reasoning power (me: Yep, that’s Marion and I in many ways). One was just
as the other as respects the gifts bestowed, and together, they were the perfect pair – male and female
were they created, with diverse functions and duties to perform in the perfect workings of the laws of
God.”
Very well. Without entering now into a discussion about the scarcely justified affirmation that women’s
intellectual power is inferior, it is clear that this passage refers to men and women as they exist on Earth.
(me: I don’t read it as saying that, I read it that women have different ways of using their mental power
more in line with their feelings. Marion for example is far more mentally alert and smarter and
intellectual that I am. However she’s not interested in working things out mentally to the nth degree like
I am with certain things. She works spontaneously in harmony with her feelings, which leaves me for
dead. She doesn’t want to accumulate information, however what she wants to remember she does,
whereas I’m forever forgetting things. She is far more on the ball and astute than I am, I’m dull
compared to her. And my mind always needs a frame of reference within which to work, whereas she is
freer in her mind not needing to process the extra volume I always do. I can see that this spirit is
referring to women and men from how they were viewed more probably during his day on Earth, but
now in our more liberated days, ha, ha...)
It tells of man's stronger body, of his stronger mentality, etc., and speaks of the women's superior
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spirituality. Well, we all know that man and woman are different, not only in their body, but also in
their mind. The question is why? Is it for the difference in their soul, and does Josephus' explanation
describe therefore properties of the soul? Or does it describe differences in the body and in what we call
the material mind?
I think it is obvious to everybody that this passage deals with the last statement.
The formation of the material mind, which in fact is very different between man and woman, is
determined by a multitude of factors, among others education and hormones. It is an ingenious system,
which permits mankind's survival, and which permits the execution of functions distributed between
man and woman and which, of course, also causes a series of problems. A great part of the mental
difference between man and woman is due directly or indirectly to sexuality (me: Yes, all because we’re
living untrue to ourselves. If we were living true, there’d be no problem, no problems between men and
women at all. We live actually rejecting and hating each other – rebelling against each other because
each of us is the ‘living truth’. And the Rebellion is about rejecting and rebelling against the truth,
which we fail to understand and override because if we accepted that then we’d have no relationships at
all; or, we would learn how to live together hating each other and being true to those feelings... which in
turn would lead us to understand why we hate each other, and heal us of our hatred, bringing us into
being loving with each other).
In the spirit world hormones don't exist. The spirit body doesn't need them. Sexual desire continues to
exist during the first stages of spirit life, but no longer in the same form as on Earth, largely incited by
hormonal activity and through the desire for pleasure (me: And again, our hormones are only out of
balance because we’re fully out of balance living untrue to ourselves. The fact that we can have ‘loving’
relationships at all shows just how incredible it is that we can override and bury our true feelings). It
continues to exist because sexuality in the Earth life has also become a habit, a form of stereotypical
expression (me: It is used as a means of our gaining the power we feel we’re deprived of, and although
these more physical urges might disappear in spirit, still the need to gain power because we inherently
feel powerless is there. So we do other things to empower our mind so as to make us feel good, all at
the expense of our true feelings). But all that, little by little, disappears in the spirit world. Human
sexuality is also different from purely animal sexuality through the additional factor of love. That love
does survive. It is one in the forms of natural love, like the love men feel for their children, their
parents, even the love that they feel for their friends. And even those forms of love, in the Earth life, are
dominated, or at least influenced by sexuality, although people may not be aware of this.
But in spirit life, sexuality disappears. Sexuality is one of the main factors determining the bonds with
Earth. And as I have already said, it is precisely in the fourth sphere where these bonds disappear. This
disappearance is one of the preconditions for additional spiritual progress. What remains is pure love.
There still remain some encrustments of the soul, too, and certain negative tendencies, but even they will
disappear. (me: I don’t know about this. Sexuality I agree with might disappear, but I still understand
that we are male and female all the way along to the end of time. I would imagine of course the whole
sex stuff no longer exists. However Mary and Jesus are still very much identifiable as a woman and
man spirit. Mary: We are, very much so James, I look very much a woman as Jesus does look a man,
which is the whole reason for incarnating, for the soul to express its two halves this way – as a whole
woman and a whole man, who will love each other dearly for the rest of eternity.)
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The love more or less purified, after this loss of material bonds, puts its most powerful component,
soulmate love, into the foreground. There is a "fraternal" love for all humanity, without distinctions, but
the attraction between soulmates is incomparable with the first one.
You have also heard that the soul condition determines the appearance of the spirit body. Therefore,
you can imagine that the inhabitants of the high planes of the fourth sphere and of the even higher
spheres logically have no longer a marked appearance of virility or femininity. They are beautiful,
simply beautiful. Earth life becomes ever more a distant memory of minor importance, and it is of no
import whether somebody has been born male or female. They are simply happy souls. (me: Yes, well I
don’t know about this, especially in light of what Mary just said. But I can see what he’s getting at there
because we’re so distorted in our view of the male and female and with all the sex stuff being the most
important.)
Hence everybody wonders, what is then this soulmate love, what determines that attraction? This is
more difficult to answer, but I will try to.
You surely remember this image, in which I compared the soul to a wooden cabin, which little by little,
through the acquisition of Divine Love becomes a brick house, changing in substance, but maintaining
its structure (me: Only as we do our Healing, and personally I’d prefer a wood house any day). It is
exactly this resemblance in structure that determines this attraction. It is the same principle which
governs the scope of the Law of Attraction, but of course it is not this law, but a different group of laws
that operate on natural love.
When somebody says that it may be like love, like the attraction that exists among friends, it is not
exactly correct, because it goes much beyond that. But the example is well chosen, because it takes
away the sexual component which causes so much confusion.
The reason is that some spiritualists, like Swedenborg, described scenes like "celestial weddings"
between soulmates, suggesting relationships similar to the matrimonial relationships on Earth, only
"purer." (me: Yes, performed in the mind worlds by spirits believing they have met their soulmates, just
like it is here on Earth. It illustrates how the mind has just as much control in spirit as it does here – and
even more so in the higher mind worlds.) But that is what they wanted to see. Didn't they also see
spirits who provided those recently arrived ones, or recently deceased ones, with food etc? What food,
may I ask? It is a serious error to make wholesale transpositions of Earth life situations into spirit life.
Certain things here really are similar because we need them for our well-being, like houses, landscapes,
stimuli in general. But we all agree that it is not sexuality. How then is the life of a couple, without
having to raise children, without having sexual relationship? Is it like an intimate friendship? Well,
something of the like, it is true, but very much stronger and more intense.
The appearance of highly developed spirits, where sexual features are no longer observed, is described
as androgynous. But this word, in this context, is a double error in itself. It means male-female, but the
appearance of which I am speaking is neither masculine nor feminine, and definitely not a combination
of both.
Man and woman's sexuality, at the core, serves reproduction and it has superimposed a layer of
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spirituality, or it should have it, but the purpose of sexuality no longer exists in the spirit world. We
don't need to eat in this life, so why should we have digestive organs? For what is the sex of the soul
good for, when the very name "sex" already indicates its intimate relationship with sexuality?
The relationship between soulmates, being a strong attraction, has a very great importance in the higher
spheres of natural love. But how are things in the spheres of Divine Love? You have read that all forms
of natural love disappear in the Celestial spheres. (Mary: Our Natural love doesn’t of itself disappear, it
just is imbued with the Divine Love. So we always feel what might be called a natural attraction and
love for our soulpartner, this being a more intense and specific love than what we feel for our friends.
And then there is also the very special feeling we have for our Mother and Father coming from the
inclusion of the Divine Love within our soul. And these feelings of higher deeper soul-love for the
Mother and Father also influence and imbue our personal Natural love feelings. There is always the
two, we relating to each other, we all being creatures of Creation – children of our Heavenly Parents;
and then the ‘extra’ love for our Mother and Father, They being our true Parents and Creators. And the
higher one ascends with the more Divine Love in one’s soul, the more one’s Natural love moves into
alignment with the Divine Love, until one may feel that one no longer has Natural love, however it’s
still there.) It is logical, because natural love is an attribute of the natural soul. But in the Celestial
Heavens there is no trace at all of the natural soul. The last remains have already been transformed in
the seventh sphere. But does soulmate love, which is a form of natural love, survive? How? I will try
to explain it.
I have already mentioned that the strong attraction between soulmates is due to the resemblance of their
soul's structure. Even with the soul's transformation, this attraction continues to exist because the
change has not been structural, but substantial. And this statement has validity during the first stages of
Celestial life. Of course, Celestial spirits try to help their soulmates in the spiritual spheres, so that they
may also reach this Kingdom of happiness and share their happiness with them. And the innate
attraction contributes to the great success of this undertaking. But, as we know, all spirits have their free
will. And at times these efforts are vain. Although Celestial spirits may interrupt their own
development in order to await their left behind mates, the day comes when they will no longer do this
and they dedicate themselves more to their own development. (Mary: That’s not quite right because a
soulmate will never leave behind – abandon – its other half. It might have to do other things whilst it’s
waiting for its partner to ascend higher, even causing further ascension of itself which its partner will
also have to do before the union can fully take place. But eventually it will occur as it has to so both can
continue their ascension. You reach a point in your soul-growth whereby you must be united with your
soulpartner to continue ascending; there are Laws governing this. And all who leave Nebadon must
leave as a soulmate united pair in a soul-group, you can exist in the greater universe with being together
as one.) And as I have described previously, the transformed soul in substance also begins with an
endless transformation in structure. The small brick house becomes a glass palace. And as it changes in
structure, attraction will decrease. This love disappears. (me: I don’t understand this part, for the
attraction only increases with soulmates so far as I understand – how could it be otherwise?)
I have also said that the day will come, when this separation will be definitive. But what will happen
then with the poor separate couples? Will they weep their sorrow throughout eternity? You have also
read that the union of separate soulmates is not necessary for enjoying full happiness. How is that
possible? And if this is so, what are soulmates good for? (Mary: Whilst one can be very happy within
oneself without one’s soulmate, still there is nothing like enjoying the extra blissful feelings of eternal
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love with your soulpartner. On the Day of Separation as is spoken about in the Padgett Messages when
the availability of the Divine Love is withdrawn, when the Holy Spirit withdraws from the mind worlds
the offer of God’s Love, there will not be a separation of soulmates as is suggested here. If one of the
pair has begun her or his Healing or has completed it living in the Celestial spheres, then its ‘other half’
will still be able to partake of the Divine Love so it can begin or complete its Healing if it has already
started it. The Divine Love will continue to be readily available for these truth-seeking-through-theirfeelings people and spirits, so eventually they will be able to move into being with their soulpartner in
the Celestial Heavens. It will only be those soulmate pairs that wish to remain solely of their minds in
rebellion against the truth of themselves, Jesus and I and the Mother and Father, that will have to wait
until the Divine Love is made available again. It would be too cruel depriving the soulmate union of
both concerned, simply because one of the pair wasn’t ready to long for the Divine Love and begin their
Healing at such a time.)
Well, first I wish to tell you frankly that we ignore why the Father created or continues creating souls in
pairs. But in fact the happiness, with or without finding the second half of oneself, is absolute. The
union of a couple simply gives some additional touch of happiness, which seems a contradiction with
the word "absolute", but I will give you an illustration: The Father is so good that we feel like already
supremely happy children who suddenly find themselves in front of an enormous table, heaped with
chocolates and candies of all kinds. Our bright eyes open up wide and we want to try this and that, but
no, that one over there looks even more tempting. And we are really flabbergasted by the enormous
quantity of sweets, which are all first class. And we would like so much to try them all, but we simply
lack the capacity. It is a delirium of happiness. The relationship between soulmates is but one of these
candies. There are thousands more that you don't even know or may imagine. It is an additional touch
of happiness, without substantial weight. (Mary: Don’t underestimate the soulmate relationship or the
feelings it will give you – there is nothing like it! It eclipses all other Natural love feelings, as so it
should. However it is also nothing like your extra special relationship you have with your Mother and
Father, that is just something else besides.)
It is a pity that mortals focus so much on this question, but there are many more questions of much
greater importance. But I believe that now you understand the problem a little more.
But let's continue. The question also arose, if homosexuals have to suffer in the spirit world for their
homosexuality.
OK, I will answer directly: Definitively not! I say this if we speak of the sole fact of being homosexual.
(Mary: Homosexuals will have to suffer along with heterosexuals for you all suffer because of the pain
you are in within your rebellious states. But as I said, being gay isn’t an extra sin bringing about even
more suffering.)
The explanation is as follows: In a previous message I have already explained that homosexuality is not
the norm, but neither is it unnatural in the sense that, by reasons of psychology, in any culture and form
of society there is a certain number of homosexuals. Homosexuality is the product of the sexual stamp,
of sexual fixation, like heterosexuality, the sexual attraction simply goes for the same sex, for one or the
other reason. Homosexuals suffer, but they suffer on Earth, because of intolerances. But let's have a
look at the situation in the spirit world.
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We said once that God's laws develop at different levels. There are material laws, spiritual laws, laws
that govern Divinity. In fact, there are many more levels, but what I have mentioned is good enough to
build a model for your understanding.
Sexuality, heterosexuality as well as homosexuality, in their basic physical form, is governed according
to material laws. The spiritual part is the one which is governed according to spiritual laws. In other
words, the superimposed love is what determines the favourable or unfavourable consequences in the
spirit world. And the criteria are the same for homosexuals as for heterosexuals. In principle there is no
difference.
As for soulmates, I already enlarged on the topic, but I repeat: Sexuality has nothing to do with
soulmates. This is an idea based on earthly notions, which cannot be transposed so simply into the
situation of the spirit world.
It is a fact that sexual abuse does exist among homosexuals as well as heterosexuals. And those are, of
course, deeds out of harmony with God's laws because the spiritual laws are basically laws of love, all of
them, in principle, serve loving purposes. Abuse is never a form of love.
The pleasure of sexuality, in the case of human beings, has changed its value in comparison to animals.
It is no longer only a stimulus to foster reproduction, but you may consider it as an additional prize, an
instrument for intensifying relationship. But it should never be the sole purpose.
Although there are people who justify their tremendous promiscuity with their inability to find true love,
I want to state that it is more certain and more sincere to say that they don't look for it, what they are
looking for is sex. He or she who searches, will find. Not all relationships are necessarily on the base of
true love, and the consequence is divorce. But I will dedicate a separate message to this topic, which
interests and concerns so many and also you, my dear brother, as you have already passed through this
horrible experience.
In concluding this already very long message, I desire to speak of AIDS. Homosexuality is not the
cause of AIDS. Its explosive spreading is a consequence of inharmony, which exists in mankind's life,
on all levels.
It is time now to stop. I will leave you now with my love and my blessings.
Yes, you are right, it is a pretty long message, but as I fear, not all will like it. But I am happy that you
have received it well. There will be many questions, many doubts, and more messages will come on the
topic. But I repeat that the topic of soulmates has no relevance at all for you on Earth (me: I disagree
with that, sure we might not be able to be with our soulmate, and we have to get on with our Healing,
but still it has a huge relevance because surely it’s part of what we all want.) There are other and much
more important things you should worry about than this, and you should do it right now.
Well, H___, I will say good-bye. I want to extend my blessings to all mankind, and I pray that they may
come to reason.
Your brother in the spirit, Judas.
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Natural Love Flow
Divine Love Flow
Natural love is Creation’s love;
Divine Love is Soul’s love.
One can swap back and forwards between paths
I am God
I am God’s son/daughter/child
Intellectual
Emotional
Self reliant (trust myself)
God reliant (God relationship)
Self-determination way of life
Soul-spirit living harmony
Mind dominates
Soul dominates
Thinking = Mechanistic
Thinking = Holistic
rational
intuitive
analysis
synthesis
reductionist
integrative
linear
non-linear
Values = Mechanistic
Values = Holistic
expansion
conservation
competition
co-operation
quantity
quality
domination
partnership
Adult like
Child like
Control
Feeling
Millions of paths (man created)
Defined path (God created)
Peak possibility is 6th sphere
Peak possibility is infinity
time to complete path:
(sphere / mansion world are same)
100 years to over 1,000 years
5 years to over 10 years to at-onement
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Justified Violence and Soulmates
https://new-birth.net/contemporarymessages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2001/justified-violence-and-soulmates-hr-6-oct-2001/
Received by H.R.
Cuenca, Ecuador
6 October 2001
My dear brother, you are a very insistent man. So then, I will answer your question, although it has been
answered many times.
Once again, it is the problem of self-defence. You imagine the situation where a woman is about to be
violated and then murdered by a criminal, and her husband could prevent this by killing the aggressor.
Would the use of violence be allowed in such a situation? You are also thinking that in the country
where you were born the husband would go to jail if he would not help his wife because this would be
called omission of a possible aid. That principle, then, goes even further than pure self-defence, since it
appeals to the moral obligation of helping people in need. You also remember that the new Catholic
catechism doesn't only speak of the right of self-defence, but of the obligation of self-defence, of the
obligation of defending life, which in fact is God's. But when we say that the violence is not justified in
any situation, you are in a dilemma. You also wonder, if in a given situation someone is going to lose
his life, it may be the victim or the aggressor, would it not be better that the aggressor loses his, since it
is he who brings disharmony to the world, while the victim possibly contributes to a greater
harmonization of the world.
Well my brother, you ask difficult questions, and I know that you will not be satisfied with evasive
answers that you want a clear yes or no
and definitive explanations.
I have already indicated that this topic was dealt with in several messages, received through several
mediums, and always with the same answer: Violence is never justified. This alone should make you
think that this is in truth the correct answer. And I tell you, indeed, it is true.
Your point of departure is an exceptional situation. Have you ever been in it? No? Do you know
anybody who has been in such a situation? No?
I tell you that this situation certainly does occur, but that it is very rare. And the construction on the
base of this almost fictitious situation neglects a very important principle: The kind of help we lend.
And when I say we, I refer to us spirits, especially to the guardian angels. In his message on this
subject, Jesus stated that people living in harmony with God’s Laws would receive warnings, even if
they were not aware, consciously, of these warnings. In other words, in that given moment of danger
they would not be present. They would not be “forced” to use violence.
Your way of thinking even betrays that you are still very bound to Earth life, and that deep inside you,
you still lack a process of ripening, so that you may understand that this life is but a tiny fraction of the
life that is awaiting you.
But, as you know, the decision is yours. You have your free will,
and you may kill, if you wish to do so. You may barter a fast
progress toward absolute happiness for a moment of heroism.
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Yes, the principle of non-violence is valid also on a greater scale, in politics. Don’t tell me that this
principle leads nowhere. Just think of how much Gandhi achieved with this attitude. And he did not use
violence. Of course, I cannot attest with facts and definite proofs what would have happened in Hitler’s
case through this kind of answer, because you would have to scrutinize all of humanity’s history in order
to find one or the other instance of non-violence.
Violence causes violence. This is happening right now in the world. Israel has said that they know how
to deal with terrorism. I suppose, then, that in Israel terrorism does not exist anymore? Because if this
evil still exists in that country, one would have to doubt about this proud assertion. And if it were the
case that terrorism in that country is worse than elsewhere, then one would have to suppose a forthright
lack of realism in this declaration. What do you think?
We all know that terrorism and many other evils in the world have roots, which they grow on certain apt
and fertile ground from these kinds of aberrations. Then, in order to combat those phenomena, it is
necessary to treat this ground and to eliminate the space and nutrients for evil. Did you hear that they
are planning to do something in that respect, I mean, the powerful of the world? Think about it.
The subject of violence obviously is one of those “evergreens,” which surge time and time again...
There is another topic of this kind, and that is the subject of soulmates.
Our dear D___ asks the following question:
“Are there eternal soulmates existing in the spirit world right now who were formerly both males as
mortals? And are there eternal soulmates existing in the spirit world right now who were formerly both
females as mortals?
If both propositions are indeed true, then it would seem that either one of two things would have to
occur on the mortal plane:
Either the unincarnated soul sometimes has the composition of two males to be, or two females to be, or:
If the unincarnated soul always does have a male/female division, then the male has a male soulmate
apart from his original female counterpart, and his female counterpart has a female soulmate apart
from her original male counterpart.
Are there any other alternative possibilities? Which applies above, if not?”
First I will answer: Yes, right now there are eternal soulmates existing in the spirit world who were
formerly both males as mortals, and there are also eternal soulmates existing in the spirit world right
now who were formerly both females as mortals. And you would be surprised to know how many there
are. (me: Yes I would, for I disagree with this as Mary has said above. Do we all have to somehow
accept that homosexuality is right? It’s not right, but it doesn’t mean that people should be condemned
for it. It’s not right like everything else that’s not right with us irrespective of whether or not we’re gay
or straight. And many gay people are far more feeling-expressive than straights, and this will stand then
in good stead once they come to do their Healing.)
The answer to the second part is that the unincarnated soul sometimes has the composition of two males
to be, or two females to be. (Mary: No, it doesn’t. So Mary, why is this spirit, whom personally I doubt
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is Judas, saying such things? Mary: Because it’s in keeping with what the receiver of this message
wants to hear. He has formed beliefs that he wants substantiated and so the spirit is complying with
those wishes, it all being mostly unconscious on the receivers part. And it’s not Judas James, it is
another spirit that’s one of the receiver’s spirit group who are helping him grow in truth by furthering his
untruth in this way. Which, as I said regarding James Reid, should stir up bad feelings within the
receiver, things shouldn’t add up, and if he were to honour these bad feelings questioning himself and
then the spirit imparting such information, his feelings would eventually lead him to the truth, and the
spirit would then move with him. This working with spirits is more for the person working with the
spirit, to help them evolve their soul. The written word which you are reading James is only the end
product and really is not that important because it’s for each of you to work out the truths for yourselves
through your feelings. Much more is always going on between the mortal and the spirit than what you
can read being the outsider who is only reading these words. And really, it’s in those inner realms that
one should be concerned with oneself. And as you can’t know what’s going in the receiver’s mind, so
it’s hard for you to grasp on what level the spirit is and why he’s saying things as he is.) But watch out!
Both will incarnate in males or females IN THE FUTURE, because despite what the Padgett messages
may tell you, the soul has no sex. And to avoid any confusion, (me: I’m already confused!) I wish to
state that the soul has no gender, it is neither female nor male. And that the condition of woman or man
is determined exclusively by the physical body, and that definition continues being reflected in the lower
spheres of the spirit world in their spiritual bodies, because the appearance of that body is the product of
the soul’s creative power, still influenced by its physical experience in the mortal body. But this
difference disappears eventually as the soul (the spirit) progresses to higher spheres.
Soulmate love doesn't have anything to do with sexuality, neither with the physical body’s sex, which
the incarnated souls have occupied in their mortal lives. Sexuality and soulmate love move on
completely different levels. The first one on the material level, and the second one on a high spiritual
level.
Soulmate love is just a word for mortals, you cannot understand it, although you may not like to hear
this (me: Surely you can if you experience it, and many will in future as they do and complete their
Healing whilst on Earth). Even spirits in the lower spheres of the spirit world don't have enough
development, so they might [me: not?] understand this form of natural love [me: either?].
You know (but you don't understand) that soulmate love is only exceeded by God's Love (me: Why
don’t he/we understand? Oh god I’m sick of these messages, I don’t want to read anymore. I wish
someone would come and criticise my messages! I can see that part of the annoyance with these spirits
for me is what led me to asking them the questions I did which took me deeper into understanding about
the Healing and the feminine being missed out, because of things annoying me that didn’t add up in the
Padgett Messages.), which brings perfect fulfilment and supreme happiness. My dear D___, did you
know that Mr. Padgett began a serious relationship with another woman after his wife Helen's death?
And that this relationship began after having received thousands of messages, among them also
messages on soulmate love, and knowing that Helen was his soulmate, and despite the fact that he was
in almost daily contact with her? Didn't that love, then, offer him fulfilment? Did he lack something?
Obviously he did. I tell you this only, so that you may understand that even Mr. Padgett, during his
mortal life, didn't understand soulmate love (me: I don’t think that he didn’t understand, it’s just that he
wasn’t in a state himself to do anything about it – to feel it. I could imagine it’s all very well Helen
saying such things to James, but if he wasn’t feeling good within himself, so what, and if what she did
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say made him override his bad feelings, then that’s not good. And as I’ve written elsewhere, I don’t
believe Helen and James are soulmates, I think it was all part of the contrivance used to help keep James
interested so the truths could be conveyed.)
And I wish to repeat, this love has nothing to do with sexuality. Soulmates who both once were women
or men, bear for you a certain flavour of homosexuality. But with that you are completely mistaken.
And don't try to find your soulmates in this life, you wouldn't even be able to identify them. When you
are in the fourth sphere or in an even higher place, you may worry about this topic (me: I don’t get
what’s so special about this fourth sphere the spirit keeps referring to? Is that where this spirit comes
from?). But for the time being, it doesn't have any relevance for you. That kind of love is only one of
the countless marvels, which our Heavenly Father offers us for our happiness. There are thousands of
different ways to find realization (me: No there aren’t, that’s something I would expect a mind spirit of
the fourth world to say, not someone who has supposedly done his Healing having worked his way up
through the Divine Love worlds and is now resident in the Celestial spheres. I think he means that as
we’re all different we all come to the same truths in different ways, but the overall ‘Way’ is the same as
we’re all ascending to Paradise, and first of all by following Mary and Jesus.), and we don't even have
the possibility to enjoy all of them. Yes, our Father's generosity is infinite. And if somebody doesn't
find, for any reason, their soulmates in the spirit world, they won't need to worry. Ultimately, they will
not miss them. (me: I can’t believe he said that.)
Also think that natural love is an attribute of the natural soul. That natural soul doesn't exist in the
Celestial Heavens (sphere 8 and upwards), its last remains have already been transformed in the seventh
sphere. But soulmate love may continue existing (me: So isn’t soulmate love Natural love?; or is it an
intermediary between Natural love and Divine Love? – too difficult.). And only because it is a
structural likeness between two souls, a likeness, which certainly will also disappear, when the definitive
separation is unavoidable, and when each soul begins to develop not only in substance, but also in
structure, in different ways and towards different destinies. (me: I don’t understand this last bit at all,
has he suddenly jumped back to talking about soulmates before incarnation?)
I understand that this topic awakes much curiosity, but I would like to dedicate more time to other
subjects of much more importance, which may have an immediate application in your lives as mortals,
and which are still abandoned like orphans.
I hope I may have contributed a little to clarify this topic which is of little relevance. But I advise you to
focus on those topics which really have weight in this world and may contribute to a greater
development of your souls.
With my love for all of you, who are on their way toward the Celestial Kingdom and strive for bringing
Love into their personal environment, I will say good-bye, and will leave you my blessings.
Your brother in Christ,
Judas
Judas of Kerioth – www.lulu.com

By living true to ourselves, true to our feelings, we are living true to God. It’s that simple.
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Desire for God’s Truth
Desire for God’s Love
and be humble

humility is the
willingness to experience
one’s own emotions.
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The RICHARD MESSAGES:
Monday, 25 February 2013

via James Reid

www.lulu.com
Celestial Spirit Richard 25 February 2013

Good morning Richard and other dear friends. We are in the middle of a deluge which is providing a
pleasant and quiet place albeit very damp. Richard, I was aware of chatting with you in a dreamy way
earlier about soulmates and sexuality and I am very interested in this as you well know. I am aware that
the whole field is very complex as I could feel this in our earlier chat. I am interested in taking this
discussion further. I am sure that there is enough material here for several books on this subject alone.
However, a beginning will, I am sure, be very interesting to many of us.
Good morning my dear brother. Welcome once more to our talks. This seems a more appropriate term
to describe our meetings. We do indeed have many talks which you may regard as ‘off the record’ but
which are important and do set the scene for our later more formal discussions or writing. Our informal
talks arise from your questions and musing to which we respond with comments and questions as
appropriate. Your own curiosity and desire leads you into many areas of exploration and there are
unlimited such areas through which you could wander as do many of those touring your world with open
mouths and closed minds. What a pointless exercise this is! It is well that you enter with questions in
mind and not simply curiosity. There is a place and time for sightseeing, but you will see the same
sights and with much greater interest and learning when there is purpose in your exploration.
Within the overall area of Our Father’s creation of all that exists, many variations and possibilities of
variations have existed since the beginning and many more have arisen along the way and continue to do
so. As I have said before, the process of living that exists is in a constant state of evolution and change
and was made to be so. Accept this before we begin any discussion of any topic at all. What we say at
any time will change over the course of time to some degree. What I will say about the subject you have
mooted will be largely in what I may call specific generalities, if that makes any sense to you. By this I
mean that what I say will allow for variation and is not to be taken as the absolute last word on this
subject or any other topic we discuss. This is not said to diminish in any way the value of what I say,
but to respect the complexity of the issues we discuss. This complexity is inherent in the subject but is
much more so because of your limited capacity to comprehend what I say. Each of you will make sense
of what I say in a way that is understandable to you and you may well find consensus in your groups as
well. I will be presenting information as I know it to be and encourage your questions when you find
obscurity or confusion.
One of the most wonderful aspects of Creation is the allowance of almost unlimited variation of form
and the expressions of that variability in all aspects of the forms created. We have variety upon variety.
Humanity has developed a great desire to catalogue and list the variations in order to understand what is
called Nature. In this process there has arisen a need to find the ‘normal’ which usually means the most
common form within a vast variety. So, what is apparently most common becomes regarded as normal
and the rest acquires a cloak of ‘abnormality’ to varying degrees. This is unfortunate and colours the
attitude of the majority of most people to what they regard as not normal in the context of their own
‘normality’.
Let me put this in some context from my perspective as an inhabitant of the Celestial Realms (8th sphere
and upwards). There are vast numbers of souls in the World of Spirit (1st through to 6th sphere) and
these are spread over the many spheres that exist and within what may be regarded as the sub-spheres
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within these. The densest population of spirits appears to be within the upper first and second spheres.
The least dense population exists in the Celestial Realms! Now this makes us ‘fringe dwellers’ in the
terms of many worldly attitudes. Indeed, we are so regarded by many if not most of the inhabitants of
the lower spheres as we do look different to them. This creates some difficulty for us in contacting
them. We are as normal as they as you are as normal as your neighbour and brother and sister even
though you may look completely different and speak different languages and not understand each other.
You see, you are respecting and heeding the words of one who is regarded as at least different in his
own broad world by the majority of inhabitants. This analogy taken into the context of your world is no
less apt. The bulk of the herd inherits the cloak of normality and appears to wield the power in your
planet. Throughout time the leaders of the greatest change have usually arisen from the fringes as these
are the areas of humanity with the greatest acknowledgment of and respect for the wonders of variability
and the true breadth of normality. In fact, some of those who are giving the appearance of being from
the fringe and pushing for change in your world at present are not truly so and are actually attempting to
push old standards of normality for their own purposes while claiming that their interest is the benefit of
humanity as a whole. Beware the dissemblers. I leave the consideration of that to you.
My group of fringe dwellers is moving to remove the fringes by inviting all to join us. We would have
all with us in our realms. Our desire is to remove normality so that all are accepted without judgment.
Normality is a judgment that no one deserves.
Let us begin with the consideration that Our Father creates souls as duplex and entire entities. Each soul
so created has two entire ‘halves’ joined in a whole. Each of these halves is created to live as a complete
individual and the two are called soulmates. At the time of creation these parts exist but without
individuation, without Free Will and essentially without awareness but with all the attributes of life and
are a reflection of their Creator. Let this statement stand on its own and let your mind consider this over
time. Don’t struggle with attempting to understand this now.
Now the broadest classification of living creatures is by sexuality with the norms being masculinity and
femininity with those two terms being regarded as absolutes and opposite aspects. These aspects do
exist but as a continuum not as opposite poles. In all of the following discussion we will come up
against the dichotomous thinking that is virtually universal in humanity.
I will digress a little here, but I feel that this is necessary. The Universe is not a place of opposites
despite the efforts of man to make this so. From black and white, male and female all the way through
to Heaven and Hell and God and Satan man has developed the ‘need’ to create opposites in order to
‘understand’ the aspects of life. Herein lies the basis of most private heavens and hells because here is
the basis of fragmentation of this magnificent family of ours. In this dichotomy is similarity lost and
difference found and love founders. How I urge you all to seek the similarities with your brothers and
sisters as we are truly all one. Apply this across the board and apply it to yourselves and us as we are
more similar than different. There is a continuum across all life. Think only of human life for a moment
which has its beginnings in the creation of a soul by Our Father and the continuum goes all the way back
to Our Father without break or separation occurring at any point. This statement contains a profundity
which you are beginning to accept and will accept more and more along your journey. I give you my
absolute assurance that this is so and, furthermore, that you will never cease to wonder at the
magnificent beauty and total simplicity of this continuum.
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What I have said is necessary but doesn’t necessarily simplify our further discussion as we will regress
into the dichotomy from time to time to attempt to make sense of what we consider. You see, a
continuum has no true beginning or ending does it? Therefore, any beginning we make will
immediately beg the question to some degree. Nevertheless, I ask you to accept these limitations and
acknowledge that some of what we say will be in terms that you may currently understand and accept
even though it is not true in an absolute sense.
Smaller creatures such as single cell ones and what may be regarded as simple animals express sexuality
in a simple manner and may be the only ones to fully express simple maleness and femaleness. Some of
them indeed do this sequentially within themselves.
It is probably true to say that all complex creatures express and exhibit some aspects of both genders to
some degree often or usually with one aspect dominant. Let us then assume that all souls are created
with aspects of both genders. This is so and is not an assumption.
For the purposes of our discussion let us regard masculinity (M) and femininity (F) as being the opposite
ends of a line with the line representing the varying degrees of M & F that may be expressed or inherent
in the souls along this line so the midpoint represents a 50/50 balance of M/F. Let M be the left hand
end and F be the right hand end. This then implies that as we
move to the left the souls will be more male and less female and
the reverse will apply towards the right end. If we plot numbers
then we come up with the so-called Bell Curve of distribution
that you are all familiar with from your exposure to science.
Here now we must introduce the first of our non-linear aspects of the continuum. The M end does not
represent an absence of femininity not the F end an absence of masculinity. There are aspects of both
genders present at all points of this continuum and the linear representation creates the illusion that this
is not so. To illustrate with an analogy, if you look at a distribution curve of height of humans the
extreme ends don’t represent no height at all but only the tallest and smallest heights recorded.
The sexuality of the souls while still entire falls along the points of this distribution so that the bulk fall
in the middle of the curve with relatively equal amount of M/F and with varying amounts on each side
of this point as we move to the ‘fringes’. I will use this term while encouraging you to remember that
continua do not have fringes. This leads to the interesting phenomenon that occurs when the souls
divide (me: The soul doesn’t divide as such, it’s already of both halves and expressing each half as a full
person upon that person’s time of incarnation) and incarnate. Essentially all bodies into which souls
incarnate (me: souls don’t incarnate into bodies; the soul brings the body forth into Creation.) will be
clearly male or female.
There are of course numbers with mixed or blurred external sexual characteristics, but most are not so.
For the purposes of our discussion I choose to move to a simplification here to avoid unnecessary
complexity.
The souls at the left hand end of the line we postulate are therefore much more M and less F and these
souls when they incarnate will both incarnate as males. Those at the other end will both incarnate as
females. These beings therefore have soulmates of the same sex. (Mary: This is untrue, soulmates are
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ALWAYS of the opposite sex. People who are homosexual are only so because of their parenting and
the inherited lines of such dysfunction that manifest with them. When homosexuals, people or spirits,
do their Healing, they will heal their homosexuality.) These beings are homosexual and often become
regarded as odd and thrust to the fringes of your society. Perhaps oddly they then often find more
acceptance in the fringes than in the rejecting ‘norm’. Those in the middle will incarnate as males and
females in equal numbers and will have soulmates of the opposite sex. Of course, there is no clear
dividing line and there will be many along the line where there is less apparent clarity. Some of these
cases may account for the blurring in some bodies but not necessarily so. So now we have a delightfully
complex arrangement of humans with vast variations of sexuality and of the expression of this. Here is
a classifier’s nightmare and the usually chosen answer is to draw black and white lines and to name a
normality which, in truth, fits almost no person. (me: Mary, why is Richard going on about all this stuff
when it sounds like padding and half of it is not true? Mary: because James is struggling with it but
won’t come clean with his feelings. So Richard is trying to help him but the way is not clear and so he
is fitting in with what James insists on believing and wanting to hear.)
Many of those who write about soulmates state that everyone who exists has a soulmate of the opposite
sex. This statement is rather glib and will lead to confusion for many who cannot conceive having a
soulmate of the opposite sex. (Mary: it’s not glib, it’s true. There would be no point in having soul
mates of the same sex because they’d not be able to share and express all the opposite to each other, all
that’s needed so as to keep growing in truth. Being of the same sex you are too similar even if one of
the pair for example, one of the men is more ‘female’ in his ways. They are both still men, and the
energy within the spirit systems of the pair being the same sex is going the same way, and not in the
opposite direction as between heterosexual pairs. The reasons, and so truth, of why someone is
homosexual will be traced back to their relationship with their parents, it’s all with in you, the truth, you
only have to want to find it. And eventually being gay will not make you feel good, and so you will
want to know why you are gay. And I will add James, being gay is no more (or even no less) sinful or
evil than being heterosexual, it’s just a different expression of one’s wrongness.)
In the framework of such outlandishly unloving classifications is it any wonder that so many people
wander in great confusion attempting to conform to a norm that fits no one let alone them! Added to
that, the classification is applied with force and the engendering of huge amounts of fear. Then the
religions come into play and say that God condemns those of His own creation who do not conform to a
manmade system! What a monstrous God is so created in the minds of so many men! Now we have fear
of the ‘different’ ones and the acceptance, albeit often fearful, of the ‘similars’. The continuum still
exists but is rarely recognised. It is relegated to the region of the esoteric.
Can you see that this is only one example of the fragmentation of our one family that has occurred over
time and which we now work to overcome? Whatever any one being can do to move towards
reunification of what has never really been divided is a healing move and greatly desired. Any time
anyone takes time to attempt to look beyond an apparent difference, that person may be rewarded with a
wonderful discovery of a previously unsuspected similarity.
Our discussion is very brief and incomplete but is a beginning. I have simplified greatly and will be
happy to receive questions from any of the readers of this as I do desire that this issue be better
understood and accepted. So many find it easy to live with their rejection of others who are remote from
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them but much more difficulty in dealing with differences in their most immediate neighbours. This can
be much more threatening.
Break now.
Later on Monday, 25 February 2013
Good afternoon Richard. All of you in the Celestial Realms have strong feelings about the
fragmentation in humanity and strong desire to remedy this. Thank you for the writing today. It does
raise a lot of questions.
Thank you for your gratitude. It is not correct that we have strong feelings about the fragmentation. We
simply acknowledge that this is so. Each of us has contributed to it at some time in our own way as we
lived our lives. Each of us now has the strong desire to catalyse and foster the changes that will lead
back to the one family. Dichotomy is disunity and unity is the aim of the evolutionary process now
under way. I will add here a paragraph that adds to the previous writing.
Those who incarnate as clearly M or F will have greatly differing gender balances within themselves and
this should be obvious to even a casual observer. There are masculine females and feminine males and
very male males and very feminine females. There are also those who are well balanced. This also
applies to those who incarnate homosexually. What then is normal and abnormal? The only answer that
can be truly given is that all is normal in the eyes of Our Father. Who can legitimately question that
without disregarding our true parentage? Perhaps the central challenge is to fully accept that Our Father
is our true parent without trying to attribute falsity to Him. The full acceptance of this is not as easy as
many would like to believe and others would wish. First each one must accept that old beliefs are as
strong as they are. One must acknowledge the old facts with which you have lived all of your lives.
They won’t easily be denied or supplanted. Your prayer to Our Father and the Divine Love will assist
you with this. Do be kind to yourselves and don’t imagine that you have stepped further than you have.
On the way along our spiritual paths you will find that you only move ahead when you are truly ready
and not when you think or feel that you should. Keep moving steadily along with desire and love and
the forward steps will always occur at the right moments and you will know that this has happened.
Whereas I and many others speak of Our Father as male this is not our knowledge of him. All
expressions of masculinity and femininity are possible and exist within His Creation and therefore
within Him. My knowledge of Our Father (and this is yet incomplete) is that, as the Creator of the
continuum of all life He is a part of this continuum and not standing without looking in. We who have
moved into these realms have become At One with God and move in harmony with Him but are not all
knowing. We are as we are and content to be so and also content to have been as we have been and to
be as we will become. I can only speak of what I know and that is wonderful and I am constantly full of
wonder. (Mary: Richard is stirring James up with these messages, putting out bits that James could
follow if he was trying to honour his feelings. However, he didn’t honour his feeling enough so didn’t
question Richard deeper. This we did with you James, as will all Celestials who are working with
people on Earth or in the mind Mansion Worlds; and you honoured your feelings James and look where
it’s got you? Yes, and am I supposed to laugh or cry Mary? Mary: I’ll leave that up to you James.)
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As I said earlier, by our very nature we (Celestial Spirits) are fringe dwellers here and are viewed with
suspicion by many. This casts a wonderful light on those of you who are now moving towards this
realm and who will bring the light you carry with you in what is perceived as much less threatening by
those you will encounter on your journey. You have now and will continue to have the ability to share
your knowledge with many souls who are not yet privy to the knowledge of Divine Love. Think of your
own experiences in your life when you have been able to take information from a friend or colleague
when you had resisted the same information or advice from another who was maybe perceived as
different. This applies to you now on Earth as well as on this side when you arrive here in your own
time.
That we are seen as fringe dwellers indicates the attitude that is inculcated in virtually all of humanity
and which is carried here, and which is to look down to find self-justification. This attitude is
demeaning and decreases the value of all concerned. No one can step up on the disregard and
degradation of those seen to be below. One is drawn upwards by the desire for and the love and respect
of Our Father.
This is enough for today. Go with the love of all of us who thank you for your part in our work. Go
with the blessings of all of us.
Your loving brother, Richard

By living true to ourselves, true to our feelings, we are living true to God. It’s that simple.

Our Mother and Father, simply desires for us to ask for Their Love.

“Every day is a day of devotion.”
Please Mother / Father, may I receive Your LOVE.
God's Divine Love: Pray for it, ask for it, and receive it.
Our salvation IS the embracing of Feeling Healing and Divine Love.

Release one’s pain through expressing one’s feelings.
in conjunction with
Longing for the Truth when also longing for Divine Love.
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SOULMATE LOVE has NOTHING to do with SEXUALITY:
Soulmate love is enduring for all time.
Natural sexual love is not enduring.
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Soulmate love doesn't have anything to do
with sexuality, neither with the physical
body’s sex, which the incarnated souls
have occupied in their mortal lives.
Sexuality and soulmate love move on
completely different levels, the first one on
the material level, and the second one on a
high spiritual level.
Soulmate love is only exceeded by God's
Love, which brings perfect fulfilment and
supreme happiness.
When a soul half begins to engage in its
Feeling Healing, then it will be drawn to
its other half. It is this desire that brings
into play the compatibility and support that
each half has for the other to enable their
Healing Feeling to be undertaken.

8 – at one
with God.
6 – natural
love peak.
Kingdom
of Man.
Spirit
World

As a man or a woman progress in love up
through the spheres, their physical and sexual
attraction for a partner progressively abates.
As we move up through the spheres in the
spirit world our sexual desires and interests
lesson and eventual dissolve.
Sexual
attraction is a natural love aspect.

The unincarnated soul, waiting to be individualised within the preincarnation sphere, has the composition to enter one half into a male
forming body and one half into a female forming body. The soul has
no sex, the soul has no gender, it is neither female nor male, and that
the condition of woman or man is determined exclusively by the
physical body, and that definition continues being reflected within
spheres of the spirit world in their spiritual bodies, because the
appearance of that body is the product of the soul’s creative power,
still influenced by its physical experience in the mortal body.
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Kingdom of God – Celestial Spheres
Spheres 8 to infinity.
Celestial Kingdom / Heavens and
where you become an angel, all one
with God. Immortality is achieved
upon receiving Divine Love which
then enables entry to the Celestial
Heavens, then Eternal Spheres and
then Spheres of Paradise.
Sphere of Transition:
Sphere 7 in your progression is the
sphere in which you progress from
the Kingdom of Man – mortality, to
the Kingdom of God – immortality.
On becoming at one with God you
are reborn, the rebirth, to progress
into the Celestial Realms, namely
the 8th Sphere, and then on
upwards on the Divine Love path.
Kingdom of Man – Spirit World
Spheres 1 – 6
Sphere 6 is the highest progression
that can be achieved on the natural
love path.
This is not the domain of angels.
Sphere 1 is the earth plane where
all souls arrive upon shedding the
material body.

The kingdom of God is in
his heart, God’s divine
truth reaching his soul
transforming him
The kingdom of man is in
his head, what he believes,
is his own truth.
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Book of Truths by Joseph Babinsky P.74

4 March 1915 – One message

I am here, Jesus –

Padgett Messages (1914 – 1921)

I want to write tonight on the love of man.
This love is one that is not understood by humanity in its most important particular. I mean that this
love is not one that is sufficient to give man the highest degree of happiness which he may obtain in
either the mortal life or in the life to come.
This love is of a nature that changes with the change in the ideas and desires of men, and has no stability
that will serve to keep him constant in his affections.
No man who has only this love can ever be in condition to say that he will continue to have this love for
a longer time than the present; and when he thinks that his love can never change, or leave him, he is
only giving thought to the wish.
But this love is one that may last for a long time, and sometimes it seems that it can never die or grow
less; yet, in its very nature, it has not that constancy which insures it’s lasting longer than a moment of
time.
I do not mean to say anything disparaging of this natural love, for it is undoubtedly a great gift that the
Father has bestowed upon mankind, and without it, men would be in a very unhappy condition.
Yet, it is not the great love of the Father which all men may receive, if they will only seek and strive to
obtain it by prayer and faith.
This natural love is that which unites men and women in unity while an Earth and enables them to
approach nearer to a life of happiness than does any other human quality. But still it has the danger
always accompanying it, that sometime, in some way, it may cease to exist.
The mother’s love is the strongest of all loves given to mortals, and apparently it can never end or grow
old, yet a time may come when that love will die or cease to retain all its vitality or beauty.
I know it is said that love never dies; but that is not true as regards this natural love, and no man can say
that his love of today will remain his love of a few years hence.
Yet, there is a love that may be called the natural love that will last forever, providing these souls seek
and obtain the Divine Love, and that is the love that God has implanted in two souls that he has designed
to become one in spirit life. This love is really not two loves, but one and the same love manifested in
the two opposite sexes, and which is only a complete one when these two apparently independent souls
come together in perfect unity. This is what is commonly called the love of soulmates, and which is that
essence of spiritual love which makes the happiness of the two spirits of mortals seemingly complete.
Yet this love is not of a divine nature, but merely the highest type of the natural love.
So, when men speak of the love of one mortal for his fellow man, it means merely the love which his
human nature is capable of having and giving to another mortal.
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I do not wish to be understood as in any way implying that this love is not a great boon and blessing to
mankind, for it is, and without it, there would not be the harmony that exists on Earth.
Yet, at this time [World War I], hatred and anger seems to have taken its place in the hearts of many
men who are now striving to kill and destroy. But this is only for a season; the war will cease and then
men will realize, more than for a long time that only their love for one another can make the Earth a
happy and desirable place to live on.
Love, I know it is said, is the fulfilling of the law, but no man can thoroughly understand this until he
knows what love is. I do not mean that in order to fulfil every law man must have the Divine Love of
the Father, because there are laws that govern the divine existence, and laws that govern the human and
merely spiritual existence; and the love of the divine is the fulfilment of the former laws, and the natural
love is the fulfilment of the latter laws.
So, you must see that only as men have the love of the divine can they fulfil the laws of the divine
existence; and so, as they have the natural love only, can they fulfil the natural laws.
But this natural love will not be able to make them one with the Father, as I have before written; and the
utmost of its powers and functions is to give them that happiness which they will receive in living the
life of a spirit or man unredeemed.
I will not say that man should not cultivate this love for his fellow man to the greatest possible degree,
for he should; and if that should be the only kind of love that he may have, either on Earth or in the spirit
world, the more of it that he possesses the happier will he be, and the greater will be the happiness of his
fellowman and fellow spirit.
So when I said, when on Earth, those men should love their God and love their fellow men as
themselves, I meant that they should do so with all the possibilities of whatever love they might possess.
Yet, if men would only learn, as they can, that there is no necessity for them to have only the natural
love, but that they can all seek the greater love, and obtain the correspondingly greater happiness, and
immortality.
Men do not realize this, though, and seem to be satisfied with this natural love and the pleasures that
ensue from its possession.
I would not have them do anything that would lessen this love or shut their hearts to its influence, when
it pure and good; but yet, I cannot help trying to impress upon them the great desirability of having this
higher love in their souls (Divine Love).
Yes, I am a lover of all men, and I want them to feel the happiness of the inflowing of the Divine Love,
and thereby learn what the love of God means, and what they may have if they will only seek.
This love of the purely natural will not suffice for the temptations that beset men on Earth; and, also,
will not insure against temptations when they become spirits. I know this, and hence I say it with the
positiveness of one who knows – you may say, with authority.
As you are tired I must stop. With all my blessings and love, I am our brother in spirit – Jesus
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Colour in the Mosaic of Life.
https://new-birth.net/contemporary-messages/messages-sorted-year/messages-2011/color-in-the-mosaicof-life-chris-4-sept-2011/
4 September 2011
Received by Chris. Michigan, US of A,
Teacher Ophelius.
Teacher Ophelius: "A list subscriber wrote in after the message, "There Will Come a Time," asking
about what the state of consciousness will be like on the planet with regard to gay men and women after
the shift when the Earth enters into the beginning stages of Light and Life. Before I answer this, let us
zoom out a bit and look at the state of consciousness for life in the worlds to come -- morontial and spirit
life.
"The lifespan on your world (third dimension) on average is about 70 to 80 years. This is a very, very
brief time as compared to eternity -- you are only passing through, so to say, and in this brief time
period, and on this world is the only place you, as a personality, will have sexual reproductive capability
which defines you as male or female. Once on the Mansion Worlds and beyond, the reproductive
organs will no longer be part of your physiology.2 From that point on, you will all be wholly recognized
by your personalities. Whatever is truly 'inside' will show forth on the 'outside.' If you are
compassionate, kind and full of love for others, your physical form will reflect that beauty. If you are
egocentric, cold, uncaring, dismissive, fearful, this will show up in the physical form as less beautiful
and as it is said, 'all will be revealed.'
"The Universal Father cares for and deeply loves all his children, and as such, He looks into the heart of
each individual to see their true intentions and motives, their life experiences, and their spiritual
progress. God is little concerned about the sexual natures, practices, or orientations of his creatures or
the social mores set in place by which those creatures govern themselves. That is a part of evolution and
the discrimination of those who appear 'different' from the fold will fade in time as each generation
becomes more spiritual or more 'God-like' in awareness. Just as there are an infinite amount of points
between opposites, so too are there an infinite amount of personality types between 'maleness' and
'femaleness.' Even on the Mansion Worlds and beyond, you, as a person, will retain this 'maleness' or
'femaleness' in personality nature.
"Now to answer the question first posed: A world that has achieved Light and Life status will have a
population that is more evolved spiritually; will understand the ascension plan and will be more in touch
with their Indwelling Spirit. People in this age will educate their children at an early age about how to
treat others -- with kindness, compassion, respect, and not to judge others because they are different.
These will be a people who are preparing for their next life who are concerned about progress of the
individual and progress of the whole of humanity. Yes, there will still be gay individuals in this era and
they will no longer be an object of controversy or persecution, just another colour in the mosaic of life
on a world that is celebrating the glory of the age of Light and Life -- a unique personality, a unique
aspect of the Creator's intention -- a part of the whole."
"Peace to you,
"The Circle of Seven."
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A newly individualising soul
is just a tiny invisible spark.

The soul, growing in love, is reflected through the spirit body, the spirit
body being our physical body for the spirit world. The soul animates
the spirit body which in turn animates the physical.
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WHAT the EYE REVEALS – IRIDOLOGY:

P.100 by Denny Johnson with J Erik Ness

Homosexual Relationships
Nearly all homosexual (gay) relationships are similar relationships. About 90% of homosexual men
vividly demonstrate some form of Flower iris structure. About 10% are some form of Jewel structure,
usually Stream-Jewel.
There appears to be a specific pattern of iris structures in the family tree that makes homosexuality in
men more likely. Research has revealed that nearly all gay men have at least one deeply controlling
Jewel grandmother who still influences the family, usually the father’s mother. Often the mother is a
Jewel and there is also an older sister who is a Jewel. This means that the homosexual man typically has
experienced the women in his family as being more masculine in their expression than the men, with a
tendency to control the family either quietly or overtly. Where it is possible to delve further into the
past, this same predominance of Jewel females is also evident in the third and fourth generation back,
with a corresponding and complementary accumulation of Flower influence in the male line.
With most the men for two or three generations back being Flowers – generally passive and emotional –
there is a strong, underlying current of femininity that inevitably expresses itself in the present
generation.
This research implies that a homosexual orientation is not directly determined by the present
environment, that it is genetically pre-programmed. Another way of looking at this type of genetic
influence is that it is an accumulation of environmental forces for several generations. The imbalanced
accumulation of unconscious, controlling, feminine energy in his family tree has a tendency to open up
creative, feminine attributes in the male, while at the same time limiting the expression of his masculine
nature, often nullifying his relationship with his father. It also creates a need in the man to compensate
for this excessive feminine influence by having intimate relationships with men rather then with women.
Their shared struggle gives gay men a strong bond. By being sexually involved with another man, they
increase the masculine presence in their lives. When people are engaged in love-making, they are in a
very suggestible state. A gay man thus absorbs a masculine influence through his sexuality. This
mechanism is usually unconscious, an automatic compensation for an excessively feminine influence in
the family tree.
The dynamics of attraction in lesbian relationships are often less obvious than those between gay men.
There are usually two generations of extremely controlling Jewel males on the father’s side of the family
tree, with a powerful Jewel woman three generations back. This transgenerational influence has the
effect of pulling the woman dramatically to the left brain, increasing the likelihood that she will be
attracted to another woman for intimate relationships. All of this left-brained, masculine energy in her
family increases her innate need for femininity.
Unlike male homosexuals, lesbians sometimes form Jewel-Flower opposites relationships. Most
lesbians, however, are some form of Stream or stream-Jewel, with an accumulation of mother-daughter
difficulties that have persisted for several generations in a row. These family dynamics are generally
more consciously recognised by lesbians than by gay men.
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Four Primary Iris Structures:

Thus, it appears that the inclination towards
homosexuality is related directly to generational family
emotional issues and is not in anyway related to how
the two soul halves separate and find their way into two
bodies of the opposite sex or two bodies of the same
sex.
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Parent – Child Relationship Challenges
Parenting is simultaneously a joyful experience and also an intensely challenging one. This section
briefly describes some of the potential pitfalls. All of the issues outlined here can be successfully dealt
with by conscious, loving parents. Before we examine specific challenges, let’s consider a couple of
general recommendations for parents who seek healthy relationships with their children.
Parents must not put their relationship with their child before their relationship with their partner. Not
only does this put up a barrier between one partner and the other, it also damages the child’s ability to
form healthy relationships later in life.
Don’t take it personally if you feel your child is avoiding being intimate with you. Be aware that it is
probably developmentally necessary in order for the child to find internal balance. For example, a Jewel
child needs to move away from the father toward the mother in order to experience the right-brained
(feminine) qualities of the unconscious, becoming more philosophical and emotional to balance the
Jewel’s innately analytical disposition.
Parent-child relationships are strongly influenced by the existence or absence of complementary patterns
in the iris. The greater the degree of complementarity between a parent and a child, the greater the
attraction of the child for that particular parent. This increases the activity of the hemisphere associated
with that parent. If this complementary energy is extreme and unbalanced, it can disrupt the relationship
between the parents and can in turn interfere with the child’s ability to bond with a mate.
Following are a couple of examples of challenging parent-child dynamics. Some are blatantly obvious
to the outside observer; others are so subtle that the individuals involved are often unaware that they are
engaged in potentially harmful behaviour.
Jewel Mother, Jewel Son
By being too controlling, a Jewel mother can keep her son trapped in an infantile state until he dies,
especially if he was the last-born. He will always be “her baby.” This is particularly likely if he is a
Jewel. Although he can attract women quite easily when he grows up, he will tend to attract a woman
who grew up too fast, who typically ends up feeling like he is still a baby. When she starts feeling this
about him, her sexual energy drops off and, if his wife treats him in the way his mother did, he has no
sexual attraction for her either. His intimate relationship with his mother unconsciously blocks his
sexual energy with other women.
If the couple then has a child, the wife typically shifts her focus to her infant, trying to get from the child
what she isn’t getting from her husband. If that child is a male, she doesn’t just destroy her relationship
with her husband, she also destroys the boy’s future relationships with women through her unconscious
manipulation. It is important for mothers to fully understand this. If a woman uses the love of her son
to replace the affection she should be receiving from her husband, she is establishing a pattern of
interfering with her son’s successful bonding with other women, whether that is her intention of not.
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Flower Mother, Flower Daughter
One of the most difficult situations in a family is when a Flower daughter has a very similar iris
structure to her mother. The daughter will feel like she is more from her father’s side of the family, and
will be more attracted to it. She can develop a very intimate bond with her father, even more so than his
bond with his wife. This is especially true if she is the first-born child. If this happens, the Flower
mother can become extremely jealous; she probably married her husband for security, and is now
unconsciously afraid that her daughter is taking her husband away from her.
When the mother and the daughter are competing for the affections of the male, a terrible, undeclared
war ensues. If the mother feels rejected as her daughter gains favour with her husband, she has the
means to nullify the daughter’s attraction for her father. The mother has the ability, not only to prevent
the daughter from successfully bonding with the father, but also to interfere with her capacity to relate
and be sexually intimate with other men, even after she has left home. This can potentially make it very
difficult for one daughter to successfully bond with a future mate.
To cope with this kind of situation, it is important that the father makes it clear to his daughter that her
mother is still ‘Number One’ for him. Do not honour the daughter above the mother. Otherwise the
mother may well try to pay her husband back by destroying the daughter’s ability to relate to all men.
When you have two Flower women in the house, they cannot both be the queen.
A hopeful aspect to this relationship is that there is also the potential for the mother and daughter to
relate as friends once the daughter has left home.
Types of Parental Influence
Children are, of course, deeply affected by the degree and type of interaction they have with their
parents. And they need different things from the mother and the father.
A child needs the mother to be constantly close and yet continually freeing. He needs to the father to
show the way forward without blocking it, to engage in periodic instruction that assists the child to fully
realise his innate purpose and dignity without criticising the free will of the child.

PRAYER for DIVINE LOVE: library download pages at
www.pascashealth.com
Kindly visit the library download pages at www.pascashealth.com as further recordings are added.
Should you click on the audio files, you will also be able to download the audio file onto your computer.
Prayer for Divine Love – from the Padgett Messages
http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html?file=files/opensauce/Downloads/MEDICAL%20%20SPIRITUAL%20REFERENCES/Prayer%20for%20Divine%20Love%20from%20the%20Padgett%20Messages.mp3
The Voice of Divine Love

http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html?file=files/opensauce/Downloads/MEDICAL%20%20SPIRITUAL%20REFERENCES/The%20Voice%20Of%20Divine%20Love.m4a
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SEXUALITY:
The Richard Messages: Richard from the Celestial Heaven

15 September 2013

Good evening Richard. I feel that my realisation about self-worth and acceptance the other day was a
major thing for me and is having a great impact. I don’t know whether I am handling it satisfactorily or
not. I wonder if there is something more that I need to do. I realise that I have had no real idea of my
ability in this work and am only beginning to realise this. I do feel that we are embarking on a major
project and want to do it as well as possible. I keep thinking that there is something more that I should
do but then feel that I must keep on just the way that we are as you are pacing this from your perspective
which is deeper than mine.
I feel as though you are offering some views on the soul as an introduction to what is coming. Is that
so? I feel that the comments this morning related to sexuality and the soul and stating that sexuality is
not a quality of the soul or of God. That this is a physical function and relates to personality. Maybe I
am jumping the gun on this.
Good evening my dear friend. Well, well you did make a great realisation which has been a long time
coming. Take your time as there is no rush, and this will integrate nicely in your personality building on
the changes that have already been made and are providing a solid basis for further growth.
All you really need to do are to rest, pray and meditate. We have no need to rush our project as it is a
large and important one that will take time. We probably will not be able to put it all down in its final
form. We will get all there and then work at assembling it into a coherent and flowing document. All in
good time will this happen. You felt the other day the way in which the material flowed easily, and your
interpretation is good. Don’t be alarmed if some material we give you now seems to contradict some
that we gave earlier. This is to be expected. We have said that any one message is not the final word
but given in the light of your knowledge or understanding at that time and that information will change
as you progress. You may have to explain such changes to those who read the material if they are
puzzled. We will help with that.
There are many misconceptions regarding the human soul and we wish to correct some of these which
do lead to serious misunderstandings. It is important that we provide as much clarity in our document
and we need to do some redefining in the early stages of the work. This will give us a firm basis and set
the tone for what follows.
You are correct in what you say about the soul. Sexuality is not a quality of the human soul from its
inception. Sexuality is not a quality of God. Our Source is neither male nor female nor is God really a
combination of both such as a perfect blend of masculine and feminine. Sexuality is essentially for
reproduction and cohesiveness in human relationships. The gender of an individual is not the defining
factor of its self. It is a major qualifying factor of the personality that the individual develops and
colours behaviour and appearance. These effects are very pronounced in carnate life but are much less
so in spirit life. We all retain the appearances of the physical form which we had on Earth, but we don’t
have or need sexual function.
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Consider this for a moment. Virtually all animals that exist on Earth are male or female and this is
essentially for reproduction. The only beings living on Earth who have souls are humans. Why then
would one assume that sexuality or gender was a factor of the soul? The soul is created by God, the
Source, in Its image. This soul then divides prior to incarnation. Nowhere have we stated that this
division is into female and male. We have stated that these individual souls incarnate into male and
female bodies. The sexuality is determined by the physical reproductive process. The spirit body forms
in a facsimile of the developing physical body and the personality commences developing subject to the
influencing factors to which that being is subject and to the potentialities inherent in the soul. The
influencing factors include all that is there for that being. These will include genetic and inherited
factors, parental care or lack of it, social factors, hormonal and dietary influences and so on. These will
all be weighted by the amount of love being expressed to this being and which it is allowed to express.
Physical bodies in their development from conception exhibit a great range of variation in their sexual
qualities and appearances. Each soul has its individual soul qualities from its inception and these exist
as potentials in the soul. Here we touch on the issue of homosexuality and I will not deal widely with
this right now but will say a little. It has been said that this is a choice that each being makes. This is so
but this choice is hardly a conscious choice as it is made when the being is in very early stages of its
development and is influenced by the sexual qualities of the body and the qualities of the soul. This
accounts for the great variation of sexual expression amongst people. That the majority exhibit
heterosexual expression has made this regarded as the normal regardless of the fact that there is a huge
range of what is regarded as heterosexual. There need to be a review of attitudes as many norms have
arisen by what many feel as a need to conform and to demand that others do so too. This occurs to the
degree that there is the desire to apply this norm to the soul prior to incarnation. This is rather like
telling God what to do.
Now, in saying that I have provoked a lot of thought for you as you digest that. We will speak more of
this soon and will amplify on this.
I will not deal further with this now but will return to it soon.
I wished only to offer something in answer to your queries, but I have provoked more questions. So be
it.
I am Richard and bid you good night.
Note: Following the writings of James Moncrief, one could consider that any reference to the Father, by
other relevant writers, may be read as a reference to ‘our Mother and Father’. Further, when considering
soul healing, then reference to Divine Love could be referred to as ‘Feeling Healing with Divine Love’.
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Sexuality is not a quality of the human soul from its inception. Sexuality is not a quality of
God. Our Source is neither male nor female nor is God really a combination of both such as a
perfect blend of masculine and feminine. Sexuality is essentially for reproduction and
cohesiveness in human relationships. The gender of an individual is not the defining factor of
its self. It is a major qualifying factor of the personality that the individual develops and
colours behaviour and appearance. These effects are very pronounced in carnate life but are
much less so in spirit life. We all retain the appearances of the physical form which we had on
Richard 15 September 2013
earth but we don’t have or need sexual function.
Virtually all animals that exist on earth are male or female and this is essentially for
reproduction. The only beings living on earth who have souls are humans. Why then would
one assume that sexuality or gender was a factor of the soul? The soul is created by God, the
Source, in Its image. This soul then divides prior to incarnation. Nowhere have we stated that
this division is into female and male. We have stated that these individual souls incarnate into
male and female bodies.
The sexuality is determined by the physical reproductive process. The spirit body forms in a
facsimile of the developing physical body and the personality commences developing subject to
the influencing factors to which that being is subject and to the potentialities inherent in the
soul. The influencing factors include all that is there for that being. These will include genetic
and inherited factors, parental care or lack of it, social factors, hormonal and dietary influences
and so on. These will all be weighted by the amount of love being expressed to this being and
which it is allowed to express.
Physical bodies in their development from conception exhibit a great range of variation in their
sexual qualities and appearances. Each soul has its individual soul qualities from its inception
and these exist as potentials in the soul.
Sexuality Life Style choice is your choice, however, that
may be influenced by many factors:
 Genetic Factors
 Inherited Factors
 Parental Care of lack of it
 Social Factors
 Hormonal Factors
 Dietary Influences
 And so on.
These will all be weighted by the amount of love being
expressed to this being and which it is allowed to express.
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SOUL and SEXUALITY:
The Richard Messages:

Richard from the Celestial Heaven

16 September 2013

We have discussed to some degree the association of the spirit body and the physical body. Now I will
include the soul in this being to complete the physical picture.
Prior to the beginning of the process of incarnation souls exist in a special sphere of their own in which
they are safe and intact. The soul as it is created consists of a very subtle spiritual substance which is
finer in nature that the substance of the spirit body and much, much finer than the coarse physical body.
It is created directly by the Source, God. It contains its qualities and potentials which are capable of
being developed during its coming existence. I cannot give you precise details of the structure of a soul
or of the potentials that exist. That there is a great variety of these is postulated based on the subsequent
evidence of the talents that souls are able to manifest. We make the assumption that the capacities for
development during living is even greater than is already seen in human life as there is no evidence that
the potentials are exhausted. Souls exist as independent entities at this stage although they are as yet not
individualised nor are they aware of themselves.
At some stage prior to incarnation the soul divides into two parts. Many teach that these two halves are
male and female and that they will then incarnate into bodies of the appropriate gender. This is not
correct as sexuality is not a quality of the soul either before or after the split which occurs, nor does it
become a quality of the soul during incarnation. Souls are created in the image of the Source, God and
God has no gender nor is the Source a perfect blend of masculinity or femininity. God may be perceived
by humans as exhibiting qualities that can be regarded as masculine or feminine, but this is applying an
earthly experience and understanding to God and defining Our Source in terms of humans. This is never
appropriate. Because of the quite obvious gender differences apparent in human existence and because
it is taught that man is created in God’s image, it is assumed that God displays these characteristics
perhaps physically and definitely behaviourally. This is simply an attempt by mankind to understand
God taking what is known of man as the starting point. It is not possible to find the Creator in the
creation. It is possible only to see the outworking of some of the qualities of the Creator and to assume
that the Creator is considerably greater than the creation.
The purpose of incarnation is to individualise the soul by the creation of its personality and the
development of the latent talents and potentialities that it contains. Part of this individualisation is the
experience of sexuality as a facet of the developing personality. Sexuality is very much seen as a
defining quality in human life and this seems so clear that it is often the basis of discriminatory and
separatist behaviour of one to another. Sexuality is an essential part of the carnate experience as it is the
basis of the generative process that provides the bodies needed for the continuation of the process of the
incarnation of souls.
Sexuality or gender is not a defining quality of those living in spirit. Even though they maintain the
physical appearance that they developed while on Earth, spirits have no secondary sexual characteristics
or genital organs, or any other organs for that matter, as there is no need of these. Spirits are capable of
intense emotional experiences and capable of expressing love for each other, but this is not sexually
based. Whereas spirits have soulmates which are usually of the opposite sex, this is not invariable.
Intimate relationships in spirit are based on deep knowledge or and respect for each other and these are
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felt intensely. There is no sense of competitiveness for the attention or love of another as there is no
need for this.
Soulmate relationships are very warm, loving and satisfying but the absence of this in one’s existence in
spirit doesn’t leave one bereft or alone and lonely. We do have what you might regard as special
relationships and these occur in the context of a generally loving environment where there is general and
mutual respect. Each of us retains our individuality and this inclines us to prefer certain company more
than other so that we seek the company of those with whom we have greater rapport. My words as you
interpret them do not paint a picture of this aspect of living here that comes close to the reality. This is
simply to be expected as you are trying to understand our living conditions based on your knowledge of
your own and your imagination of what ours might be like. Interpersonal relationships in spirit have
very different qualities from those that obtain for the most part on Earth. While unconditional love is a
quality that is recognised on Earth, it is a quality that is very rarely experienced either in the giving or
receiving. Whilst love of this type is felt by those who enter the Spirit World, it takes quite a long time
to learn the true expression of it. It is in no way free of emotion but is free of any emotions of demand.
Such emotions of demand are almost invariably present in loving exchanges on Earth even if they are
not recognised or felt.
The soul living in spirit does maintain the personality and talents that it developed on Earth. As a spirit
goes through the processes of the Law of Compensation, the personality is refined as its rough edges are
smoothed off one could say. The Law of Compensation acts to allow the individual the circumstances
and the space to deal with any issues where compensation is needed and this is an essential clearing that
removes the issues that have prevented the complete and untrammelled expression of the potentials of
the soul. We will deal at a later time with the issues that trigger the action of the Law of Compensation.
Further refinement occurs as natural love is able to manifest more and facilitate changes. This then is
modified even further as Divine Love enters the picture.
The souls created by the division are complete within themselves and are not half souls or less than a
whole. All of their potential is contained within them in latent form. The force that facilitates the
development of these is love. The love that mostly serves this function is natural love as this is
invariably available in humanity whether it is expressed or not. Divine Love when it is present never
supplants the effects of natural love but acts in harmony with this love so that the effects of the two are
completely harmonious. There is never any clash or competition. Divine Love is more refined and is
the Love of God and is an addition to what already exists and enhances all aspects of the already
existing development.
Each soul then connects with a developing human embryo at conception and becomes intimately
associated with the developing physical body and is encased and housed by the developing spirit body.
Each soul has the capacity to associate and develop with an embryo of either gender and to become
individualised in harmony with that gender and to develop personality qualities appropriate to that
gender. It is normal for the two souls that arise from the splitting of the original soul to incarnate into
bodies of opposite genders.
Sexuality or gender determination of any creature is a physical function and the distribution is broadly
into female and male so much so that this is regarded as normal. The labelling of any thing or process is
immediately limiting as this label tends to ignore the possible variations that exist within that process.
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Each being exhibits its own way of within the gender group into which it falls. By that I mean that there
are innumerable ways in which to be male or female and to relate to one another within this framework.
It is quite possible for a being to be attracted solely to members of the opposite sex or to members of the
same sex or to members of both sexes or to be not sexually attracted by any other person. All of these
possibilities fall within the range of the whole of humanity and which I regard as normal or normal
variants.
The sex of each physical body is determined by the combination of the germinal cells and their DNA.
The potential for sexual directedness exists with the physical body from the time of its conception and
is, therefore, subject to all of the influences of the physical world into which it is entering. The most
immediate of these are of course parental and familial influences. In truth it is said that the sexuality
that each being adopts will usually be that of its gender, but other decisions are made subject to the
influences acting on the individual. These decisions are not in any way conscious. They are also of
varying intensity so that they act strongly in the developing being and some much less so. There is, as
usual, a wide range of action. God’s creation allows for any and all variations to occur. As long as
these variations are able to fall within the existing levels of harmony, they are able to continue in
existence and develop as facets of personality and influencing factors on the life of that individual. If
such variations are grossly out of harmony they may be able to continue, and the being will die but the
spirit body and soul of such a being will still be safely transported to the Spirit World to continue its
development and progress.
Sexuality stands in a position of great prominence in society and has done so for time immemorial.
There is deep misunderstanding of the similarities and differences of the genders and the expression of
sexuality. There is a general tendency for humans to espouse an accepted norm of sexual behaviour
which may differ widely from their actual or desired behaviour. The desire to be seen as ‘normal’
outweighs the desire to be natural and true to oneself in many. To be seen to be different from the social
norm is to risk persecution of varying degrees and the fear of this is paralysing for many.
Humanity still harbours much of the animal sexual behaviours of competitiveness and ownership or
stewardship with aggressive defensive strategies. In most animal behaviour the drive is instinctive and
driven by a desire for power and a need to survive. There is little love expression involved and this,
unfortunately, is the case in much of human sexual interaction. There are many factors that cause this to
continue in human behaviour. Many of these are simply evolutionary and are still carried within the
inherited capacity of the being. There are changes evident in many parts of human society.
Some of the major hurdles that a human being has to overcome in the course of his/her development are
the restrictions placed upon them by the judgment of others and themselves. The society is closer and
more immediate than God and its limitations, demands and imprecations have a far greater power than
any teachings which seem esoteric and lacking substance. The struggle to be oneself and to develop
one’s God given talents in such a situation is overwhelming for many.
The spirit body and the soul are the only parts of this association of elements that comprises a human
being that will survive this life on Earth and they are the parts which have least influence on the course
of events of this life, at least initially.
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The development of personality occurs in the physical body as a result of the processing and synthesis of
the information that is communicated to the being by its physical senses. Sometimes this processing is
directed by education of many types, sometimes it seems instinctive and sometimes has large elements
of chance in it. People struggle to make sense of their environment and often create strange realities for
themselves and struggle to live in these realities which are sometimes more acceptable than the strange
realities that others consider they should adopt.
The spirit body and the soul are not affected materially by the vicissitudes of the physical being but are
affected by the constraints or freedom that the personality provides for the function of the being.
Broadly stated, if the being is receiving loving treatment and able to express love, the soul is able to
develop its talents and potentials. The extent of the development is directly proportional to the amount
of love present in the environment and the amount of personal freedom is provided for the being to
express its desires and free will. A being developing spiritual awareness and whose soul is developing
may become sensitive to contact with spirit and become more aware of this influence in their lives.
Even in the absence of this, every person is spiritually guided throughout their lives even if they appear
not to respond to this. In many cases where they seem to resist guidance, their lives would be much
worse had they not been guided for many do actually respond quite a lot. Following guidance is not
dependent on awareness but is increased by awareness.
I said earlier that the soul has little influence initially and this is so. However, as the soul is able to
develop and progress its influence grows as the inner aspects of the developing being become manifest
and apparent through the behaviour of the human being.
Also, it must be said that the being may develop its physical talents quite highly while still restricting the
development of the soul to varying degrees. Personality development is possible in quite narrow
avenues of physical interest that seem to provide a lot of satisfaction to the being while incarnate. The
emptiness of this becomes apparent upon transition to the Spirit World. I speak here in generalities and
there are many variations possible within this framework. The parallel development of physical and
soul interests is totally possible and desirable. One can live in the material world and be a citizen of this
world with strong material interests while having a strong awareness of and association with the Spirit
World. The two are not mutually exclusive and were always designed to be mutually inclusive. The
level of ignorance of this greatly restricts awareness of the purpose of living on Earth, as being for more
than hand-to-mouth survival or dog eat dog. There is little focus on self-expression at present, but this is
changing. This will continue, often with upheavals of social norms.
The care of the spirit body and the soul is largely encompassed by the care of the physical body in its
physical, mental and emotional aspects and the fostering of a healthy and freely expressive personality.
Even without any deeper knowledge of the spiritual aspects of a being and of life, this will foster the
soul’s progress. If one leads a satisfying, loving and freely expressive physical life, one will enter the
Spirit World in a good condition with capacity for easy and happy progress. If one adds true spiritual
awareness into this life, then the prospects are even better. I say true spiritual awareness as that
conveyed by many of the world’s religions is quite inaccurate and leads to many problems. It is often
better that one leads a happy and relatively spiritually ignorant life than one full of spiritual
misinformation. Many an ‘ignorant savage’ has suffered at the well-meaning hand of enthusiastic
missionaries. They often brought mixed blessings in that what advances they did bring were tempered
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with a lot of loss of freedom. I don’t say that they should never have done their work as much good has
resulted and that, perhaps, outweighs at least some of the damage.
The saving grace is that any damage done in the course of carnate life can be remedied while incarnate
and in spirit life. Even the greatest of crimes against individuals or humanity are compensable. This
doesn’t mean that they should be ignored or neglected. It is far better that people live in ways in which
they incur little or no compensation debts.
Each being will live life within the capacity of their level of awareness of their true nature and their
potential. Each person can safely assume that their potential is greater than they know and that they
know little or nothing of the potential of another.
A soul can be very restricted indeed in a life which is devoid of love and can remain in a very
undeveloped state or even regress in the course of a carnate life. Such a soul presents a sad sight when it
enters the Spirit World but is quite capable of resuscitation and renewal as all of its potential is intact
and has been well sheltered by the spirit body which has held it safely but is powerless to prevent the
damage being done. Neither the soul nor the spirit body can be destroyed or damaged. When you see
very damaged souls on their arrival here you might doubt this as the spirit body is so small and slight
and the soul virtually invisible. But all is not lost although recovery and rehabilitation may be a lengthy
process. How much better it is to welcome a healthy spirit body containing a healthy and developed
soul.
If each one can learn to recognise that one does have a soul will do for a start. It is easier to do this than
to recognise that one is actually, at the core, a soul which is invisible and impalpable. This belief may
encourage one to care for this soul by caring for the infant initially and then to assist the growing being
to learn to care for themselves and therefore, to care for the soul. This is possible even in the context of
having a good time on Earth. One doesn’t have to be a hermit or the purest of the pure in order to live
well and die with a healthy spirit body and soul. The definition of a ‘good time’ would need to be
carefully considered perhaps.
We shall break now as you are tired and our rapport is flagging.
I am your loving brother Richard.

Feeling
Healing with
Divine Love is
the key!

Immortality with the Love.
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CELESTIAL SOUL CONDITION:
Guidelines and Signposts:

via Zara Borthwick and Nicholas Arnold
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Hello, I am with you now, Cassandra. I would like to convey a little on the experience of Divine Love
and how this relates with soul condition. I will begin by saying that every person is eligible to
experience God’s Divine Love. Each person is a soul and that soul is made with the potential to receive
this great gift of Love from God. A person, having received the Divine Love, cannot by their accord
voluntarily give this Divine Love to another mortal soul. These Truths that I convey to you, are
consistent here in the spirit world as they are in your human experience. When a person or spirit
experiences a small portion of the Love for their first time, this will not establish within the soul,
Celestial soul condition. Living with Divine Love and achieving Celestial soul condition requires a
significant amount of Divine Love in order for the condition of the soul, the attributes of the spirit body,
and the personality to significantly be transformed.
In a human experience, the social dynamic of personal relationships involves all kinds of attraction with
regard to sexual preferences. In no way does this choice of preference for experience exclude one from
being able to receive Divine Love. Every individual can experience the Divine Love at the point where
their life is at. And this is mirrored in the spirit world as seen and demonstrated by the countless
populations of natural individuals who suddenly choose to accept the inflowing of Divine Love in any of
the Spheres at any time.
The individual may receive a small portion of Divine Love and this is sufficient for a beginning of an
awareness that there is more to life than one may have initially thought. For one to continue their receipt
of the Love and to begin their challenge of experience living Celestial soul condition in a human
experience is vast in vision, but small in action and few in number will make this their purpose in human
experience.
Your ever-loving friend, Cassandra – a Celestial Spirit and teacher of Divine Love
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Spirits and their Childhood Repression Healing:

by James Moncrief
21 July 2010

Ian and Geoff. Third Mansion World.
Ian: So Geoff, how do you feel about it all now?
Geoff: Apprehensive to say the least.
Ian: Scared?
Geoff: Yes, very. I understand the theory about it all, but giving up being gay when all I’ve ever known
is being gay, well I don’t know about that still. However, I’m prepared to go along with you. We both
feel ready for it, don’t we? We’ve discussed it enough and we can see that it’s not right being gay, that
our being gay is all a product of how we were parented, like everything else. And so we know... we’re at
least both trying to accept that it’s wrong, wrong to be gay, but shit, I don’t know Ian... it’s the part that it
will be the end of us, and we’ve been together now for close on forty years, that in itself is going to he a
huge change for us.
Ian: It will. But there isn’t anything we can do about that. And we’ve been counselled that we must
take it one step at a time. And as we make progress in expressing our repressed feelings, then we’ll
change, and along with that change we’ll feel better about ourselves. So in the end we should feel better
about becoming heterosexual. And we’ve met enough Celestials and higher Mansion World spirits who
were once gay and are now happily living with their soulmates of the opposite sex, and if they can do it,
then I don’t see why we can’t.
Geoff: And it’s not that I have anything against women, but to think that my soulmate is probably out
there now, waiting for me to ‘see the light’ and for me to ‘come to my senses’, argh, it does all sound so
difficult. How am I supposed to be with her?
Ian: Just as you’d be with any woman.
Geoff: But how am I supposed to love her, to have sex with her, to have a personal and intimate
relationship with her, like I do with you?
Ian: I don’t know, but I do know you won’t be having sex with her, not unless you want to. You don’t
have to have sex just because you’re with your soulmate. And you’ve seen the soulmate couples, most
of them don’t have sex and none of them do by the time they have finished their healing. So I don’t think
you have anything to worry about on that score.
Geoff: I hope not. I don’t think I’d even be able to touch her; I mean be affectionate with her. If that is
all going to happen, I am going to have to change one hell of a lot.
Ian: And we will, that is what we’re coming to understand. But we have to, we have to go through with
it otherwise we’re faced with living the rest of eternity on this world, and do you want to do that?
Geoff: No, not anymore. I’ve had enough of it, and Gay World bores me now. As I’ve been telling
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you, I feel like I’ve been growing out of it of late, something I thought would never happen. When I
first died and discovered that I could live in of all places – Gay World, it was nothing short of my dream
come true, and it was for those years. And then to meet you, it couldn’t have been better. But we’ve
both changed, and that’s the hard part, things have been happening to us and we no longer see it in the
same way as we did, and so what other option do we have.
Ian: I know, and it’s a blessing we found the Divine Love. Had we not... I don’t fancy becoming one of
those tired old queens who’s been flogging their sausage for hundreds, even thousands of years now.
When you look at it like that, and just how tragic they are, we’ve got off easily, at least we know the way
out of it. They don’t know there is an alternative, so what sort of future do they have? Another
thousand years of fucking all the newbies welcoming them to their new spirit lives. There has to be
more than that.
Geoff: I know, I agree with all you’re saying. I couldn’t face it. I couldn’t look at old Mal’s tired face
again. Seeing the endless young boys lining up to be fucked by the Grand Dame. No, that’s not for me,
or you. So we just have to do it. We have to bite the bullet and get on with the business of expressing
all our bad feelings, and surely that couldn’t be too hard – could it?
Ian: I don’t know. At least it might be easier for us than many of those square heterosexual men who
are all but dead to their feelings. Luckily, we didn’t go down that road. And being gay gives one more
of a theatrical approach to life, at least it has for us, so speaking about all our bad feelings might not be
too bad. I mean we speak about them enough as it is, so it won’t be much different only we’ll be longing
for the truth of them, that being something we haven’t done.
Geoff: I am looking forward to that I must say. It does sound exciting, being able to reveal the truth to
yourself and see what it does for you. And I do fancy the idea of moving up the worlds, and to look at
those handsome Celestial men, well it’s enough to make you cream your jeans.
Ian: However, by the time you are like them, you won’t be gay.
Geoff: And thank God for that, it would be simply too much to bear! So when do we start? Do we need
to have an official day, make an official announcement, throw a ‘Starting Our Soul-Healing’ party? Is it
like we have to announce to the world that we are ‘Coming Out’? God it was hard enough to come out in
the first place, and now we’re told we have to go back in, and come out the other side. Oh what fun and
games life is, is it not.
Ian: We can have a party if you like. But who would we invite? All of our gay friends, telling them
that it’s the last time they will see us as being truly gay. And we can’t invite hetero’s, for what will we
talk to them about? God knows, I haven’t spoken to a hetero other than trying to seduce him, for years
now. And women, what women would we invite, our sisters of flesh – all the lesso’s? No, I think we’ll
have to skip that one and just start it when we both feel ready to start. There is, I suppose, an official
starting point, but does it matter when that is? For all we know we might have already started, because
here we are living in the third Mansion World, no longer in Gay World.
Geoff: Possibly you are right. We probably started with our first prayer for the Divine Love. And I still
am so thankful you insisted I come along that night. I didn’t think I’d be able to do it. And what a
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surprise it was, I can’t get over it. So much better than all those shit-boring times I had to sit through,
those God – awful sermons, when I was at school. And all I did to pass the time was wonder what the
man-in-black’s cock looked like, in all its stages of manifestation.
Ian: What a sick mind you have Geoffrey. And it still gives me such pleasure hearing you speaking
about such things. What wonderful memories it evokes in me from my early life. But I suppose we’ll
have to give all of that up.
Geoff: So it would seem Ian my love. ‘My Love’, doomed to die the death of truth. Shine the light of
truth on the untruth and it shall wither and perish. Argh it makes me cock shrink with the horror of it –
would you care to see?
Ian: No thank you, not at the moment. It is tempting, but I guess this is where we begin. We don’t do
what we have done. We don’t do such things, and instead we see how not doing them makes us feel.
Geoff: It won’t nearly be as much fun.
Ian: No it won’t, but it’s not about fun. Fun is what we’ve been having, but look where it’s got us. You
died of AIDS before it was even called AIDS, and I died of loneliness and a broken heart. No, that is all
going to be put behind us. We are setting out on a new life, developing a new future for ourselves. And
I’m afraid, as sad as it is, we’ll be parting ways. So until that happens, it is tempting to make the most of
it, which I don’t see why we can’t anyway, so yes, that sounds like a very good idea. You may as well
show me, get it out and we’ll let the little fellow have a breath of fresh air.
Geoff: ‘Little Fellow’ indeed, and now you’ve done it by paying attention to him – see, now look what
you’ve done!
Ian: You certainly were blessed to have such a big cock Geoffrey.
Geoff: And you are more than welcome to do whatever it is you wish with it. Oh Ian, it’s going to be so
hard to let all of this go.
Ian: It will, but in little stages. We don’t have to be in any rush, do we?
Geoff: No, none whatsoever. Oh Jesus that feels good.
Ian: You’ll have to mind what you say now Geoffrey, we’re living in his and Mary’s worlds of Divine
Love, and you just never know who might be at the front door.
Geoff: I don’t think we have anything to worry about there my dear, what’s going to interest him in a
couple of old fags like us. I’m sure he has better things to do in the universe. We’re just more of the
wreckage from Earth setting out to try to rectify themselves. Two more useless old farts that need to
heal themselves, that need to grow in truth and understand how they were turned so much against
themselves that they became gay – the poor old sods. We’re a right old pair, you know that Ian?
Ian: I do Geoffrey, it almost brings a tear to me eye. We are two sad cases. Look at our lives, what
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have they amounted to? We’ve done nothing other than fuck each other and fuck anyone else who
wanted us to. Rather pathetic to say the least.
Geoff: I know, but at least we are in this together. We still have each other while we do. I never
thought it would come to this. Had you told me six months ago that I’d be here now with you
contemplating ending being gay, I would have told you to pull your dick out of your bum and to bend
over and let me put mine up it. It’s been all very sudden, hasn’t it?
Ian: It has, but that’s how it goes, at least that much I know. That’s how it’s always been for me in my
life. I go along thinking everything is wonderful, and just when I’ve thought that, then it all changes.
My childhood patterns at work I guess. And I am looking forward to understanding the truth of them. I
do want to understand the truth of myself, to find my true self, even if that means the end to us, the end to
all I thought and believed life was. But I can no longer deny it, I know I’m not right, I know I’m fucked,
and now I know it is all a result of my early life, the good job my parents did on me. And giving up
being gay, is giving up a part of being fucked. Instead of looking at other little boys’ penises and
wanting to suck them, I’ll be looking at little girls and wanting to do whatever you do with them.
Geoff: Ah, don’t go on about it Ian. Give it a rest, please. Don’t pollute my remaining good memories.
Ian: Alright, but it’s all going to have to come out. And this is a part of it, speaking about it all. All we
think and feel, all the good and bad stuff.
Geoff: I know, I know, don’t remind me. So what do we do now?
Ian: Go to bed I say.
Geoff: Yes, why not, that definitely sounds like a good place to start our healing from. Or we could
start it here now with you bending over the couch.
Ian: Alright.

James: Joaline, so it is right that all gays will have to stop being gay as they do their healing?
Joaline: Yes James. It’s not right, not natural, soulmates are ALWAYS of the opposite sex. Being gay
is, as Ian and Geoff said, simply a result of their early life, just as all our problems are. But being gay is
no more a sin or evil than anything else we do in our negative lives, and it’s wrong that such people or
spirits be frowned upon or ostracised just because the Bible, or anything else or anyone else, says it’s
wrong.
James: And what about AIDS, Joaline?
Joaline: As with any disease James, it results from not being loved as you needed to be loved by your
parents. It is not something that afflicts you out of the blue. All disease is to only show you that you
are living untrue to yourself, all of which we discover through the healing of our childhood repression
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and negative state. And as you know, AIDS is not so much the result of a specific physical virus, but
more a result of a self-denying state of being.
James, would you like to talk to an ex-gay who is now a Celestial? Yes, it would be good to hear what he
says about it.
Joaline: I have a dear friend with me now, you can speak to him about it if you like. I sense he’s your
soulmate, is that right?
Yes, he is, I’ll give over to him, he can introduce himself to you.
Hello James, my name is Edwardo, and yes I am Joaline’s soulmate, and yes I was at one time
homosexual.
I lived in France and enjoyed being gay for most of my life, and like Ian and Geoff, relished indulging in
the society of it when I came to spirit. When I arrived in spirit waking up to discover that God would
not punish me for my sins of being with other men, and that in fact a whole sector was provided by God
for me to indulge to my heart’s content, I felt very good indeed. I had died and come to heaven, to be
surrounded by so many men loving and adoring me, all who wanted me and wanted to be with me and
wanted me to be with them, I was in paradise. And in that state I lived for many years. I did nothing
else. There was always so much for us to do. We had serious relationships; we had non-serious ones;
we could have as much sex as we wanted without any fear of death from such terrible diseases and
afflictions as now exist on your world. And the ‘set’ or group as you might call them, was, or so we
believed, very sophisticated, very avant-garde, very with it. We’d descend on the Earth plane to watch
all the ‘Holly’ movies as we called them, we loved all the Great Stars, we met them all when they died,
we fucked each other – the men, we all had the most marvellous time. But alas, like all good things, it
came to an end. Do you want me to tell you about that?
James: Yes, please go on, say whatever you want to say.
Edwardo: Alright James, I will go a little more, but I don’t want to hold up this work you are doing,
there are many more spirits that are to write with you.
Briefly, I met a man, nothing strange you should say about that! And he introduced me to thinking about
spiritual matters. I loved and admired him greatly, but he was very troubled for he was beginning to
wake up to the truth that it was not right for him to be as he was – to be homosexual, you understand.
For me I laughed at him, how could he not be, and why would he want to be anything else! However, I
listened to him and a lot of what he told me had an effect on me. And in the end, I accompanied him to a
prayer evening for the Divine Love. I forget how he found out about it, talking about it with another
man I should say, and along we went. It was a prayer for Divine Love, and it was a gay prayer at that.
All the men were gay, and that suited me. And I enjoyed it, I believed it would make my life in spirit be
even more thrilling and ever so special and grand were I to also include God in this manner. At first I
didn’t know anything, I only went along to be with my friend, but soon I came to understand, and I was
then able to relate to some of what my friend was going through as I too started to go through it. It was
a very disconcerting time to say the least. To be confronted with the BIG QUESTION, are you really
gay or not: are you gay because God wants you to be gay; or, are you gay because of something that
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happened to you, and something that happened to you during your early life, done to you by your
parents, and things you can’t remember? It was a very difficult time. However once I started my
healing, I came to see it was no more difficult for heterosexuals, men and women, it was all very difficult
for everyone. And that my being gay was a part of my negative self-denying state, how it had
manifested in my life all as a result of my childhood repression. It wasn’t a genetic trait, nor was I just
born gay, nor was it an act of God anymore than all of our negative state in life is. So I was in a way
‘addicted’ to being gay just as you are addicted to all your negative tendencies and indulgences. And to
give up such ‘addictions’ is very hard as you are finding out.
Yet I did, and now here I am, one of the many redeemed spirits living in the Celestial spheres with his
soul-partner – a woman! – whom he dearly loves so much. Something I would have not thought possible
all those years ago.
And yet it is so. There is no one else in the whole universe, in the whole of Creation that I would want
to be with other than Joaline. She is all I could ask for in such a mate. She is absolutely perfect for me,
as I am for her. And looking back on my life it is all with amazement, and even now at times,
wonderment, that I did go through it all.
So there are many spirits like I am, many gay men and women are now all straight and living with their
soulmates, and would have it no other way.
James: Edwardo, what was it like changing from one extreme to the other?
Edwardo: At first the whole notion was repulsive, daunting, very scary. However, I was advised to take
it one feeling at time, making sure I spoke about all I felt, and that gradually as I progressed in my
healing, I would change. And I did. It was something akin to healing an addiction, something that had
taken possession of my whole being. I had to slowly break down all my gay behavioural affectations
and all the negative, unloving, self-destroying beliefs they were based on; change my whole body and
being into expressing heterosexuality. It was a huge undertaking involving great pain, masses of fear,
and a lot of deep sadness and misery as the truth became apparent to me about how unloved I felt by my
parents, and how their unloving treatment of me influenced me to the degree of becoming homosexual.
It took me many years, and during the early ones I would have to repeatedly run back to my gay friends
for their love and acceptance. But slowly I came to see their ways no longer did it for me as they had
once done.
And then in the end it wasn’t about sex anymore, nor about being homosexual or heterosexual, it was all
just about me, little me Edwardo, a young boy who felt desperately unloved and unwanted. The same as
we all feel in the end.
And with that James, unless you have other questions you’d like to ask of me, I think I will leave it there.
Thank you for allowing me to have my little say. All the best to you in your healing, at least now the
worst has passed for you, that I can assure you.
Thank you Edwardo for your time. I’m going to have a break now Joaline – thank you.
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FEELING HEALING + SOUL HEALING
To heal one’s self is to simply look to see what feelings we are refusing ourself to feel, and accept them
instead of denying them. And to fully accept them, one needs to express them, speak about them, let
them have their say, rather than pushing them aside, refusing to let them make you feel bad.
Doing this all with the intention of seeking the truth of why you are feeling them, of speaking about and
expressing all such feelings; all feelings you have, but ALL WITH the INTENTION of UNCOVERING
the TRUTH THEY WANT YOU TO SEE ABOUT YOURSELF. And it’s the wanting to see the truth
of them that is very important, because if you just look to accept them and speak and express them, but
not seek their truth, then that’s all you’ll be doing, speaking and expressing them, but not healing their
causes, so not fixing the things within you that are making you feel bad. And it’s the truth part of it,
seeking the truth of your feelings. And so, seeking the truth through your feelings, that’s vitally
important. It’s the truth of yourself, life, nature and God, that is the spiritual aspect to it all.
You CAN’T find the truth of yourself, or anything else, through and with only your mind. You HAVE
to engage and look to your feelings. And so if you choose to allow your feelings to ‘Show You the
Way’, then the truth will come as you express them. So to do our Soul-Healing consists of these steps,
all of which are ongoing until it's done:

Admit you are feeling bad.

Accept your bad feelings, identify what they are.

Honour fully your bad feelings by expressing them, speaking about them to someone who is
willing to hear you talk about them, or tell them out loud to our Heavenly Parents. Long for the
truth of them. Long for the truth of why you feel bad – what deep within you is causing your bad
feelings?

And remember, bad feelings are Good! Not bad. They are not to be despised. And as hard
as it is to accept them, they are still you, and a very real part of you. And if you persist in denying
them and not allowing yourself to fully live them, then you are only going to keep yourself in your
errors making things harder for yourself.

All sickness and suffering, all bad things that happen to you, all your problems, all your
addictions – your whole feeling-denying and untrue life, is all caused by your denial of bad
feelings.

Every problem in the world is brought about because everyone has been brought up to deny
feelings, and in particular, most of their bad ones.
If one is intent on spiritually evolving and growing in truth, then it’s vital, and this is the key, that one
looks to use one’s feelings as the means to gain and have access to the truth of oneself. You CAN’T
find the truth of yourself or anything else through and with only your mind. You HAVE to engage and
look to your feelings. And so if you choose to allow your feelings to ‘Show You the Way’, then the
truth will come as you express them.
Doing your Soul-Healing with the Divine Love, is really doing your 'Feeling-Healing'. We are designed
— created — to be self-revealing of truth, and so we are all to uncover the truth within ourselves and for
ourselves, and all being done by living true to our feelings. If you accept, express and seek the truth
of your feelings, then truth will come to you, and you’ll grow spiritually. It’s as easy as that. Also,
it is as easy as it is to long for, ask for and receive Divine Love.
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Feeling bad is Good! It’s okay to feel bad.
Feeling bad is good.
Feeling bad is GOOD!
It’s not bad to feel bad – it’s good.
FEELING BAD IS GOOD!
Very good!!!
And feeling really bad is also good.
And feeling worse is even better.
It’s all very good!
It’s okay to feel bad.
Bad feelings are okay.
It’s good to feel bad.
Bad feelings are GOOD!
It’s good to feel bad about feeling bad.
Your bad feelings are YOUR feelings.
YOUR bad feelings have a right.
A right to exist.
A right for you to feel them.
Your bad feelings are a part of you.
Bad feelings are good and they are your feelings!
ACCEPT THEM!
It’s okay to feel bad, there is nothing wrong with feeling bad.
You might not like feeling bad, but it’s okay to feel bad.
You are allowed to feel bad. Give yourself permission to feel bad.
Bad feelings shouldn’t be dismissed.
Bad feelings already feel unwanted, why make them feel more rejected?
You are your bad feelings – if you reject them, you are rejecting yourself.
Why are you rejecting yourself? Why are you rejecting your bad feelings?
Is this how you want to live – rejecting a natural part of yourself?
Is this how you want to live, rejecting your bad feelings?
Feeling bad is normal. We all feel bad. We all feel bad a lot of the time, even if we won’t admit it, or
even if we’re not aware of it.
There are many bad feelings, all sorts of different bad feelings, and they are a normal part of you – of
everyday life.
Bad feelings – your bad feelings – are to be welcomed. Bad feelings are to be wanted. Bad feelings are
to be accepted.
Bad feelings are to be loved.
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If you ignore or deny or dismiss or reject your bad feelings, what are you really doing? Denying,
dismissing, rejecting yourself. Is this what you want to do? Because if you do, you'll only make yourself
feel even worse.
You are your bad feelings – Your bad feelings are you.
Bad feelings have just as much right to life as good feelings.
Be true to your bad feelings – acknowledge, honour and accept them!
Accept your feelings.
Accept yourself.
So Remember:
Feeling bad is Good!
Accept your bad feelings.
The full acceptance of your bad feelings, and the seeing of the truth they are trying to show you, comes
from having expressed – spoken – about them. And speaking about them to someone who cares about
you: a friend.
As you vent your feelings, the pent up ‘bad’ energy goes, often leaving you with the understanding of
what they are all about: why you are feeling them. And once you understand and know this truth, then
you are healed and free of them.
As young children we were all stopped from freely and fully expressing all our bad feelings. Things
were done to us, we were forced to behave in ways we didn't want to, all of which made us feel bad.
But we couldn't complain about how unjustly we were being treated. We tried, but often only to be met
with harsher rejection treatment.
As adults we still have all this bad treatment going on within us. We formed patterns when we were
young based around all the negative unloving parenting we had. And now being unconscious of these
patterns, we still (also unconsciously) expect bad things to happen to us to make us feel bad – and to feel
just as bad as we did back then. And so bad things do happen. And we do feel bad.
So, as an adult, we are experiencing life in the moment now as the adult, together with all we felt back
when we were young, only we are unaware of it. Something will make us feel bad, and on the surface of
it we might know why we are feeling bad, yet underneath, deeper within us, it will key into and trigger
repressed bad feelings making us feel even worse in the situation than we might have otherwise felt.
So in doing our Feeling-Healing: healing our repressed childhood bad feelings through the feelingexperiences of our current adult life, we need to use every bad feeling to help take us back 'down' inside
ourselves, to connect with what made us feel the same bad feeling when we were young.
We are our bad feelings, and like them, WE ARE STILL WAITING TO BE HEARD.
The honouring, accepting and expressing of our bad feelings is our attempt to speak up and finally be
listened to; to be accepted and loved – not rejected. And as an adult we can now do this, whereas, a
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child we could not.
And so if you no longer want to feel bad, then through complete self-acceptance is the ONLY way to
heal yourself – allowing yourself to feel as bad as you do feel. If you don’t feel good about anything in
your life or about anything to do with yourself – if you have one bad feeling at all, that feeling or bad
thing will somehow be connected all the way through you to your early childhood. And so simply, if
you feel bad about anything, if you are sick or don’t like any aspect of yourself or your life, it's all
because of how you were treated during your early childhood, and it’s still going on deep within you.
Your childhood has ended but the resulting mental and will patterns that dictate to a high degree your
emotional and feeling state are all still in existence, still unconsciously controlling you. And because
you are denying yourself the knowledge of these patterns, so too are you denying yourself the resulting
feelings from them – all your bad feelings.
When you see the truth, the whole truth of your negative self-denial state, then with your will you can
stop living in rebellion against yourself and choose to live positively. And in that choice, you are
healed.
The aim of Feeling-Healing
The real aim of doing your feeling-healing is to perfect your relationship with yourself, with others, with
nature, and in the end, with God.
Until we are living true to all our feelings and living wanting to grow in truth from our feeling
experiences, we can’t live a perfect relationship. If we live denying any part of our self, we can't have
true relationships.
Until we accept all of those parts of us we’re denying, and understanding why and how our denial came
about, we can’t live as our soul desires us to, as we have been created to live.
And when we do honour all our feelings and live the truth revealed by them, then naturally without any
effort or mind control we’ll just be perfect.
Many people try to seek God, try to understand the Greatest of all Mysteries before they try to
understand themselves. We will never be able to understand or relate properly to God until we can
understand and relate properly to ourselves. We come first. We have to learn how to fully honour and
totally accept ourselves and then we can move out into the world and greater universe.
We are to be true to our soul by living true to our feelings.

To want to live true; true to how you feel, is to want to be perfect.
And your feelings are the way.
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Feelings First Spirituality
The New Way
Feelings First
FF
Feeling Free
The New Way, Feelings First Spirituality
Learn to live with God through your Feelings
Accept, express and long for the truth of your feelings
Be free in your feelings
Free your feelings from your mind’s control
Live true to your feelings; your feelings are your true self
Live true to yourself through your

Live true to yourself by living true to your feelings.
Long for the truth of your feelings.

feelings

LOVE
TRUTH
LIFE

Accept / Express / Bring out ALL of your good, and most importantly, BAD
feelings.
Want to understand why you’re feeling them.
Use your surface feelings to take you deeper into your repressed and hidden
feelings.

LOVE
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The Feeling Way is the True Way.
Your feelings are your spiritual guide.
Your feelings will take you to God.

TRUTH

Your feelings will show you the truth of your relationships, including your
relationship with God; and if anything is wrong, untrue and unloving, then
why it is.
Our feelings are sacrosanct and we should respect them accordingly. And we should NEVER block them out,
ignore, override, banish, deny or reject them, because if we do, we’re only doing that to ourselves, as Our
Feelings Are Our Self.
Our feelings are the gateway to our soul. Our feelings are the closest we can get to our soul. Knowing the truth
of our feelings is knowing the truth of our soul, and knowing the truth of God.
Feelings First Spirituality is the True path for humanity.
It embraces all people.
It completely unifies the world.

LIFE

Everyone can relate to everyone else through their feelings.
And we can all live the truth that comes from our feelings, all sharing the
same truths as we express and have the same feelings.
No one need be left out; no one is more special than anyone else – we are all united in Truth through our feelings.
So with and through our truth we live our lives. Therefore without the need of any man-made mind-laws, rules
and restrictions that limit self-expression as inspired by our feelings.
The New Way, Feelings First Spirituality is what is to replace all man-made, mind-contrived religions that so
many people have enslaved themselves to. The New Way, Feelings First Spirituality will set us free of all that
control, ending the Rebellion and Default within ourselves as we do our Feeling-Healing, and ending such control
and spiritual stagnation in the world.
Bring on the End Times – get it over and done with! Let’s all see that Jesus is not going to come again, that
Prophecy has failed all the mind-controlled platforms. Allow such false systems of belief to die their longawaited natural death, they’ve overstayed their welcome, it’s now time they fade away. So let us show such
antiquated, erroneous systems of belief the exit and bring on the fresh liberation of discovering the truth of how
we are to live for ourselves, each of us personally in our lives, and all by looking to our own feelings for it. Self-
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revelation through our feelings is the way to go.
The Way of the Mind is ending and is really the End Times – the End of our mind control, and it’s about time!
With the Way of our Feelings replacing it.
The End Times means the end and therefore a New Beginning. And that new beginning is a whole new Spiritual
Age – an age based on self-revelation of truth through one’s feelings, coupled with and supported by higher
revelations from the Celestial spirits,
angels and nature spirits.

The Feelings First Spirituality is the True Way to God because it helps you get to know God, helping you to reach
out, connect and be personal with God, and do God’s Will, all through your feelings. It is the only true way of
getting to know the God of Feelings – our beloved Heavenly Mother and Father, the Great Soul of Divine Love.

Love comes through our feelings and not our mind, as we’ve all been wrongly led to believe.

Feelings First; then comes The Truth; then comes Love.
LOVE is the Religion of Feelings, being:

Feelings First Spirituality, The New Way
Great
U-Turn
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WE are meant to grow up LIVING FULLY CONNECTED to our FEELINGS:
Humanity has always had an awareness and involvement
with spirits, with life on the other side, because we are all
heading that way, we all end up dying and becoming one
of the spirits. And were humanity living rebellion-free,
then nearly everyone would enjoy some level of spirit
involvement either directly or indirectly, loving such an
expansive awareness in life.
We are meant to grow up living fully connected with
our feelings in our physical reality, and at the same
time with full feeling awareness of spirits and life after
death, because after all, God is the greatest Spirit of
us all.
And so having an awareness and involvement with spirits
can, and should, help us have more of an awareness with
our Mother and Father. And it’s not with just spirits, it’s
also with the angels who are with us all the time, and the
nature spirits should we be open to them, and even higher
spirits if we are to work with them, such as the
Melchizedeks or Trinity Teacher Pairs. But mostly for
those people involved with the Divine Love, it will be with the Celestials spirit group that is assigned to
help them.
It is very important to understand that spirits and spirit life is meant to be part of life on Earth.
However, that’s not to say everyone need to have an ongoing relationship with their spirit friends, but
they can at least still be aware of spirits and spirit life and where we will be going and something about
what to expect once we die. And when you are open to it, lessening the grip of one’s fears about it, then
we will find it will be just another aspect or level of life, and one that can give us quite a lot of comfort.

TRUTH LOVING SOUL

V

ERROR INFLICTED MIND

Feeling
Healing with
Divine Love is
the key!

To liberate one’s real self, one’s will, being one’s soul, is by embracing Feeling Healing so to clear
emotional injuries and errors. With the Divine Love, then one is also Soul Healing. We are to feel
our feelings, identify what they are, accept and fully acknowledge that we’re feeling them, express
them fully, all whilst longing for the truth they are to show us.
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The beauty of it all, is the truth comes to you through your own feelings. You don’t need to be told it by
anyone. You can work it all out for yourself. We are self-revealing of truth, it’s how God created us to
be, and by being it we’ll feel the happiest we can feel. Truth is our great comforter, so when you feel it
come up within you, ah it feels so good and you feel just right – perfect!
We know only how to deny feelings, now we can get to know how to accept them. And always with the
truth being the most important part.
If you don’t want to uncover the truth of your feelings, then you can keep on expressing them forever,
but you will never fully heal yourself. Seeing the truth results in the Healing. And to see the truth you
need to express all the pain out of you. The two things go hand in hand.
You can accept and express your bad feelings, letting off steam all day long, yet nothing will heal and
nothing much will come of it. So this is where wanting your feelings to show you the truth of why
you’re feeling as you are is so important.
Don’t go fishing with your mind, that will shut the truth out from rising up for you.
KEEP YOUR MIND OUT OF IT. It’s a feeling thing, doing your Feeling-Healing.
(This is where we erred previously, and this how other modalities are in error.)
You long when you can, then stop longing and keep expressing. And at some point, and it might not
even happen immediately, it might happen after days or weeks of expressing the same bad feelings, truth
will come to you. And it does, it just comes up suddenly into your consciousness. You just know. You
see the picture and you feel it’s true. And you know it’s true. And THEN your mind can come in and
start sorting it out and putting in context.
It’s the Truth that we are seeking. It’s the End Point. The Reason for doing your Healing. You are to
see the whole Truth of yourself. And to begin with, that’s the whole truth of your unloving self, of your
wrongness, of your evilness, of why you are as you are in your negative unloving mind-controlling state.
To be able to fully accept yourself as you are, warts and all. To not fight or resist or try and change
yourself, just to accept all you feel and all the truth of all those bad feelings you feel about yourself.
And when you do, so you will be healed. You CAN’T heal yourself unless you uncover the truth of
your pain, suffering and so the truth of all your bad feelings.
Through our Feeling-Healing we long for the truth of what we’re feeling whenever we can. So as often
as you can. You want, and REALLY WANT WITH ALL YOUR BEING, ALL YOUR WILL, to know
why you are feeling bad. You yearn, want, long and beg and beg and BEG God to show you the truth of
yourself through your feelings. So when you are expressing your bad feelings you can stop and long for
the truth to show you what’s going on, why do you feel so bad, and you can do it any time you think of
it or feel to do it.
Notes from ‘Feeling Healing’ by James Moncrief
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Our FEELINGS are our SUPREME GUIDES:
Feelings are what guide us through our ascension of
truth. So, they are really our Supreme Guides. Many people look for a person, spirit, angel, even
God, for supreme guidance. However it’s all right there already built in – in our feelings. We just have
to submit to them, allowing them to take us where they will, expressing all the parts we want to
express, letting the emotion drive that expression if it’s there to be expressed, or just talking about
all we feel and how feeling that feeling is making us feel – or, how we feel about having that
feeling, all whilst longing for the truth of our feelings. Longing for the truth of our feelings is
really: Longing for the truth of our self, because: we are our feelings. So life stirs up our feelings,
we feel being alive; or, being alive means we are feeling, always feeling; and when we work out
what and why we are feeling what we are, so then we know the truth of how we are. And over
time the truth accumulates, and our mind expands our understanding of ourselves, all being
driven from our feelings.
Kevin 26 Sep 2017
Using our feelings to uncover the whole truth of our negative or anti truth and anti love state.
Kevin: So whilst we’re of an untrue state, then all we have got to help us understand why we feel
bad, why we are wrong, why we are negative and anti love and truth, is our feelings. So if we
focus on our bad feelings, they will lead us to the truth of why we’re feeling bad. Which will be
the truth of what happened to us to make us be this wrong way, and how we took on the wrong
way and keep it going making us feel bad.

Note: The vital difference between emotion and feeling is that emotions
have their roots in the past, and feelings relate to the present moment.
Emotions represent our feelings which were not previously expressed,
and these accumulate with time.
Note: Our feelings are soul-based. Our soul is always in truth. It is
our soul based feelings, that when allowed to be freely recognised,
we will begin to express and be who we are. This takes time and
perseverance as we have encrusted our souls with layers upon layers
of errors and false beliefs. It is these layers that will confuse the
truth that our soul is conveying to us. Only by our progression with our Feeling Healing will our
soul’s expression of truth become clear and free of all cloudiness and contamination.
“What our soul needs in accordance with our own, individual, Soul-Light-Plan-Of-Destiny (your life’s
true destiny plan), They, being our Mother and Father, will give you as required. The only way we can
know truly what we need is to honour and follow our true feelings. They, springing from our soul,
literally telling us what we need, and so when we genuinely feel we need something, we apply our will
to get it. The hard part is knowing if our feelings are true, and until we have done our whole soulhealing, they won’t be clear and totally true.” James – Introduction Course to Divine Love Spirituality
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OUR SOUL is the SOURCE of our WELL BEING:
When we are conceived, the embryo
borrows from the life force of our parents.
The attracted soul half then becomes the life
force for us for our physical experience.
Anything with a central nervous system has
a spirit body (birds, fish, animals, etc.),
however these creatures do not receive a
soul.
Your brain is within your physical body,
your mind is within your spirit body,
however your intelligence, memories, etc.,
are within your soul.
The five senses within your physical body
are enhanced within your spirit body. Some
people are sensitive to the enhanced and
additional senses within our spirit body.
The senses within our soul are greater in
number and are very much more capable.

Soul
Spirit Body
Physical Body
The etheric body is the spirit body.
The soul is the real you!
Now your soul, is half of your real self.

The power of our soul influences all living
life within its environment, thus many pets
reflect the character of its owner.

Do you observe these soul attributes in your pet
animals anywhere to the extent that you observe
them within people around you?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Emotions
Awareness
Desires
Passions
Creativity
Aspirations
Intention
Memories
Free will

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes











no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no











It is our soul that is made in the likeness of our
Creator. It is our soul that forms the features of
our character. Our soul is our real self, not our
physical or spirit body. Our spirit body, as it is for
other creatures, is the physical body for the spirit
world. We function through our soul whilst living
this experience on this physical world.
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179. The Nature and Stages of Fusion

17 December 2012

In our writings together in this collaboration we have introduced much experience on the nature of
Divine Love. We have conveyed vision and experience to the best of our knowledge and to the best of
how our spirit-communications have facilitated this dialogue. We have tried to convey workings of
universal Love and Spirit to the best of our ability that dovetails into extending the nature of personality,
all of this in the view that the essential truth is always one’s relationship with the Soul, God, in faith,
love and the Divine Love.
This work first commenced with the life, the human life of Jesus, then continued with the spirit writings
of James Padgett. Our current work introduces many themes situated in potentials, harmony and
Immortality all the way defining the nature of a mortal personality comprising of its attributes and to
illuminate the soul and the spirit body. We have established that the forming personality survives its
human life and continues its existence in the mortal spirit world. We have defined what the mortal spirit
world is in its function. We have written and communicated from our experience having lived in Divine
Love and with your assistance, we have been able to give wide breadth of vision to this work so that
another may derive insight, spirit illumination, vision, potential, thought-provoking information and, for
one to find solace in. Above all, it is our hope that these works demonstrate the reality that the Divine
Love is real along with the attribute of mortal soul and the mortal spirit body, and it is from the
understanding of how the personality comprises of these two attributes provides a unified vision of the
human experience and earthly world with a spirit’s experience in the spirit world culminating and
accommodating for the same outcome, which is an acceptance of the Soul, God.
I desire to write on the Stages of Fusion a mortal personality experiences when the attribute of soul and
spirit body form the individual.
The formed image of the attribute of each unique soul begins with its creation. The originator and First
Source of all mortal life, the Soul God, commences a mortal soul life by forming a complete soul. This
mortal attribute upon its creation and upon its advent into the Pre-Incarnation Sphere where it awaits
incarnation into a human life is subject to a single act upon it as the first stage of fusion. A single Spirit
Law that only exists in the Pre-Incarnation Sphere acts upon God’s Spirit Will and divides each
complete soul. The soul then becomes, as it were, two distinct and separate attributes or parts and in
each part the whole attribute and potential for the receipt of Divine Love and imminent incarnation for
individualisation plus other potentials, form a complete part of each part of the complete soul. This first
aspect of Fusion is to actually separate and not to bring together.
The two distinct parts of the complete soul reside in this Sphere until the imminent approach of
incarnation. When incarnation occurs, each part will incarnate into one of each human sex and never
shall these two independent parts incarnate into the same sex. There is a very good reason for this.
When one is aware of the potential of Divine Love and the possibility for a Celestial soulmate
companionship, then one understands why it was necessary for the complete soul to fuse apart and form
two distinct attributes. Each attribute will always remain independent in the forming of their unique
mortal personality and derived human experiences from a human life. Never shall these two distinct
attributes incarnate into a single forming personality. I am also aware, and you have written an account
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of this before, that each attribute of soul in this Sphere does not have as part of its original forming, any
personality other than its attributes and potentials which means that any self-determination or voluntary
decision to pick and choose or to select a human life is absent from the soul when the soul resides in the
Pre-Incarnation Sphere.
Humans, mortals and Immortal spirits cannot influence the attributes of soul in this Sphere. The PreIncarnation Sphere is in God’s jurisdiction alone and only selective Spirit Laws act in this mutable and
comfortable environment. This Sphere is not a hallowed environment but a Sphere that is only visible to
the Eternal Eye of the Soul, God. We have discussed at great lengths the reality of this Sphere because
we understand the importance of our beginning. This Sphere is part of our heritage and it is from my
and other Celestial spirits’ perceptions that we are able to ascertain an image of this Sphere from the
Father. It does not surprise us if a person does not believe us. The visibility of soul is near-next-tonothing in a human experience, so then why would one see the truth of what I convey?
Nonetheless, a mortal soul life needs to begin somewhere and has to begin somewhere and so, it might
as well be in a place caused into existence by its originator and nurtured and prepared for what will
become the secondary stage of Fusion, the beginning of a human life.
Do all attributes of soul exist in the Pre-Incarnation Sphere in one time at one place waiting for
incarnation? Has God caused into existence every attribute of soul that will ever incarnate and that will
become the whole history of humankind? All these questions that we ask about the advent of a human
soul and the environment it begins in, lead us to gather more information into this unique part of
universal creation. It would not surprise me in the least to know that God has caused every single
attribute of soul to exist prior to the first mortal personalities that commenced the human race. I know
for a fact because I reside here, that the entire mortal spirit world including the Celestial Heaven had
form, image, working and structure before the first mortal personality arrived here after the death of
their life wearing only their spirit body. If God can cause the entire mortal spirit world into existence
before a mortal personality has commenced living the first human life, then, to originate all attributes of
soul that exist in a Pre-Incarnation Sphere is an entirely possible thing for God to cause into existence.
Humans, mortals and Immortals simply don’t have the power or resource within our selves to cause such
universal and far-reaching realities into existence. This is why the Divine Love is such an integral part
of universal life, for it is the only substance and energy that we can individually experience that is part
of the universal originator, the Soul God. This may add a new aspect on why it is significant that one
may participate with the Divine Love! It is a given that people and spirits can experience – and do
experience – God in aspects of universal attributes though I must qualify that only with the Divine Love,
will a mortal soul experience the Soul, God.
The secondary stage of Fusion is simply defined by the incarnation of the finite attribute of soul to
acquire a spirit body and living attribute of personality, which commences the finite soul’s
individualisation of mortal life experience. This secondary stage is inclusive of the conception of a
human being. The entrance of a soul into the physical and material world is a dynamic fusion
culminating with various attributes forming the individual personality. To provide you with an image of
this dynamic, a specific Spirit Law acts to form the spirit body, another Spirit Law acts to exact the soul
into the spirit body and another Spirit Law specific to the adjuncts of mortal personality act to exact the
now forming personality to its position of the soul and the spirit body and the human brain. Also, the
physical conception forms part of this fusion insofar as the fusion of genetic information from two
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separate sources, a sperm and an egg. This is a simplified image though it is enough so that one may
gain a perspective on how these attributes culminate to form a human being ready for life, ready for the
afterlife and ready for the potential to experience the Immortal Love. There are physical conditions of a
voluntary and involuntary nature that form part of the physical being. The main thing is that the spirit
body is formed so that the expectation of a human life in terms of its age, will not compromise the now
formed personality to survive its creation.
The third stage of Fusion in a soul’s life is its transition into the First mortal natural spirit Sphere. This
stage is defined as the ending of the physical incarnation and the beginning of life in the spirit world.
The spirit body acquires the personality in all its attribute and specific Spirit Laws act in their assistance
as the physical body falls away from the spirit body and the spirit body takes over as the place and
environment that the attribute of soul and attributes of personality now reside and function in. This is an
act of fusion, for the personality being subject to a greater Law, is exacted to the attributes of the spirit
body complete with function and attribute and cognitive experience in the individual’s now spirit life.
The exacting nature of this Law ensures that no splintering or aspect of the personality is left behind or
lost in translation. This is really important for memory and other identifiable aspects and information
pertaining to a human life lived. If a human life passes into the mortal spirit world before the individual
has any cognitive functioning or capacity to be cognitive, this does not determine any other outcome to
the soul other than the personality continues to survive in the spirit body and continues to mature in the
First natural spirit Sphere.
This secondary stage is inclusive of each incarnated soul and of every human being for these forms the
natural soul system of individual personalisation of experience in natural love.
The fourth stage of Fusion involves the Divine Love. This can happen at any time during the natural
life experience of the individual. The fourth stage involving the Immortal Divine Love happens when
the Divine Love enters the attribute of the soul for the first time and the attribute of mortal soul is now
confirmed as living with the Immortality that this Divine Love provides. The Divine Love, having
entered the soul, fuses with the soul and the perfect causality of the Divine Love in its cause-effect
becomes part of the soul and can never be extracted from that soul nor can this process of Immortality
ever be reversed. There is simply not in existence, a Spirit Law that can reverse this fusion and this is
why the choice for Immortality is so unique for the individual to make.
Now that the individual has experienced the Immortal Fusion with the Divine Love in their soul, the
fifth stage of Fusion transpires when the individual progresses in their experience of Divine Love as it
transforms their natural love and the necessary changes happen that arrive within the soul condition of
the individual to be of Celestial soul quality. Any necessary compensation will have taken affect and the
human life or natural mortal life will be with sufficient harmony in the Divine Love to enter the Celestial
Heaven. One is now infused with their universal life and the awareness required, to live in the harmony
with God no longer illusive to the individual in a solely self-determined mortal life. Without the
infusion of the Divine Love in the soul, no Immortality can form in the soul and the soul remains in its
natural life experience to a greater or lesser degree of harmony in its condition of natural love.
All the way along these stages of fusion, experience – if it is progressive – infuses the personality with
more experience and this allows for more attribute of personality to become functioning and present
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within that individual. There is no greater example of this than when the nature of awareness becomes
active in the personality from a faith in Divine Love experience.
Stage six of Fusion truly demonstrates how the personality is infused with extended attributes of mindspirit function as the individual progresses from the Celestial Heaven and enters the Eternal Spheres.
The individual is infused with Love and Spirit that provides the personality to see the difference between
that which is Immortal with all that is Eternal. The individual always remains finite and is never infinite
in their condition of soul. The individual residing in the Eternal Spheres is now universally fused with
the Eternal experience of the First Source.
Stage seven of Fusion of individuality is the transition from the Eternal Spheres to the Spheres of
Paradise. Through the experience of Divine Love, one has gained their Immortality and progressed
through the Celestial Heaven and then to gain an Eternal perspective on the nature of God, as being
universal and eternal. In the Spheres of Paradise, the individual is now fully fledged in their union with
God and can travel around the entire soul Sphere that God is and resides in. The confirmation and
completion of all these stages of Fusion happens in the last Sphere of Paradise when the individual can
visibly see the image of all that was previously unseen, the Soul, the Eternal Soul and First Source of the
individual’s creation. Having seen the Eternal Father, the personality of the individual is deemed as
being perfect and still in this perfection, one can gently ask for a drop of the Immortal Love.
This concludes my message on Fusion. It is a potential to understand the vision that I have just written
and it is a true vision for the Divine Love reveals it so. The wonderful thing is to see how durable the
three natures are: the soul, the spirit body and the human personality and how these three components
form the destiny of each individual.
Thank you for taking my message.
Your Celestial friend,
Luke
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NATURE and STAGES of FUSION:
Seventh stage of Fusion of individuality is the
FATHER
transition from the Eternal Spheres to the
MOTHER
Spheres of Paradise. The individual is now
SOURCE SOUL
fully fledged in their union with God and can
SOUL of GOD
travel around the entire soul Sphere that God is
and resides in.

Pre-Incarnational Sphere:
First stage of Fusion is
the separating of the
soul into two, each soul
half being complete on
their own.

Sixth stage of Fusion truly demonstrates how
the personality is infused with extended
attributes of mind-spirit function as the
individual progresses from the Celestial
Heaven and enters the Eternal Spheres.
Fifth stage of Fusion transpires when
their natural love changes and one’s
soul progresses to the condition to be
of Celestial soul quality, one enters
the Celestial Heaven.
Fourth stage of Fusion involves the Divine
Love. This can happen at any time during
the natural life experience of the
individual. Happens when the Immortal
Divine Love enters the attribute of the soul
for the first time, either when in the
physical body state or spirit body state.

Second stage of Fusion is simply
defined by the incarnation of
the finite attribute of the soul to
acquire a spirit body and living
attribute of personality, which
commences the finite soul’s
individualisation of mortal life
experience.
Physical body
Spirit body
Soul

Spirit body
Soul

Third stage of Fusion in a soul’s life
is its transition into the First mortal
natural spirit Sphere. This stage is
defined as the ending of the
physical incarnation and the
beginning of life in the spirit world.
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The Padgett Messages, received 1914 to 1923 and published in the Book of Truths, has now been extended
with further session of messages having been received between 2012 and 2013, and titled “The DIVINE
UNIVERSE” via Zara Borthwick and Nicholas Arnold.

The DIVINE UNIVERSE
79.

Prayer of the Heart

16 October 2012

I encourage the heart that prays to the Father for the Divine Love. I encourage the heart that loves the
Love, and with sincere aspiration, feels for the Love. If there be any doubt, loss of faith or hardship of
heart, I encourage the heart not to give up or give the Love away. The Father hears your prayers and the
heart be rest assured in this. Never will a good heart be forsaken. As the Father does so do I, see and
hear your heart, and prayers for the Love and the needs for wellbeing. Never give your heart up; trust in
the One who knows your true heart, and there the Father loves you. One may never fully understand
the intricate workings of time, past present and future, but the heart knows faith and Love and the Father
Loves a good heart. Pray with faith, and in your heart my truth and the Father’s Divine Love meet you
there.
I have given you this prayer of the heart so that men and women may draw from its words, strength, love
and faith.

Release one’s pain through expressing one’s feelings.
in conjunction with
Longing for the Truth when also longing for Divine Love.
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The BEAUTIFUL MIRACLE:

The DIVINE UNIVERSE

5 October 2012

The way in which the Spirit conveys the Divine Love into the soul is a beautiful miracle. The
attribute of mortal soul prior to incarnation has to it, a potential within it that is part of its formed
nature. After the soul incarnates, this potential remains part of the soul and even if the forming
personality is unaware of such a soul potential, the potential still exists. The Divine Love is entirely
suitable in its energy of harmony to be the energy that a mortal soul can utilise. The Spirit covers the
spirit body when the individual sincerely asks the Soul of God for the Divine Love and this covering
of the spirit body is where the dynamic of this beautiful miracle takes place. From the internal
longing of the individual for the Divine Love this activates the Spirit Law that activates the Spirit that
is then attracted to the spirit body upon which the Spirit material of the spirit body draws the Divine
Love in to its soul and this union completes. The key here is to gain a perceptive insight into
realising that the spirit body is not an inert body but that it is living and has activity, recognisable
from its first forming from the Spirit Law that materialises a spirit body. The Spirit and the spirit
body to give an analogy are like two attracting magnets and when the surface of the spirit body is
touched by the Spirit, this causes the automatic response of the Divine Love to permeate into the
attribute of soul and so begins the transformation of energy from the natural into the Immortal Divine
Harmony. If the individual continues the receipt of Divine Love, the energy that is Divine Love
actively begins to change the soul and this is felt in the spirit body systems and can produce feelings
of love and elation. The spirit-mind begins to change as all spirit body systems are affected by the
changed condition now experienced in the soul as the soul becomes living and vital. In one’s
progression of this Divine transformation, the soul will mature enough from the amount of Divine
energy it receives and at that moment the surface of the spirit body and the Spirit are continuously
attracted to each other, then one is living in the presence of the Father in perfect harmony, and this
clarifies the truth about what it means to be truly at-one with God.
Soul within
spirit body
prior to receiving
Divine Love.

Divine Love being received
from The Spirit, covering the
spirit body of the requesting
personality.

Divine Love having been
assimilated within one’s soul,
now being reflected through the
radiance of the spirit body.
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SHINING TOWARD SPIRIT:
665. The Shining toward Truth

Vol III, p. 157, 14 Nov 2014 – 14 Mar 2015 Zara and Nicholas
www.lulu.com

It is I Matthew, a teacher of the Divine Love. I have
communicated with you recently, now I desire to provide you with
a visual description of the Love.
Imagine a continuous Energy shining light blue that is unbroken with a seamless surface that surround
every mortal and Immortal spirit. Imagine if you were to become aware that this energetic field of lightblue Energy existed in its shining radiance just near where you are. Now that you are aware that this
unbroken Divine Love is a unified energetic field of living Love, by opening toward the Soul of God
and aspiring for the Divine Love, the Acting Spirit gently brings a small portion of this shining blue
Energy into your soul.
The Divine Love that you have received remains part of this great Energy that the Divine Love is and
even though this small portion of Divine Love, now within your soul, in its shining radiance and
energetic cause, it is never separated from the continuous energetic field of Energy that the Divine Love
is. Having partaken of this Energy it is with perception that one is aware that the Divine Love within
one’s soul is the same Divine Love that every person and spirit who has partaken of this Love,
participates with. Even though in our individuality we partake of this Divine Energy, this Love is never
broken away from the Source and Origin from which this Divine Love emanates.
The Divine Love is bestowed into our finite soul by the Acting Spirit, but this Spirit remains in contact
with our spirit body and does not enter the finite soul to become part of our finite soul essence that we
are. No mortal or Immortal spirit can manifest in their soul the Acting Spirit so that this Spirit – this
Holy Spirit – becomes part of our existing finite spirit body. Only the Divine Love and its Energy
becomes part of our finite soul, which causes the change to our spirit body. The Acting Spirit always
remains its own attribute and never does a Celestial spirit claim ownership or take possession of the
Acting Spirit within their soul. (The Holy Spirit / Acting Spirit is an instrument of our Heavenly
Parents, our Mother and Father.)
This is one of the wonderful Truths by which we, who have been transformed by the Divine Love,
understand our personal relationship with the Father’s ever-present Acting Spirit. The shining Energy of
Divine Love is all around us and when we have partaken of this Love, part of our finite nature becomes
independently shining in this true perfect Love.
I provide these words that may appeal to those who are visual and to express the universal appearance of
the Divine Love and the personal touch when in contact with the Acting Spirit.
Matthew (Apostle)

Whilst we are receiving the our Parent’s Divine Love, and that this Love is causing change
within our soul and spirit attributes, the greatest Truth known to man and spirit is that this is
the way the Father is actually loving us! When we progress, it is the (Mother and) Father’s
way of loving us into love and then we live what we are, love.
Message 278 Destiny
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OUR JOURNEY of GROWTH in LOVE
All we need do is to ask for God’s Divine
Love – it is that simple.
Ask directly, no intermediaries needed.
Souls, being thoughts of God, are ready
for incarnation in their billions. These
souls are at a high level of soul condition
in a natural love pristine state. However,
they are not within the 6th sphere perse.
These souls are not self aware. Prior to
incarnation, they do not express free will.
There is nothing of the Divine within the
soul.
They have an instinct to incarnate.
Incarnation of the two soul halves, male
and female aspects, typically occurs within
a 5 or 6 year time frame. However the
timing may be 20 to 60 years apart.
To become conscious of self, you must
incarnate.
This is the individualisation process.

Father

FATHER,
MOTHER.
CREATOR,
GOD

Homosexuality will
be put aside on
one’s journey.

Mother

Unknown
number of
spheres, so as
to reach the
level of the
Creator,
Source Soul.
Spheres in
the heavens
are not
actually
numbered,
this is an
indicative
outline.

10
9
8
7
6

Soul does
not know
sexuality

5
Split – male / female

The soul half that incarnates is the one
most suitable for the characteristics and
character of the attracting parents.
Upon incarnation, one’s soul condition
adjusts to reflect the soul conditions of
those around it, typically reflecting closely
the soul conditions of one’s parents.
Upon completion of individualisation
process, that is incarnation which may be
only a short experience in the mother’s
womb, we never need return to the
physical state. To be able to return to our
Creator, we need to undertake our Feeling
Healing and ask for Their Divine Love.

4

Sexual
preference is
influenced by
environment
10%+ homosexual
by life choice

3
2
1
Earth plane
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SPHERES of PARADISE

INFINITE and UNIVERSAL SPHERES

ETERNAL SPHERES
Soul spheres
are not
numbered.

CELESTIAL HEAVENS

The New Birth =
Peak Sphere =

6
4

NATURAL
LOVE
SPHERES

Soul spheres
are to:

2
1

Become at one with God: sphere 8
7
5
3

Spirit body
spheres are
1–7
DIVINE
LOVE
SPHERES

Earth sphere is for
the physical body.
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NATURAL LOVE and DIVINE LOVE SPHERES:
Divine Love progress is to infinity
Peak of 7th sphere is where one becomes at one with the Father.
These calibrations are an approximation
utilising Dr David Hawkins’
Divine Love
‘Map of Consciousness’ table:
7th Sphere
Natural Love peak is 1,000 on MoC
MoC 920 – 1,080
Natural Love
th
6 Sphere
MoC 840 – 1,000
Divine Love
5th Sphere
Natural Love
4th Sphere
MoC 650 – 840

MoC 780 – 920

Divine Love
3rd Sphere
MoC 500 – 780

Natural Love
2nd Sphere
MoC 500 – 650

One’s natural love is always
progressively perfected during
this journey of evolution of the
soul. One’s personality, based on
natural love, and mind based
memories continue with the soul
for all of eternity and remaining
connected to the spirit body.

Natural Love
1st Sphere
MoC 200 – 500
We all enter the 1st
natural love sphere on
the death of our body.
HELLS:
MoC
1 – 200
Hells being a sub-set of
2 Spheres of Disharmony.

Upon embracing Divine Love at any stage, then
one can progress through the Divine Love
spheres 3, 5, 7.
Even though a person may have received
Divine Love, they do not avoid compensation,
so they may still spend time within the spheres
of disharmony.
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Primary recommended reading:

consider commencing with: Paul – City of Light
and
Sage – and the Healing Angels of Light
The Rejected Ones
2002 – 2003 xxx – James Moncrief
Messages from Mary & Jesus
2003
xxx – James Moncrief
Soul Light from Zelmar Melchizedek
2003
xxx – James Moncrief
Paul – City of Light
2005
xxx – James Moncrief
Feeling Healing
2017
– James Moncrief
Religion of Feelings
2017
– James Moncrief
Mary Magdalene and Jesus'
comments on the Padgett Messages
2007 – 2010 xxx – James Moncrief
Speaking with Mary Magdalene & Jesus 2013 – 2014 xxx – James Moncrief
Sage and the Healing Angels of Light
2017
xxx – James Moncrief
Road map of Universe and history of Universe:
The Urantia Book
1925 – 1935
xxx as primary reading
Divine Love supporting reading:
Revelations
1954 – 1963
– Dr Daniel Samuels
Judas of Kerioth
2001 – 2003
– Geoff Cutler
The Book of Truths
1914 – 1923 xxx – Joseph Babinsky
containing the Padgett Messages or
Little Book of Truths
– Joseph Babinsky
True Gospel Revealed anew by Jesus Vol I, II, III, IV
xxx – Geoff Cutler
Available generally from:
www.amazon.com
www.bookdepository.com
www.lulu.com
For Divine Love focused websites and forums:
Pascas Health:
http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html
Spiritual Development:
http://new-birth.net/spiritual-subjects/
Padgett Books:
http://new-birth.net/padgetts-messages/
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.htm
BIBLIOGRAPHY NOTE:
James Moncrief has written numerous books and prepared numerous movie scripts. Incorporated here
are primary writings.
Pascas has 550+ supportive ‘Pascas Papers’ accessible in Library Download at www.pascashealth.com
Pascas Primary publications being:
U-Turn for Humanity Pascas reveals New Feelings Way
U-Turn for Humanity pathway being New Feelings Way
U-Turn for Humanity shutting hells through New Feelings Way
U-Turn for Humanity through the New Feelings Way
U-Turn for Humanity treacherous assumptions New Feelings Way
U-Turn for Humanity unfolding the New Feelings Way
Universal Gift – Feeling Healing with Divine Love
Feeling Healing and Divine Love Discussion Prompts
Pascas Care Death & Dying Transition & Assimilation Marjorie
Selected Pascas Papers, as noted below, can be downloaded from www.pascashealth.com from within
the Library Download page.
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James Moncrief’s books, the Padgett Messages and The Urantia Book at:
DIVINE LOVE SPIRITUALITY – DLS:

http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.html
All Padgett Messages
The Urantia Book

(for condensed versions – see below)
(see suggested papers to read below)

James Moncreif Books:
The Rejected Ones – the Feminine Aspect of God

1914 – 1923
MoC
1,490

Pages 945

Nov 2002 – Jan 2003

Messages from Mary and Jesus book 1
1,485 Feb – Apr 2003
Messages from Mary and Jesus book 2
1,485 Apr – Oct 2003
Soul Light from Zelmar, a Melchizedek, books 1 and 2
1,480 May – Sep 2003
Mary Magdalene and Jesus' comments on the Padgett Messages – book 1
Aug 2007
Messages from 31 May 1914 – 12 January 1915
1,495
Mary Magdalene and Jesus' comments on the Padgett Messages – book 2
Sep 2010
Messages from 13 January 1915 – 29 August 1915
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 1
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 2
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 3
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 4
Mary Magdalene comments on Revelation from the Bible KJV

1,494
1,490
1,489
1,490
1,491
1,485

Jan – Apr 2013
Apr – May 2013
Oct – Jan 2014
Jan – May 2014
Dec 2013 – Jan 2014

This group being pages of
Paul – City of Light

177
206
229
187
191
84

2,305

2005

149

Ann and Terry

2013

235

Feeling bad? Bad Feelings are GOOD!
feeling-healing book 1
Feeling bad will make you feel BETTER – Eventually!
feeling-healing book 2
Breaking the Golden Rule.
feeling-healing book 3
Feeling-Healing exercises, and other healing points to consider.

2006 179
2006 159
2006 168
2009 175

Cathy and Mark – a novel introducing Feeling-Healing.

2010

Introduction course to Divine Love Spirituality
Speaking with the Dead, Death and Dying
Spirits and their Childhood Repression Healing
With Verna – a nature spirit
Communication with spirits – meet a spirit friend
Introduction to Divine Love Spirituality website

2006 139
2009 173
2010 179
2008 279
2010 37
362

Sage – and the Healing Angels of Light
Divine Love Spirituality
Feeling Healing – you can heal yourself through your feelings

2017
2017
2017

Religion of Feelings
Religion of Feelings
Introduction to Divine Love Spirituality
Main website of DLS
Childhood Repression website
DLS and CR forum

1,488.5

228

189
170
480
164

1,500

151

260
201
153

1,500
2017 47
This group being pages of 3,046
http://religionoffeelings.weebly.com/
http://dlspirituality.weebly.com/
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/
http://childhoodrepression.weebly.com/
http://dlscr.freeforums.net/

http://withmarymagdaleneandjesus.weebly.com/blog---and-free-books-speaking-with-mary-and-jesus
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FEELING HEALING and SOUL HEALING with the DIVINE LOVE:
James Moncrief Publications:
all publications are free downloads:
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.html
It is suggested for one to consider reading as follows:
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus – books 1 – 4
These four books encapsulate the second of the revelations with the first having been introduced by
James Padgett one hundred years previously. These four books provide a wide range of guidance that
has never previously been made available.
Soul Light – books 1 and 2
A Melchizedek, Zelmar, sums up how we are to heal ourselves and ascend to Paradise.
Paul – City of Light
As a gentle intro into the Divine Love and Healing.
Ann and Terry
For an example of people who might want to immediately start working on themselves and doing their
Healing.
Feeling Bad? Bad feelings are GOOD
For more understanding about our denial of our feelings and why we should not deny our feelings, and it
includes how it all came about for James, using himself as an example.
Feeling bad will make you feel BETTER – Eventually!
This includes specific examples of Marion and James working on expressing particular bad feelings,
again with the hope that it will help others gain something of an idea as to what’s involved in doing your
Feeling Healing.
Sage – and the Healing Angels of Light
Through Sage who's 13 years old, the story is primarily about the two aspects of healing; that being,
with the help of our angels, and the full Healing we can do by looking to our feelings for their truth.
Religion of Feelings
Feeling Healing

Welcome to LOVE – the Religion of Feelings
you can heal yourself through your feelings

So these books, including the four Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus books, provide the essence
of it all and are examples of James’ work. Then it’s up to whatever takes one’s fancy. Other reading to
consider may include:
The Padgett Messages being published as:
The True Gospel Revealed Anew by Jesus volumes 1 – 4
Book of Truths by Joseph Babinsky
The Urantia Book

Release one’s pain through expressing one’s feelings.
in conjunction with
Longing for the Truth when also longing for Divine Love.
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FEELING HEALING with DIVINE LOVE is SOUL HEALING:
A collection of ‘papers’ that draw together specific topics including all of the above and more from other
sources of information and revelation designed to help increase one’s awareness about why we have the
problems we do and how to heal them, all whilst living a more healthy and sustainable life. They
provide a brief snapshot of the more complicated topics and issues.
Firstly, consider discovering the truth of your emotional pain through Feeling Healing.
Secondly, consider longing for our Heavenly Parents’ Love as you progress with your healing.
Primary and most important readings are the writings of James Moncrief.
Then consider the Padgett Messages, and then The Urantia Book.
Pascas Papers, being free, are located within the Library Downloads www.pascashealth.com
http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html
downloadable index to all Pascas Papers.
PASCAS – document schedule.pdf
FH denotes Feeling Healing; SH denotes Soul Healing, which is: Feeling Healing with the Divine Love;
DL denotes Divine Love – living with the Love.
PASCAS INTRODUCTION NOTES: All papers below can be found at Library Downloads link..
Pascas Care Letters A Huge Upturn
Pascas Care Letters Big Revelation
Pascas Care Letters Feeling Healing Benefits Children
Pascas Care Letters Feeling Healing Way
Pascas Care Letters Little Children
Pascas Care Letters Women’s Liberation and Mother
MEDICAL – EMOTIONS:
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing All is Within
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Health
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and History
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Parenting
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Rebellion
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Starting
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Will
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Angel Assistance
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Being Unloved
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Child Control
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Childhood Repression
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing End Times
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing is Rebelling
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Live True
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Mary Speaks
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing My Soul
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Perfect State
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Revelations X 2
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing the Future
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Trust Yourself
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Versus Cult

PA S
SCA
PER
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DIVINE LOVE and DIVINE TRUTH Revelations and Teachings escalating:

As we progressively become
aware the availability of Divine
Love and embrace our Soul
Healing, more and more
profoundly developed teachings
will be introduced to us by our
Celestial Spirit friends.
Divine Truth teachings will
continue to expand in detail and
complexity as we become ready
and willing to receive same
through doing our Feeling
Healing. This journey was
commenced for us by James
Padgett and James Moncrief.
101 Years: FEELING HEALING
and the DIVINE LOVE:
2013 – 2014 Speaking with MM & J
2007 – 2010 Comments on Padgett
2005
Paul – City of Light
2003
Messages Mary & Jesus
2003
Soul Light
2002
The Rejected Ones
Various auxiliary writings including
1954 – 1963 Revelations via Samuels
1914 – 1923 Padgett Messages

Are we ready and willing
to embrace what is
waiting for us to enjoy?

We are a young experiential
inhabited planet. As we grow in
Love and embrace our Feeling
Healing, then we become into a
condition by which we can ask for
and receive guidance in how to
achieve developments for the
benefit of all of humanity.
As we apply these gifts freely for
the welfare of all, then we will be
provided assistance to advance
our capabilities. Energy enables
communications which in turn
enables universal education.
With education everything is
possible.

UNIVERSAL Roadmap and Structure
1925 – 1935 The Urantia Book
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